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Preface 

 

Sufism is no doubt highly indebted to the intellectual depth and 

breadth of Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Mohammad Rumi () and Sultan ul 

Ārifeen Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo (). Mevlana Rumi () was born in Balkh 

(Afghanistan) in 1207. Haḍrat Shams Tabrīzī () – a Qur‟anic scholar 

and an adept in Sufi mysticism – entered in Mevlana ()‟s life, who 

awakened and brightened his inner being. Around four centuries after 

Mevlana Rumi (), Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () was born in 1629 in a 

village named Shorkot located in the city of Jhang, at the eastern bank of 

Chenab, flowing through the land of five-rivers, the Punjab. Before the 

birth of Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo (), his mother was informed through 

intuitive inspiration that she would give birth to a special child who 

would illuminate the world with his pervasive beneficence and guidance. 

She was told to name him “Ba-Hoo”. Beneficence of guidance was 

evidently manifest in his early childhood.  

As an index of their comprehension of divine reality, Mevlana 

Rumi () expressed the bliss of his inner world in Persian language, 

while Sultan Bahoo () both in Punjabi and Persian. In spite of vast 

space and temporal distance, cerebral similarities are evident in 

intellectual and scholarly work of both personaliteis.  Satiated from the 

spirit of Islam and holy traditions of Exalted Prophet Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) 

with love, compassion, and intuitive knowledge, both divine scholars 

fought against the negative forces and social evils of their times. Both 

emphasized on uplifting of human and humanity stands highest in their 

thoughts, no matter with which tradition or beliefs it is associated. 

Teachings of Mevlana Rumi ()  and Sultan Bahoo ()  become more 

relevant and applicable to contemporary globalized, multinational and 

multicultural diverse world. Exquisite sponge of interfaith harmony 
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would heal the wounds of internal dissonance and international conflicts 

everywhere. 

Way back in 2010, the idea of studying Mevlana Rumi () and 

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () simultaneously was planned and presented by 

Haḍrat Sultan Muhammad Ali (Chief Patron Islahee Jamaat & Aalmi 

Tanzeem ul Arifeen). Under his dynamic guidance and untiring 

supervision, the first Seminar was organized titled “Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo, 

Mevlana Rumi & Spiritualism” in 2010 at Islamabad under the auspices 

of Islahee Jamaat & Aalmi Tanzeem ul Arifeen (Shrine of Haḍrat Sultan 

Bahoo ()). Furthermore, Urdu Magazine Monthly Mirrat ul Arifeen 

International, Lahore – published under the untiring supervision of 

Haḍrat Sultan Mohammad Ali – also published some articles on this 

subject. After the establishment of MUSLIM Institute, a Three Days 

International Conference on Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () was organized in 

2013 by the Institute. Some papers were presented in that conference 

about the similarities of Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () and Mevlana Rumi 

()‟s teachings.  

In continuity of the idea presented by Haḍrat Sultan Mohammad 

Ali – to study the teachinigs of these two towering personalities together 

– the Institute organized an international conference on “Mevlana Rumi 

and Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo” in 2014 in Islamabad. The papers presented 

and discourse analysis made in the conference were much appreciated by 

the academics, researchers and general audience because people not only 

have literary connection with these two great personalities but they also 

have spiritual attachment with Mevlana Rumi () and Haḍrat Sultan 

Bahoo (). Such positive and appreciative feedback led us to work 

further on this innovative idea. 

Afterwards, the discussion with Prof. Dr. Saleem Mazhar led us 

to plan international conferences in collaboration of MUSLIM Institute 

and Faculty of Oriental Learning, University of the Punjab Lahore. Since 

then, two International Conferences have been organized with the mutual 

efforts where scholars have presented their papers and statements on 
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Mevlana Rumi () and Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo (). I would like to pay 

my sincere gratitude to thank Prof. Dr. Muhammad Saleem Mazhar for 

his kind cooperation and input in organizing these conferences.  

Contents presented in this book consist of essays and statements 

presented in aforementioned events, one special essay written on the 

subject and few writings selected from „Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () Special 

Edition II‟ of Monthly Mirrat ul Arifeen International, Lahore published 

in 2011.  

We hope that this book would serve as a valuable asset 

specifically for the students of Sufism, and in general for common 

people. Please communicate suggestions and corrections, which would 

be delightedly incorporated in the next edition. 

 

Sahibzada Sultan Ahmed Ali 

February 12, 2020 

Darbar Hadrat Sultan Bahoo (Jhang) Pakistan 
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Introduction of Mevlana Rumi 

 

Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Mohammad Rumi () , born in 1207 in 

Belkh (Central Asia), was a great poet, jurist, theologian, and Sufi mystic 

of his time. Most of his works including poems are in Persian. His 

writings, particularly his six volume didactic epic work, the Mathnawī-ī 

ma'nawī and Dīwān, have been translated into many languages around 

the world. Mathnawī is considered as one of the purest literary glories of 

Persia, and one of the crowning glories of the Persian language. Mevlana 

Rumi ()  is popular among people all around the world due to his 

universal and humanistic message and he is one of the best-selling poets 

in the West as well. Among other notable things, ney (flute) and Sufi 

whirling, draw reverent followers and visitors to his tomb from all over 

the world each year. His poetry evokes feeling of being alive and helps 

understand love and ecstatic in the coil of daily life. His sense of humour 

with his wisdom makes his teaching much more attractive and effective 

for the readers. He passed away in 1273 and his tomb is in city of Konya, 

Turkey. 
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Introduction of Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo 

 

Sultan ul Ārifeen Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () , born in Shorkot 

(District Jhang, Pakistan) in 1629, is highly regarded for his role in 

promotion of Islam in Indo-Pak subcontinent. Through his pacifist 

teachings, he promoted mutual respect, peace and harmony among 

people. He talked about the unanimity in his teachings to bring social 

concord and stability. Besides being a highly respected Sufi of all times, 

he is also revered for his intellectual, philosophical, literary and social 

reformation contributions. He authored around one hundred and forty 

books, mostly in the Persian language, for the guidance of truth-seekers. 

These contain poetry and prose in Persian and poetry in Punjabi 

language. His writings have been translated in many languages and are 

taught across the world. He holds a distinguished and celebrated position 

among all-time great Punjabi Sufi poets and his poetry always remained 

popular among academics as well as common people alike. His teachings 

revolve around identification and recognition of man‟s own status as 

being crown of the creation, respect for humanity, and social reformation 

through bringing change in individual‟s conduct. In his writings, he laid 

emphasis on the highest form of Islamic mysticism and described it as 

faqr. He passed away in 1691. His shrine is situated in District Jhang, 

Pakistan. 
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Denotative Similarity Between Sultan Bahoo and 

Mevlana Rumi
*
 

Prof. Dr. Ehsan Akbar 

 

 محنل گرؾت ۂدسِت زِمی پرد  !بُ علی اىدز غباِز ىاقہ گه

This verse of Iqbal connotes the unique status of Mevlana Rumi 

()  which bestows on him a distinguished place in the history of poetry, 

Sufism and philosophy thereby unveiling this secret, 

 حکمۃ وان مه انبیان نسحزان مه انشعز ن 

Indeed, in the poetry of this Muslim nation, there is something 

beyond poetic delicacy and pleasure. How skilfully it has been said, 

 ِزائے شاعری چیزے دگر ہست   ُ ميکر کہ دز اشعاِز ایً قُومص

It is reasonable and indubitable to state that after the advent of 

Islam the languages were treasured with the written text. The Persian 

language, an ancient language, also faced the same situation. More than 

90% linguists in Pakistan comprised of those men of letters who created 

great literary masterpieces. The reason is quite evident that this group of 

people was the follower of the first and foremost revelation of the 

Exalted Qurʾān that begins with the instruction of reading.  

Muslim men of letters were privileged to enjoy the blessings of 

the Exalted Qurʾān. They were taught that “the creation is the aayal of 

                                                           
*
 Translation of the article published by Prof. Dr. Ehsan Akbar in Special Edition 

II, Mirrat ul Arifeen InIternational Lahore in May, 2011.  
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Allah Almighty (هلالج لج) ‟; man is created free; all men are equal without any 

discrimination of colour and cast. However, only their good or bad deeds 

(taqwa) distinguish them from one another.  

The literature, which revolves around the subject of human 

being and secret of life, attained universal origination with the advent of 

Islam. When the love for the Exalted Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) has been declared the 

foundation of Islam, the believer came to know the true flavour and 

universal nature of the love. Thus Alī al-Hujwīrī Dātā Ganj Bakhsh (), 

Amīr Khusrau (), Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi (), Sa„di Shirazi () and 

Sheikh Abdul Qādir Gīlānī () were not only the men of letters but also 

great Sufis. Love, the universal emotion, is the soul of the religion and 

the life of Sufism. The literature of the world is constantly revolving 

around the same focal point i.e., love. 

Love is the gem that is the essence of the devotion of a man. 

This pearl is the foremost need of human life. When the bodies interact 

with bodies, the society evolves and its uniting factor is a mutual 

attraction. 

 ابیمہ ےس اقمئ اظنؾ اسرے
ِ
 وپدیشہ ےہ ہی ہتکن اترفں یک زدنیگ ںیم  ںیہ ذجب

All systems are established on mutual attraction. This 

secret is concealed in the life of the stars 

According to Allama Muhammad Iqbal, the cure for the frailty 

and sickness of the nations is also love.  

 تبحم یہ ےس اپیئ ےہ افش امیبر وقومں ےن

Sick nations have been cured only through Love 

It‟s not a trivial gift of Islam that it made love the centre of 

literature instead of gender as the influence of ―Kashf ul Mahjoob‖ 
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seems to be transitted to ―Ghaniatul Tālibeen,‖ ―Kemiyay Saadat,‖ and 

―Fasoos ul Hikm.‖ Similarly, ʿAṭṭār (), Rumi (), Abu Saeed Abi Al-

Khair () and Tahir Uryan (), despite their individual experiences of 

Sufism, appear to be the light of the same lamp.  

After the invasion of Mongols, Rumi () rises with the hope of 

a new life for Baghdad. Islamic literature has been characterised with an 

ardent desire to be a great man from the time of the people who had 

witnessed the Exalted Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص). Similarly in Islam, the world and the 

religion are not two separate entities, rather religion has the outcomes 

based on the worldly affairs and the worldly affairs are also incorporated 

within the religion. Rumi () says; 

 بُد دشُازط چه زؾتً زمیً بر  بُد زؾتازط اؾالک رہ  بک آٌ

He whose walk is on the spheres, how should it be hard 

for him to walk on the earth? 

Rumi ()  does not allow a man to be segregated in worldly and 

religious affairs. The matters in which Iqbal sought guidance from Rumi 

(), has been summed up in his beautiful poetic creation “Pir o 

Mureed,” (mentor and disciple) in the form of a conversation between 

Mureed e Hindi (spiritual follower from India) and Pir e Rumi (). This 

poem constitutes those questions and answers, which are guideline from 

Rumi ()  for not only Iqbal but it seems to serve as a problem solver to 

all the sages of the nation.  

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo (), who was born in 1629 to a righteous 

religious scholar, a learner of the Exalted Qurʾān from Shorkot, serving 

in Mughal Army, had Sharia in one hand and faqr (spiritual excellence) 

in the other. Exactly, as in his family, on one side, his family was 

constantly keeping religious tradition and on the other side, he had 

continuity of successive worldly triumphs. Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi () had 

also inherited the worldly glory and religious magnificence from his 
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familial traditions. If Rumi () had desired, he would have got the 

highest seat from his ancestors‟ heritage but he preferred the life of a 

common man and stood with the sufferers. The ancestors of Haḍrat 

Sultan Bahoo () were gifted 50 thousand Begha land from the court 

during the time of Shahjahan. He preferred „faqr‟ over the material 

world. Like Mevlana Rumi (), Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () also sought 

religious and spiritual instruction and training.  

Besides his worthy mother, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () sought the 

spiritual bliss from Habibullah Qādiri () and in Dehli from Haḍrat 

Abdurehamn Qādiri (). States of his many spiritual experiences are 

similar to that of the spiritual guide of Rumi (). Rumi‟s () knowledge 

paced, stepping with faqr, and so was the situation with Haḍrat Sultan 

Bahoo (). According to some tradition, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () 

wrote approximately 140 books from his pen in Punjabi and Persian. In 

the last part of his life, he witnessed the common use of Punjabi on an 

intellectual level, besides Persian. From academic perspective, Ezid 

Bari‟, Allah Bari‟, Farsi Nama, Raziq Bari‟- „Wahid Bari‟‟ and Sift Bari 

appeared in last. He also wrote some books for the reformation of the 

thought and awareness of adults and sensible people. Like Rumi (), he 

also used to teach and instruct the people of his city. In the poetry of 

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo (), the rhyming morpheme “Hoo‖ is persistent. 

The Sufis idea is that no breath should lapse without the remembrance of 

Allah (هلالج لج) . 

ُ  ایرفام ہہی اوج دؾ اغلف وس دؾ اکرف رمدش ھ   

ُؒ لپ فچ اج اچنہپ یتیک وسینہ رمدش ُ ایابھ  ھ   

 

Breath of negligence means breath of 

‗Kufr‘, mentor taught me - Hoo, 

Mentor did the best Bahoo, made me reach 

destination in a moment - Hoo. 
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That is why Sufis always maintain the unstopped remembrance 

of „Allah Hoo‟ or „Allah‟ in their imagination. Whatever task they may 

be busy in, their routine is akin to this proverb in Punjabi, 

ؽ
َ
ؽ ِدؽ ایر ف

َ
 ھتہ اکر ف

Means, hands may be busy in worldly affairs, the heart is always 

immersed in the remembrance of Allah Almighty (هلالج لج) . For Bahoo (), 

either Sharia or Sufism, both should aim at reaching Allah (هلالج لج) .  

 ھُ
ّ
 ھُ   یقیً داىه دزیٍ عاله کہ المعبُد اال

ّ
ال مقعُد اال  ِال مُجُد ؾی الکُىیًِ 

I am certain within universe there none worthy of 

worship besides Hoo. There is no existence or objective 

in both worlds besides Hoo 

His topics of poetry include Oneness of Allah (هلالج لج) , 

Prophethood, Sufism, dhikr (Remembrance) humility, the worthlessness 

of the world, consistency of good deeds, quest for truth, denial and 

avoidance of disbelief. The earlier writers of Punjabi language, Haḍrat 

Baba Farīd () and Haḍrat Nosha Ganj Baksh () resorted to the same 

light. However, the illuminating point of the poetry of Haḍrat Sultan 

Bahoo () is also the exquisiteness of ‗ishq (love). 

ا وس دؽ تخب ہن یتخب وھ

ت

ی
  ںیج دؽ قشع رخدی ہن ک

 ااتسد ازؽ دا قبس ڑپاھای ھتہ دست دؽ یتخت وھ

 

The heart that does not cherish love is 

hapless - Hoo, 

The Eternal Teacher taught the lesson (of 

love) and handed me the slate of heart - 

Hoo, 
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ا

ت

ی
ہ ااں قح ہن احلص ک

 

ا ڑجے وھ اہجںین افہ دفںیہ ج ن  

 

Those who do not acquire true love Bahoo, 

depart from this world, empty handed - Hoo. 

Described the love as 

ہ اادنے ڈہی رایچ افہ ردنہے پچ اپچےت وھ

 

 قشع ج ن

ے ابےت وھ
گ

 

کن

 ولں ولں دے فچ ھکل زابانں افہ رھپدے 

 

Those whose spirit has imbibed love till 

bone-marrow, they remain silent - Hoo, 

Though thousands of tongues in every hair 

yet they wander about speechless - Hoo, 

For Rumi (), „ishq is a great reformer and messiah: 

ت ہائے ما   شاد باط اے عصق خُط سُدائے ما
ّ
 اے طبیِب ُجنلہ عل

Hail, our sweet-thoughted Love —thou that art the 

physician of all our ills, 

Both the Sufi poets, Sultan Bahoo () and Mevlana Rumi (), 

seek light from Islam. For both of them, spiritualism and love (‗ishq) are 

more important than wisdom and matter. For Rumi (), music is an 

important source and from the tune of fiddle, Mathnawī, picks the first 

verse: 

ے چٌُ حکایت می کيد
َ
 از جدائی ہا شکایت می کيد  بصيُ از ى

The besieging tune of the flute rises in the sorrow of being 

departed from its origin. The desire to merge into its origin again always 

keeps it restless. Thus, the human soul is always restless to reunite with 

its actual origin, its actual Creator. The ideology of Wahadat ul Wajood 
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(The Unity of Existence) and Wahadat ul Shahood (Oneness of 

Appearance) both had the same destination of the journey in their own 

domains. 

Rumi () states keeping in mind the love for pragmatism in his 

early period and the wisdom he attained later because of love, 

 شنس تبریزی ىہ شد              مُلُی ہرگز ىہ شد مُالئے زِو  
ِ
 تا غالو

The love of Shams Tabrīzī () transformed Rumi () into a 

gem. On a chance of meeting with the mūrshid (spiritual mentor), he 

would spend days in and days out in his service. He immersed in such 

deep agony over his separation from mūrshid that the poetry that he 

composed in this state became a whole anthology and he named it as 

Dīwāne Tabrīzī instead of Dīwān e Rumi. When he talks about ‗ishq, he 

doesn‟t talk about that crime of man which Rumi () proclaims was the 

result of „Khurdan Gundum‟ (eating wheat) rather he talks about the real 

love. Sultan Bahoo () says: 

 درھدے وھقشع اجمز
ے
 ابزی ریپ افّل

 

ن

لک

ت

ت

ی   

 افہ رشدنمہ وہنس ابوھؔ ادنر رفز رشح دے وھ

 

Their profane proclamation is a slippery 

game such pseudo-lovers step clumsily - 

Hoo, 

On the Day of Judgment Bahoo, they will 

feel ashamed of themselves - Hoo.  

Sultan Bahoo () makes himself obedient to love for mūrshid 

or rather humbleness is permanent in front of him: 

 ُ مااں وہفے ےت ںیم رمدش فھکی ہن راجں ھ 

 

ج ش

 اہہی نت ریما 

 ُ مااں کہ وھکالں کہ اجکں ھ 

 

ج ش

ُں دے ڈمھ ھکل ھکل 
 
ُں ل

 
 ل
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 ُ  ااینتں ڈایھٹں ربص انں آفے وہر ےتک فؽ اجھبں ھ 

ُ رمدش دا ددیار  ُؒ ونیمں ھکل رکفڑاں اجحں ھ  ےہ ابھ   

 

My whole body be an eye; I will never be 

satisfied in beholding my spiritual mentor 

(mūrshid) - Hoo, 

Every bit of me be millions of eyes, I would 

constantly view my mentor, by closing one 

and opening another - Hoo, 

Even then my incessant zeal wouldn‘t 

subside, where would I go? - Hoo, 

Sight of my ―Mūrshid‖ is, Bahoo, like 

millions of pilgrimages - Hoo. 

His popular Abyat about the blessings of mūrshid is: 

 ے د
ب

 

ن
 
چ
ُ  نم فچ رمدش الیئ ےریم وبیٹ یاہلل  ھ   

  اابثت دا اپین یفن

ِل م

 
ی ن

ُ  رہ رےگ رہ اجیئ س ھ   

ک اچم وبیٹ ادنر

 

 ش
م

ُ  اجں الھپں ےت آیئ ای ھ   

ُؒ ںیج ےویج  ابھ 
ِ
ُ  الیئ وبیٹ ہیا رمدش اکِم ھ   

 

Spiritual mentor planted the ―Jasmeen‖ 

sapling of Allah‘s name in my heart - Hoo, 

Irrigated with water of negation and 

affirmation in whole body - Hoo, 

It has blossomed and emit sweet fragrance 

all within - Hoo, 

Long live my perfect guide, Bahoo, who 

planted it in me - Hoo. 

Mevlan Rumi () says: 

 عله زا بر تً زىی مازی بُد   عله زا بر دل زىی یازی بُد
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Bookish knowledge is a special subject of Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo 

() which cannot be absorbed easily. Such knowledge that rejects 

adherent love (‗ishq) Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () opposes such knowledge 

as well as the religiousity without purity and absorption. 

 ھ وضحر
 ج
ہ

وتڑے ڑپنھ ابگن الصاتں وھ یوظنمر ںیہن یاب  

رااتں وھ ںای  زاز راارؿ وتڑے اجس  اسرلفن رفزے  

وُں بلق وضحر ہن وہفے وتڑے ڈکنھ ےس زاکاتں وھ اب
 ھ
ج
ہ 

 

امجاتں وھ انں اتریث ابھج انف رب احلص انںیہ ابوھؔ  

 

Without hazoori there is no Divine approval 

even performed all kinds of prayers - Hoo, 

Night vigils, fasting and with super-

erogatory prayers– Hoo, 

Without focused soul, no approval from 

Divine Hazoor even they give hundreds of 

elms away - Hoo, 

Without annihilation for Rabb (Lord) 

Bahoo, there isn‘t any impact in 

congregational prayers - Hoo. 

People only focusing on intellect are dealt as well: 

وھ دا  ولڑؿ اپین ؿلقع دے وکاتہ ھجمس ہن اجنن ویپ  

وھ راؾ اہکین یذرک رےب دے ابوھؔ وکڑ ابوھجں  

 

They are senseless people who despite 

having subsistence from Lord are searching 

food - Hoo, 

Except remembrance of the Lord Bahoo, all 

else are just tales - Hoo. 
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But Sultan Baoo () doesnt negate the fundamental importance 

of knowledge: 

 وملعں ابوھجں رقف امکفے اکرف رمے دویاہن وھ

 ےس فرایہں دی رکے ابعدت رےہ اہلل ونکں اگیبہن وھ

 

He who tries to attain ‗faqr‘ without 

knowledge is an infidel, will die insane - 

Hoo, 

Worship for hundreds of years, yet remains 

unaware from Allah (هلالج لج)  - Hoo, 

Such unity of intellect and knowledge is also present in the 

teachigns of Mevlana. 

The door of love opens the door of court of Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص). Rumi 

(), thus, reveals various exquisite stages of court of Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) that 

the cane assumes the form of cobra and comes to serve Moses () , while 

a lifeless tree trunk screamed like a sad human being, because of being 

away from the Exalted Prophet Haḍrat Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) and that was 

heard by everyone. Have a look on the poetry: 

َ باخبر  معجزہئ مُسٰی ِ احند دز ىگر    چَُ ععا شد ماز ِ استُ

In his poetry, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () has discussed the actual 

status of the human being. However, in his book Aqal-e-Baidar, he has 

dilated on this issue. He states that human beings have been blessed with 

heavenly powers. Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () also proclaims that one 

reaches the love of Almighty Allah (هلالج لج)  after passing through the stages 

of love for mūrshid and the Exalted Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص). Rumi () also attaches 

central importance to love. Rumi‟s () love considers all the sections of 

Islam as part of Islam. For him, Sharia, Sufism and ṭarīqat are all 

coordinated. Rumi () tried for the re-institutionalising of Islamic 
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thought during the political and social destruction of the Muslim world. 

That‟s why he embraced all and dreamed of a perfect human being. His 

poetry is full of this citing: 

 آززِست اىساىه ِ ملُله دد ِ دیُ کز  شهر گرد گصت هنی چراؽ با شیذ دی

Making the heat a source, he also describes love for Exalted 

Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) as his way of life: 

 عله زا بر دل زىی یازی بُد

Dr. Lajwanti Ram Krishna states the period of Haḍrat Sultan 

Bahoo () from 1039 to 1104. During the last part of Shahjahan‟s reign, 

Dara Shikoh, Shuja, Murad and until the age of Aurengzeb, this period 

was characterised with political chaos and destruction. Then faqīr Sultan 

Bahoo ()  insisted on the reformation of self and called the material 

world a place full of filth. He desired for the emergence of dignified 

human character by cleaning one‟s inner soul. Heart about which Rumi 

()  had talked, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () says, 

 دؽ درای دنمسرفں ڈفےھگن وکں دالں دایں اجےن وھ

 ے فےچ فھجن وماہےن وھ

 

یڑ
 ھی
ج

  فےچ ڑیبے فےچ 

 وچداں قبط دےل دے ادنر ےھتج قشع وبمت فجن اتےن وھ

 وج دؽ دا رحمؾ وہفے ابوھؔ وسیئ رب اھچپےن وھ

 

Heart is deeper than rivers and oceans who 

can fathom Heart - Hoo, 

Seamen, boats and oars all are inside ocean 

of Heart - Hoo, 

All the fourteen Realms (Spheres) are open 

in Heart like a tent - Hoo, 

Those who fathom Heart Bahoo, are the 

ones who recognize Lord - Hoo.  
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Ya-Hoo! Some Mystical Moments With The 

“Sultan”* 

Muhammad Afsar Rahbeen 

 

 ِال مُجُد ؾی الکُىیً ِ ال مقعُد اال ُھُ یقیً دازو دز ایٍ عاله کہ ال مُجُد اال ُھُ

I am certain within universe there none worthy of 

worship besides Hoo  

There is no existence or objective in both worlds 

besides Hoo 

Highlight 

Mystical poetry is such an important and magnificent aspect of 

Eastern literature such that the culture and civilization remain incomplete 

and inferior without it. Indo-Pak subcontinent especially Pakistan is the 

homeland of such great Sufi saints and mystics and their fame has spread 

all over the globe. Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  is one of such great 

personalities. 

This outstanding and marvelous faqīr spent his whole life in the 

service of great mystics and taught the lessons of mysticism and sacred 

love of God to his disciples to become true lovers of Almighty Allah 

(هلالج لج) .    

 

                                                           
*
 Translation of the paper presented by Mr. M. Afsar Rahbeen (Cultural Director, 

Directorate of Culture, Islamic Republic of Afghanistan during Three Day 

International Conference on Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo organized by MUSLIM 

Institute in 2013 at Islamabad. 
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Dīwān-e-Bahoo 

Sultan Bahoo ()  has written more or less one hundred and 

forty books (140) books and Dīwān-e-Bahoo is one of them. There are 

fifty one (51) odes in this collection. In his many books, one can find 

Persian versus focusing on love of God and oneness. The following ode 

is the opening of his literary collection: 

 ُھُ اال مقعُد ال ًیالکُى یؾ مُجُد ِال  ُھُ اال معبُد ال کہ عاله ًیا دز داىه ًیقی

ز بدسِت  ال ؼیت چُ
ٓ
 ُھُ اال ؾتاح ال کہ یازی حق ریغ از مجُ ی داز غه چہ تيہا ایب یا

 ُھُ اال مظلُب ال کہ کً ِحدت ی  سُ خُد ىظر                                                                               جُ ِہللا ہللا بگُ کً ال ہنہ ال ال بال

ل ھُ ِّ خر اال
ٓ
مد ظہُز ھُاالا

ٓ
ِ یتجل ا

ُ
 ُھُ اال ًیالکُى یؾ ال کہ حق دایہُ خُد بذاِت   ا

ال
َ
َُ  ی ثاى مگُ ثالث ُمگ یؾاى شُ ازی یا ا النقعُد الُاحد ھ َُ  ُھُ اال مُجُد ال ھ

ُ ھُ الحق ھُ، ىداىه غ ُ الھُ ھ ُ ھُ الحق ھُ، ىدُاىه غ  ُھُ اال ریھ ُ الھُ ھ  ُھُ اال ریھ

 ُھُ اال ریغ هیہ پُى ه،یپُ کیزا بہ  کیھنُ                                                       هیزِ گل چُ دل دز یکی ه،یجُ یکی هیگُ یکی

 ُھُ اال ریغ دویىد دو،ید یکیخُاىدو  یکی                   دویپسيد ھُ الحق ھُ دو،یگرد چُ عاله گرد بہ

 ُھُ اال ریدل ِ جاٌ زا بہ ھُ بسته، ىہ بسته غ                                      دسته دز  اھُىہیجز بہ خسته، خُد غندُاز ميه

I am certain within universe there none worthy of 

worship besides Hoo 

There is no existence or objective in both worlds 

besides Hoo 

In hand with sword of negation come alone without 

grief of hesitation 

Depending on acquaintance other than truth is no 

triumph besides Hoo 
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Negate all besides Allah (هلالج لج)  and seek Allah (هلالج لج)  from 

Allah (هلالج لج)  

Keep your sight toward unison there is no purpose 

besides Hoo 

He is first He is last manifests His splendour 

Actual Divinity manifests from truth there is none 

besides Hoo 

Listen o friend of passion there is no trinity or duality 

He is One He is the purpose none exists beside Hoo 

He is Hoo He is truth I know none other than Hoo 

He is Hoo He is truth I don‘t recite none other than 

Hoo 

I mention one I search one and one I keep in my heart 

like flower 

That one I find one besides that I find none other 

I traversed entire universe I only liked that Truth 

(Haqq) 

I called out one seen one and seen none other than one 

I am consoler of myslf nothing is in my hand besides 

Ya-hoo 

I have attached my heart and soul with Hoo and not 

attached with none other besides Hoo 

Now let us comment on these holy distiches taking them as an 

ode. His poetry is mystical according to structure and style and 

encomposses mystical secrets of sacred love of Allah (هلالج لج) . This becomes 

more clear and transparent when we comment his work crtically. As one 

critic explained,  

His ode has broader meanings and insights with reference to 

structure and style. It does not mean the mere use of langauage 

and expression; these are critical and philospical texture. 

Unless you consider the art of critique and aesthatic philosphy, 

you cannot understand  the importance of his work. 
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Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  has created a fabulous ode. Though 

rhymes have importance in ode, yet a few bouts of rhymes are being 

overemphasized. But a deeper look can make one understand the focus of 

Haḍrat Bahoo ()  and his wisdom and one forgets the use of lesser 

rhymes. This wisdom appears in the use of words “Illah-Hoo” and “Hoo 

Hoo”. These words are fitted into the beautiful ode in such a delicate and 

charming manner that listener gets lost in spiritual touch and gets 

islolated from the world. This special feature of Haḍrat Bahoo ()  can 

be found in many other distiches. Just have a look at the following 

distiches:- 

 ھا ھا یھای ھا ھُ ،یھ یھ یھا ِ ھا ھا     ھا ھا یگُ یھُیھ مً، مً تُ مگُ مً مً

 ھا ھا یھا یھُیھ ىگردد، یکس ِاقـ   زا یھ یھُی ھا ًیا ىداىد کس اسراز،

 ھا ھا یھا یھُیھ ،یبراىد چرا خُد از  سازو چازہ چہ یھیھ ىد،ىدا دله شُق

You don‘t mention I am but say that it is He 

Yes it is He it is He only He 

None knows the secret of this innhialtion 

It is only He no one is aware of this proclamation 

No one knows passion of my heart what effort I can 

make 

Why have you distanced me alas so sad so sad 

This expression can be better termed as linguistic excellence. 

This is the similar work as done by great poet Jalāl ad-Dīn Muhammad 

Balkhi (Rumi) ()  in „Kulyat-e-Shams‟. Read carefully the following 

distiches: 

 یلی یرلی یلی یرلی ، تيً، تً تً زىه دو ھر ی لی یرلی یلی یرلی مً، بصيُز آکيٌُ باز

 یلی یرلی یلی یرلی ، ، لال تا ال تال برگُ ی ى آِاز بزٌ مظرب ،یم جاو آٌ ازیب یساق
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Come back a hear melody yer le yele yer le yele from 

my inner 

I am mentioning every moment tan tanan yer le yele 

yer le yele 

O cupbearer, bring that goblet and sing in the sound of 

flute 

Then say Tala lala tala lala yer le yele yer le yele 

absolute 

Or see more: 

 یقیبقق بق بققُ بق بققُ قُ قُ  آزىد بر ىالہ ًیا ھنہ ،یمست سر از بس

 یقیشقق شق شققا شق شققا شقا  کرد مہ کہ زیتبر الحق شنس بيدہء مً

Due to absorption every lament sound 

Qu Qu beQuqu beq beququ beq beququ 

I am slave of Shams ul Haq Tabrizi who had taken this 

immaterial thing to height 

Shaqa Shaqaqa Shaq Shaqaqa Shaq Shaqaqiqi 

Such distiches are called distiches of emotions because here 

rhymes and traditional style of expression is not given importance. Here 

the poet talks about his inner spiritual feeling of love and devotion. He is 

not concerned about form and structure; it is all useless effort. Distiches 

of Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  are cultivated with truth and common 

understanding; they do not contain the fantasy of love and beauty. 

Sometimes, mystical passion reaches the highest level and aesthetic form 

of ode is challenged.  

Sultan Bahoo () ‟s distiches revolve around faith and oneness 

and artificial aesthetic sense is often ignored because faith is his life. As 

the distiches of Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  reveal, he seems to monitor the 

tradition and style of two famous poets, namely, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn 
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Muhammad Balkhi ()  and Khawaja Shams-ud-Din Muhammad Ḥāfeẓ 

Sherazi () . 

If a person had studied „Kulyat-e-Shams‟, he would have easily 

inferred that Dīwān-e-Bahoo has similarities in several distiches with that 

of Haḍrat Mevlana ()  in terms of rhymes and alteration. As we have 

already explained, Haḍrat Mevlana ()  is the originator of such style. 

Similarly, the style of Ḥāfeẓ Sherazi ()  can also be found in several 

odes of Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () . Now compare the following distiches: 

 کجاست؟ ازی آٌ کہ از،ی سکً پرسه کہ از       خدا ربھ زہ، شياسيدہء زاٌیعز یا

Those friends familiar with the path for sake of God 

guide me 

With whom I could mention me beloved that where He 

resides. 

And now Ḥāfeẓ‟s: 

 کجاست ازیع کض عاشق ء مہ آٌ ميزل  کجاست؟ ازی مگہء آزا سحر هیىس یا

O morning breeze where is beloved abode 

Moon that pulls ardent lover itself where is its abode. 

Thus, we come to know that Haḍrat Sultan ()  has not only 

considered the poetic style of Mevlana () , but also Ḥāfeẓ Sherazi () . 

In poetic collection of Haḍrat Sultan () , you can find numerous ecstatic 

distiches representing his poetic emotional state. This phenomenon is 

also reflected in poetic work of several other Sufis and revolves around 

enthusiasm and motivation. 

It is quite apparent that a distich represents the beliefs, feelings 

and emotions; a piece of paper is an index of inner feelings emanating 
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from the core of heart. Therefore, he said, what he felt in his spiritual 

state. 

The distiches of Haḍrat Bahoo ()  are perfumed vase of 

mystical thoughts and observations, filled with blissful rays of lovers, a 

purified mystical and spiritual echo at the shrine of faqīrs, and oblateon 

of Holy Sufi saints. 

The poetry of Sultan Bahoo ()  is filled with Sharia and ṭarīqat 

and a marvelous heritage for the desirers of oneness. Such a path of truth 

where human doesn‟t forget his status of being „human‟ and reach his 

destination by curbing the beastliness.  
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Sultan Bahoo’s Love-Message and Faqīri Ṭarīqa to 

Elevate Our Lowest Self to the Highest Grade of 

Lahoot to become Insan-i Kamil
*
 

Prof. Dr. Mohammad Farid Uddin Khan 

 

Abstract  

In this present world of demonic turmoil and warfare, the crying 

needs of the mankind are love, peace, security, welfare, harmony, 

humanity, brotherhood, and justice. Mankind, as the progeny of Haḍrat 

Adam  ()  is the single nation or Ummah which could be reestablished 

only by the divine love as depicted by the Exalted Prophets () . Mevlana 

Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi ()  (1207-1277 AD) and Sultan al-Ārifin Haḍrat 

Sultan Bahoo ()  (1629-1691 AD) are the two best examples for being 

the preacher, teacher and guide of divine love. In this article we shall try 

to show the best prescriptions shown and advised by them especially by 

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () . The main clarion call and saying of Haḍrat 

Bahoo ()  in the journey of spiritual uplift to the ultimate court of Allah 

(هلالج لج)  is “Allah (هلالج لج)  bas ma-sewa Allah (هلالج لج)  hawas” i.e., Allah (هلالج لج)  is 

enough and the rest is lust or greed (based on imagination and lower 

self).  

 

                                                           
*
 Article presented by Prof. Dr. Mohammad Farid ud Din Khan from University 

of Information Technology and Sciences Dhaka, Bangladesh during International 

Conference on “Sultan Bahoo ()  & Mevalan Rumi () ” organized by MUSLIM 

Institute on December 9, 2014 at Islamabad. 
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Introdurtion 

Six Books (parts) of Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī of Mevlana Rumi 

()  are the six oceans of divine love. Whereas the A‘lam (universes) 

explained by Sultan Bahoo ()  are the bridges (flyovers) to reach the 

final world of love, the tawhid of Allah (هلالج لج)  which is A‘lam-e-Hahoot. 

Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī and Dīwān Shams are the vast oceans of love 

without shores. Rumi‟s ()  Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī preaches love through 

poems and Dīwān through gazal-songs.  

Sultan Bahoo ()  also guides the faqīr desirers (tālib-e-moula) 

to the divine love through both prose and poems, but mostly through 

prose in Persian. In modern time prose is the most reachable and nearest 

to the understanding then the poems of the past centuries. Only the 

intellectuals and thinkers can feel and smell the love messages of poems. 

However, the ordinary people can also understand and follow the 

guidelines and road maps of divine love as presented in easy way by 

Sultan Bahoo () . 

Rumi () , the preacher of love, conquers America (and other 

areas) after 700 years of his death as it is reported by the Time Magazine 

in recent years. Sultan Bahoo‟s ()  songs are being sung by the common 

masses of Punjab irrespective of religions. His books are gaining 

popularity day by day particularly in this region and the world at large. 

Rumi ()  promotes theories of divine love and Sultan Bahoo 

()  presents road maps to the divine presence Awalam-e-Anwar e Zaat, 

i.e., Alam-e-Lahoot, Alam-e-Yahoot, and finally to the Alam-e-Hahoot - 

the World of purest Tawhid. Rumi ()  preaches divine love through 

stories and allegories. Whreas Bahoo ()  provides prescriptions along 

with proper method to reach the divine kingdom of love. Rumi ()  

provides information about the master of love, the Last Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) and 

his close followers. Bahoo ()  shows the way to reach the court of the 
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Exalted Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) and through him to the highest court of divine love, 

Hahoot.  

While Mevlana Rumi‟s ()  message of love can be called as the 

sky of supreme lover i.e., Zaat-e-Pak Allah (هلالج لج) , then the formulae of 

Bahoo ()  is the swift lift like burāq and rafraf to touch the exalted 

universe of Yahoot to take to the highest glorious court of Hahoot-e 

Rabbani i.e., Ma‘shook-e-Mutlaq.  

Mevlana Rumi ()  spread the seeds of divine love through his 

Dīwān and Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī and Sultan Bahoo ()  showed the path 

and process of reaping the crops of divine love to the earnest followers 

through his marvelous books of prose ornamented with poems of his own 

and of others. Rumi ()  detailed the characteristics of the pir (spiritual 

mentor) for guidance and Bahoo ()  also made conditions for the 

seekers to be attached with the Pir-e-Kamil O Mokammil (Perfect 

spiritual mentor). Rumi ()  invited the followers of divine love to the 

vast universe and ocean of love and asked for awaiting for the pir like 

Shams Tabrīzī ()  while Sultan Bahoo ()  presented the nearest parth 

(tarīqa) of Sarwari Qādiri order to suit the modern time busiest mankind 

as a whole. 

Mevlana Rumi ()  did not claim to take away the salik or tālib 

to the courts of Yahoot and Hahoot whereas this claim is prominent in 

almost all books of Sultan Bahoo () . Nowadays, diving into the vast 

oceans of Mathnawī-ī ma'nawī and Dīwān-i Shams is too difficult for the 

modern professional people. It requires an experienced guide to make the 

divine journey a success. Otherwise the voyagers can be misled or even 

drowned in the deep sea. But Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  – himself being 

the skilled guide – guides and helps us through his books, methods and 

ṭarīqa-e-Faqr-e-Mohammadi (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص). His beautiful method is most suitable 

for the professional busy people of all times.  
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Here we shall give some citations from Mevlana Rumi () , 

Sultan Bahoo ()  and some other beloved personalities of Allah 

Almighty (هلالج لج)  for our easy understanding of love, specially the divine 

love. 

Khawaja Ḥāfeẓ Shirazi ()  in his Dīwān declared that: 

Any one being in this circle if is not alive with extreme 

love, Say for him namaz-i Janaza according to my 

fatwa, though he is not dead yet. 

Man is the creation of divine love. From Arabic root “uns,” 

comes the word insan (human). Uns means love. Sufi traditions hold this 

view. Allah (هلالج لج) , the most beautiful and the most beloved, out of His will 

of love to be expressed and represented in the creation, has created His 

beloved insan as the image of Himself. This best image or the first insan 

is Exalted Prophet Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) and from him started the whole of 

the creation. Thus Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () , Mevlana Rumi ()  and all 

other spiritual masters hold this view that Prophet Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) is the 

first and all other creations to the last are the result of the sacred love of 

Allah (هلالج لج)  being expressed in His most beautiful qualities and names. 

Mevlana Rumi ()  says,  

Mostafa Aiine Rue Khudast, munakkes dar vi hame 

khuiie Khudast. 

Mevlana Rumi ()  said,  

Eshq wasfe izad ast‖ (2185/5) and “pas mohabbat 

wasfe Haq dasn” (2187/5)  

Meaning love is the introduction of Creator!  

Again he said,  
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Jesme khak az Eshq bar Aflaq shod 

He declared,  

Asheqan ra mellat wa mazhab Khudast (1770/2) 

And again declared,  

Radhe Asheqan juz Khuda hich nist 

He said,  

If I explain the ‗ishq, hundred qiyamat (day of 

judgement) will be over, for qiyamat is in limited time 

after all but Allah (هلالج لج)  is timeless and over and above 

time. And the ‗ishq has 500 feathers and each feather 

reaches above the arsh (throne of Allah Almighty  (هلالج لج) ) 

(2190-91\5).  

Again he said: 

The creation and the universes run and revolve due to 

the waves of ‗ishq (3854/5).  

He urged the people to  

Accept the love of the eternal living One.  (219, 220/1) 

Sultan Bahoo ()  said:  

Zaheda! Az bime duzakh chand tarsani mara? 

Atashi daram ke dozakh nazde ou Khakstar ast.  

And Mevlana Rumi ()  reflected this sayings as: 
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‗Ishq Jane Tur omad Asheqa, Tur mast, kharra Musa saeqa. 

Ḥāfeẓ ()  called us not to love this temporary world, because it 

is “gaddar”. Sa„di Shirazi ()  said in Gulestan,  

Asheqan koshtegane Ma‘shoqand 

Whereas Rumi ()  said,  

Jumle Qurbanand andere kishe Eshq (2184/5).  

Again he said,  

‗Ishq on shule ast ke chun bar forukht, hark e juz Ma‘shuq 

bashad jumle sukht. 

And Sultan Bahoo ()  said,  

Ta namord be tige ‗ishq bi sar nashavi. (Mehek al-Faqr /385) 

Haḍrat Bahoo ()  said,  

‗Ishq dani ke chist? Koshtane nafse Khish (Mehek al-Faqr/ 

285). 

Ḥāfeẓ ()  said,  

Ma maste Alastim be ek jor‘e chu Mansur 

And ishe parwae sar dar nadarim 

And Rumi ()  also said,  

Jomle Ma‘shuq ast wa Asheq parde, zende Ma‘shuq ast wa 

Asheq morde 
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While Sultan Bahoo ()  said,  

Ba ‗ishq dar meidan bia, gar sar ravad raftan bedeh.  

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  in his books also supported the 

sayings of the great lover like Ḥāfeẓ ()  and Sa„di ()  when he (Sa„di 

() ) said,  

Man on niam ke Halal az haram nashenasam, Sharab ba tu 

Halal ast, Ab bi tu Haram,  

and (Ḥāfeẓ () ) said,  

Ze on mei ‗ishq kaz ou pukhte shaved har Khami, Gar che Mahe 

Ramaḍan ast biaavar Jami. 

Sultan Bahoo ()  gave support to the sayings of Rumi ()  by 

quoting from Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī 

Hark e Jame ze ‗ishq Chak shod, ou az herch o eib jomle Pak 

shod.  

Sultan-ul-Ārifin Sultan Bahoo ()  gave his love formula as,  

Bahoo ‗ishq ra bame boland ast, IsmoAllah nardeban, har 

makasni bi neshani mibarad dar La-Makan.  

So Sultan Bahoo ()  said the last and final formula to be with 

Bahoo ()  and i.e.,  

Allah (هلالج لج)  bas ma seva Allah (هلالج لج)  hawas. 

As because I am not only a raw but a poor person in the great 

domain of love and learning so as Mevlana Ruma advised me 

too: 
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Dar na yabad hale pukhte hich kham, Pas sokhan kotah boyad, 

wassadlam.  
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Social Balance and Equity: Teachings of Sultan 

Bahoo and Mevlana Rumi
* 

Prof. Dr. Aalia Sohail Khan 

 

Human societies are united by certain common shared feelings, 

desires and values, e.g. the desire for safety and respect for human 

dignity, the ideal of peace, harmony, equity, justice, fair play, desire for 

the love of God and communion with God. When these feelings and 

drives are opposed and deprived of positive cultivation, a society is 

formed wherein greed, materialism, animosity, cut-throat competition 

and hatred run rampant. Such a society promises nothing in the way of 

goodness and decency. When faith in God and Judgment day, the values 

of sincerity, honesty, purity, truthfulness, mercy, giving and caring that 

underlie the ideal of human perfection are spurned as flattering words 

and lies only, then the society becomes completely disordered. As a 

result chaos and confusion reign. 

However, it is imperative to set up balance and order in human 

societies, so that humanity can conform to nature‟s universal harmony 

and live in accordance with their own innate disposition. Allah (هلالج لج)  

breathed His soul into human beings and endowed them with soul and 

heart, the intuitive faculties whereby „Ultimate Reality‟ is revealed. 

Sultan Bahoo ()  says,  

This body of yours is the True Lord‘s dwelling. 

                                                           
*
 Principal Government Postgraduate College for Women, Rawalpindi Prof. Dr. 

Aalia Sohail Khan presented this paper during International Conference on 

“Sultan Bahoo ()  & Mevalan Rumi () ” organized by MUSLIM Institute on 

December 9, 2014 at Islamabad. 
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This optimistic view of human nature gives us hope in the 

possibility of moral elevation and spiritual uplift against arrogant 

rejections by the „pseudo prophets‟ of 20
th

 century like Marx and Freud, 

who denied belief in God, described religion as a figment of imagination 

and opium for the masses, reduced human nature to animal instincts and 

thrust for monetary profit only. 

 Loss of faith and reductive view of human nature breeds 

scepticism, nihilism, uncertainties and despair. Above all, deficiencies of 

the heart and soul are a threat like a terrifying tornado that can destroy 

completely balance and equity in society. 

Human life in this world is a composite of two distinct powers, 

soul and ego, nafs-e-ammara, the lower or animal self that incites evil 

and prompts base desires. Mevlana Rumi ()  compares soul to a falcon 

and ego (arrogance) to a crow put together into the same cage. Within 

human breast, soul and ego are in constant strife. When these two powers 

act in harmony, i.e. when the ego is tamed by soul, the result is social 

balance, but when they remain in conflict with each other, and ego 

dominates soul and emerges victorious, it results in a disastrous 

imbalance that extends from the individual to all the levels of society as 

an individual is the nucleus of society. Sultan Bahoo ()  likens a 

spiritually bankrupt society to a dark jungle. A culture which has not 

developed an ethos that encourages virtue is like a patient suffering from 

cancer. Coarse insensitive people, who pay no attention to anything 

except their own pleasures, who do not consider their lives as connected 

with the well-being and happiness of others, are responsible for upsetting 

the social balance of society. 

However, society can be rescued if we listen to the sincere voice 

of Sufis like Mevlana Rumi ()  and Sultan Bahoo ()  and practice their 

teachings. The quality of a society is defined by the kind of heroes it 

praises. Sufis are spiritual masters; they embody the best qualities of the 

perfect ideal man. They are beacons of light. 
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If we earnestly wish to restore balance and equity in society, 

then we must revive the message of sacred truths, divine love and 

selflessness as given by Mevlana Rumi ()  and Sultan Bahoo () . Their 

lesson works to counter these destructive tendencies. Sufis are immersed 

in love of God, they hold fast to the rope of God; they are respectful of 

the divine truths, have radiant hearts and hold the love and rule of God 

above everything else. As Sufis have their hearts filled with the most 

sublime ideals and love of God, they become the source of spreading 

goodness and happiness around them. They transcend their carnal 

desires, grow spiritually and attain victory over the insinuation and 

directives of ego. They do not think of their own happiness or comforts 

for they have transcended all selfish interests; they, absorbed as they are 

in oneness and love of God, transmit happiness and comforts to others. 

They alleviate the distress of others. They are like a shady tree, healers of 

soul. 

In order to create a balanced society based on the principles of 

equity, justice, giving, service as presented by Mevlana Rumi ()  and 

Sultan Bahoo () , the first requisite is to engage oneself in the greater 

jehad (struggle) against the pull of the base self that incites us to be 

aggressive, arrogant and violent in acquiring money and power. Both 

Mevlana Rumi ()  and Sultan Bahoo ()  compare worldly desires to a 

seductress, a sorcerer who dupes human beings into folly and wrong acts. 

Unflagging effort is required to resist the temptations in order to create 

an ideal society. It is written in the Exalted Qurʾān:  

Indeed! Allah (هلالج لج)  will not change the good condition of the 

people as long as they do not change their state of goodness 

themselves. (Qurʾān 13:11). 

Equity 

Equity is about fairness. Jim Falk puts it this way; 
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Equity derives from a concept of social justice. It represents a 

belief that there are some things which all the people should 

have, that there are basic needs that should be fulfilled. There 

should be no discrimination and that policy and effort should be 

made by authority bearers to achieve impartiality, fairness & 

justice. Within a community, it usually also means that everyone 

should have access to community resources and opportunities 

and that no individual or group of people should be deprived or 

exploited or burdened more than the rest of the community. It 

asks for entitlement of every one to an acceptable quality & 

standard of living. 

The concept of equity is well entrenched in Sultan Bahoo ()  

and Mevlana Rumi‟s ()  teachings. They time and again instruct qazi 

and mulla, the two symbols of authority and law to recognise the inherent 

human dignity and equal and inalienable rights of all members of the 

human family, for this is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in 

the world. 

Scholars: Hypocrisy and Greed 

Observers make the mistake of attacking “Islam” and 

demanding its reform, instead of understanding the vested interests of 

particular activists and thinkers. It is often said that religion has failed to 

solve the problems of life, that it cannot eradicate social evils and ensure 

peaceful existence. Unfortunately, some people have started equating 

Islam with fanaticism and terrorism. However, Sultan Bahoo ()  and 

Mevlana Rumi ()  point out that it is the abuse of religion by selfish and 

corrupt people that prevent establishing social balance and equity. 

Sultan Bahoo ()  warns the religious preachers who are 

accomplished in theological doctrine and religious dogma, but who use 

religion as a means of making money, acquiring power and fame. He 

strongly criticizes the hypocrisy, arrogance, greed and selfishness of such 

religious scholars and calls them bandits and thieves. Exalted Prophet 
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 ,said that the way farer to God must first of all imprison senses (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص)

control and subdue base desires prompted by the animal self nafs-e-

ammarah. An enlightened heart, immersed in love of God, to which the 

mystery and vision of God is revealed is liberated from ego (arrogance), 

from all kinds of attachments to the material world even from desire for 

reward in the Hereafter.  

On the other hand, the scholar who is proud of his learning, 

thrives on self-promotion. Sultan Bahoo ()  says;  

With books under their arms,/ they swan around, selling their 

honour. Wherever they find an affluent household, they read the 

scripture in loud, fervent strains for a lucrative commission.  

Allah (هلالج لج)  commands in the Qurʾān (Qurʾān 2:41);  

Do not sell My Revelation for a trifling price. (such as wordly 

gain , status  and renown) 

In this context, Sultan Bahoo ()  writes,  

O Bahoo! They have put God‘s name on sale just to 

make a living. 

In another verse Sultan Bahoo ()  says;  

They are spiritually bankrupt people. These people are 

called great scholars and are respected by the world, 

but their inner self is rotted by the thief of sensual 

desires.  

They think they have acquired great learning;/ They 

call themselves sheikhs./ while they perform much 

outward worship./ they do not know the manner in 
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which temptation, like a thief, enters to ravage their 

hearts.(Bait 32) 

In another verse, Sultan Bahoo ()  writes; 

They exploit their followers to satisfy their greed;  

they have no inkling of the exaltation of the mystic 

path…(B, 184) 

Similarly, Mevlana Rumi ()  condemns the hypocrisy of 

greedy religious scholars, (p.192) 

For the sake of a loaf of bread, you invoke the name of 

God again and again. 

Give up your greed & then call Him. 

To extort money forcibly or fraudulently from others is a great 

obstacle on the path to God. Violation of haqooq-al-Ibad (rights of 

people) is an unforgivable sin. One should develop contentment and try 

to live on his own income even if it is meagre. It is universally 

acknowledged by all the religious traditions that happiness arises from 

contentment. Worldly desires make us restless and agitated. That is why 

Mevlana Rumi ()  compares worldly desires to rotten walnuts. Sultan 

Bahoo ()  warns that selfishness and greed not only harm fellow human 

beings, they are also self-destructive drives. He says;  

The soul is a merchant, the ego a highway who robs 

her on her way to God. (B: 89) 

Mevlana Rumi ()  says that worldly desires can surface up any 

time like the Libyan lizard that pops up its head now and then from under 

the sand. He also likens them to sirens that lure one to go astray, deviate 

from the straight path. Therefore, Sultan Bahoo ()  exhorts that the 

seeker of God should always remain vigilant and keep watch over his 

heart. Worldly desires should be controlled. Both Sultan Bahoo ()  and 
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Mevlana Rumi ()  use the analogy of dog for unbridled desires and 

advise us to enchain it and mince it.  Sultan Bahoo ()  says; 

The dog of ego must be slain and minced into bits / by 

the repetition of God‘s name/ practised with love, with 

every breath of one‘s life. (B-114) 

And Mevlana Rumi ()  writes in the same vein. He says,  

Do not leave alive the dog of your mind. It has always 

been an enemy of your soul. 

A person liberated from desires is a happy person, at peace with 

the people around him, for he does not covet anything. Mevlana Rumi 

()  says that those foolish people who use the word of God as a 

marketable commodity and cheat others, live an unhappy life and suffer 

from constant worry in their minds, whereas lovers of God always revel 

in ecstasy within and enjoy peace of mind and heart that can‟t be 

expressed in words. 

Sultan Bahoo ()  believes that human beings are „created to 

give and share the bounty of God,‟ because all that exists belongs to God. 

He is Gani, human beings are muhtaj. The riches of this world are a gift 

and loan from God. They should be shared with fellow human beings. 

This is equity, fair play. He condemns materialistic, miserly people and 

says; 

When it comes to giving, you feel strangled; when 

taking, you grab like a lion. (B.43) 

This thrust for acquisitiveness subjects us to the bondage of 

materialism and ego. 
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Miracles 

On the way to God, by dint of various meditational practices, a 

mystic acquires tremendous power, but one who uses his spiritual powers 

to work miracles to gain name, wealth or position in society is not a Sufi. 

He degrades himself. As Mevlana Rumi ()  says that although a Sufi 

acquires the power to work all sorts of miracles, he should not use these 

powers for selfish ends. He says; 

Every miracle which you wish from your heart to occur will 

surely happen when you wish it. You invoke the name of God, 

calling Allah (هلالج لج) , Allah (هلالج لج)  for a piece of bread. Rise above 

your greed, and then call for Allah (هلالج لج) . (519) 

Sultan Bahoo ()  is equally critical, he says; 

Walking on water is not spirituality nor is praying on 

mats suspended in mid air 

 They alone may be called mystics, O Bahoo, 

Who have enshrined the Friend in their hearts (B. 177) 

Good Conduct 

And one who enshrines The Friend, i.e., God in his heart is par 

excellence an epitome of good conduct. Almighty Allah (هلالج لج)  says that He 

sent the Exalted Prophet Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) to teach the best manners to 

human beings, and Sufis have been entrusted to carry and spread the light 

and teachings of Prophet Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص). Good conduct is a 

prerequisite to ascending the ladder of spirituality. The best among you 

are those who practice piety, i.e., taqwa. Without it, the seed of 

spirituality cannot germinate in the soil of heart. In fact, good conduct 

and spiritual progress are concomitants of each other. Good deeds form 

the basis of spiritual development. In this regard Mevlana Rumi ()  

gives the famous seven advices; 
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In generosity and helping others be like a River 

In compassion and grace be like a Sun 

In concealing others faults be like Night 

In anger and fury be like Dead 

In modesty and humility be like Earth 

In tolerance be like a Sun 

Sultan Bahoo ()  says that without good deeds no one can be 

accepted in the court of Almighty (هلالج لج) . Only those whose motives are 

good, pure and sincere can reach God; 

God is realized by those, O Bahoo,  

Who are pure of heart, noble of intent (B.63) 

Sultan Bahoo ()  condemns the hypocrisy of those who pretend 

to meditate on God during night but indulge in backbiting and slander 

during day time. One must restrain from such trespasses. He commends 

sweetness of tongue, commitment to one‟s words, full and single minded 

faith and utter humility. He says:  

I could sacrifice myself a 100 times/ For those who 

never say a/ dispiriting word; 

A thousand times for those who/ stand firm by their 

word 

A million times I could make an offering of myself 

To people who keep their ego on a leash; 

And a billion times to the pure as gold, 

Who present themselves like the base metal lead. (B, 

108) 

Good deeds are the essence of all the religions.  It is written in 

the Exalted Qurʾān: 

Doubtless, the grace of God is on them who perform good 

deeds. (Qurʾān 42:23) 
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Good deeds are an umbrella term that includes many virtues. 

People who are never oblivious of God for even a split of second, never 

deprive their fellow human beings of their rights, never extort money and 

property from others, and they do not violate the sanctity of human life. 

Mevlana Rumi ()  says, before the beginning of any action, 

look at its results, its end, so that you may not have to repent on the day 

of judgment. 

This concept of accountability, check and balance controls and 

disciplines socially destructive impulses and tendencies. It also induces a 

sense of personal responsibility, asking us to sit in judgment on one‟s 

self. 

At another place, Mevlana Rumi ()  writes: 

God brings to light the hidden secrets 

Do not sow a bad deed, it will certainly germinate 

(486) 

Empty Rituals 

The way to God cannot be traded successfully simply through 

observing rituals and formal practices. If a person fasts, keeps vigil at 

night, recites Exalted Qurʾān and offers prayers regularly, but his heart is 

contaminated with envy, malice, lust for power, desire for fame, pleasure 

and wealth, his observances of rituals will remain a barren practice. If his 

fellow human beings do not benefit from his knowledge and piety, rather 

they are harmed by him, he is like a shadeless tree, coarse cloth that can 

give no comfort to body. Sultan Bahoo ()  says; 

If God could be found by bathing in waters frogs & fish 

would find Him. 

If God was realized by cutting off your hair, sheep & 

goats, which are shorn for their wool, would realize 

Him too. 
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If God was found through mighty Vigils, Bats & owls 

would find Him. 

If God could be found through Celibacy Castrated 

bulls should also discover Him. 

God is realized by those O Bahoo, who are pure of 

heart, noble of intent. (B. 63)  

Tawwakil 

Afraid of loss, because of lack of faith in God, and menaced 

with the mania of hording things and money, people forget that Allah 

Almighty (هلالج لج)  is the Provider, Razaq. To such people, Sultan Bahoo ()  

says that learn the lesson of Tawwakil from birds. He says;  

Have faith in the Lord, like the birds 

Those fly through the air without carrying their food  

When they are hungry they fly in search of 

nourishment- 

They don‘t store provisions. 

The Lord provides food/ even to the insect that lives 

encased in a rock. (B, 88) 

Humility 

A Sufi is a wali, friend of God; he is a muqarab, i.e., close to 

God. As Sultan Bahoo ()  says; 

I am a falcon of paradise that flies high 

In the heavens of God‘s blessing. 

In my word is hidden the command of God; 

In my will lies the power to reverse destiny. 

Trivial before me is the wisdom of Plato and Aristotle; 

Millions like Hatem, unmatched in their generosity are 

but beggars at Bahoo‘s door (b, 175) 
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However, despite the fact that a Sufi has his feet planted in the 

7
th

 heavens, though he can give sight to a person born blind, can turn 

back the shot arrow, yet he looks upon himself as nothing, as Sultan 

Bahoo ()  says that he finds himself even less significant than a ratti 

(the smallest measure of weight). This is because he knows that Allah 

(هلالج لج)  is the Absolute Reality, the one and the only Sovereign Power, Allah 

(هلالج لج)  has all the power and treasures. This knowledge inculcates humility, 

the cardinal virtue in all the religions. As Mevlana Rumi ()  says; 

On this path lowliness in progress. 

Such a person who looks upon himself as less than a straw, ratti 

or gnat, whose objective of life is annihilation, self-naughting, effacing 

his separate identity in the ocean of divine love, can never think of 

exercising power over fellow human beings or cheating or hurting them. 

One, who is drowned in love of God, reflects the divine attributes of 

generosity, forgiveness, compassion and mercy. 

Sultan Bahoo ()  and Mevlana Rumi ()  draw upon the 

Qurʾānic verse,  

God does not like proud, boastful men. (4:36). 

Sultan Bahoo ()  writes, 

If someone splatters you with dirt 

be like a dunghill, take it without reproach, let them 

hurl abuse at you –accept it in humility 

 Bear complaints, censure, blame, culumny, 

with patience –for the sake of the beloved. (B, 62) 

Here is a lesson in humility, tolerance, patience, forgiveness, 

generosity of spirit. There is no anger neither reaction, nor retaliation. 

People of Taif abused Exalted Prophet Mohammad‟s (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) and pelted 

stones on him, however, he forgave them. Not only he forgave them, he 
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also prayed for them, for he is, as he told the Archangel Gabrāʾīl, 

Rahmat-al Alameen, mercy without any discrimination, for all the 

inhabitants of multiple universes. In the unifying vision of Oneness of 

God, i.e. wahdat, all the polarities and differences are resolved and all are 

seen as creatures of the same creator.  

Multiculturalism 

The masses in the hand of the so called religious leaders, who 

are corrupt, have been dragged into folly. The ill-intentioned corrupt 

political and religious leaders have sown conflict and hatred, turning 

society into “enemy-camps”. They have destroyed balance and robbed 

people of peace and security. Their teachings and activities defy and 

ridicule the essence of religion. 

That is why Sultan Bahoo ()  says; 

I am neither a Sunni nor a shia  

both make me sick, both cause me heart burn 

His disgust with Shia and Sunni is a rejection of division of 

humankind into warring groups. This is a protest against sectarianism, 

prejudice, hatred, hard-heartedness and consequent aggression and 

violence. Multitudes are fooled and set against each other, with wrong 

being shown as right and truth presented as falsehood. The consequences 

are extremism, retaliation with anger and brute force. Forgetfulness of 

the divine truths has plunged society into fanaticism and terrorism. 

Opposed to this parochial narrow approach that divides society 

into alienated warring groups, that destroys peaceful coexistence of 

different religious beliefs, is the broad and broadening stance of Sultan 

Bahoo () , whose criterion, yard stick of human excellence is love of 

God, says:  
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I sacrifice myself to those O Bahoo  

who enter the arena of Love and win its game (B, 181) 

Harmony in society arises out of coexistence of different belief-

systems in society. If the diverse belief systems adopt an inclusive, not an 

exclusive worldview, recognize, accept and respect the diversity inherent 

in life, then social balance can be established and consolidated. 

Mevlana Rumi ()  says; 

I and You are the veil 

Between heaven and earth 

Lift this veil and you will see 

No longer the bonds of 

Sects and creeds 

When I and You 

No longer exists: 

What is a mosque? 

What is a synagogue? 

What is the temple of Hindus? 

What is the church of Christ? 

This all embracing, cosmopolitan view arises from the faith in 

oneness of God. Mevlana Rumi ()  says; 

Every Prophet and saint has a path 

But it all leads to one God 

All paths are the same  

Other verses that show his inclusive global world view are: 

Come, come 

Whoever you are, come 

Infidel, idol worshipper 

Or fire worshiper 

It doesn‘t matter, come. 
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Our Dargah (Sufi shrine) 

Is not a door way of despair. 

Come again if you have broken your vows 

A hundred times. 

Come, come again, come. 

The true signification of all that Sultan Bahoo ()  and Mevlana 

Rumi ()  have said and written, lies in its practice. Every saying, every 

line points to action in some form or another. Our task does not finish by 

only reading and talking about what they have written. Thinking or 

deliberation by itself is just an intellectual luxury. If we live according to 

their teachings, we can succeed in building an ideal man and an ideal 

society based on equity and social balance. 

To conclude, I will quote Sultan Bahoo ()  as says; 

Be steadfast in your faith, bold in your step; 

Only then will you find God. Every pore of your body 

will repeat the Name of Allah (هلالج لج) / with every breath of 

your life (47). 
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Significance of Sharia in Sufism: Guidelines from 

Sultan Bahoo and Mevlana Rumi
*
 

Dr. Abdul Rauf Rafiqi 

 

In various eras of Islamic history, numerous intellectuals, Sufi 

saints and mystics illuminated the inner-self of human beings with self-

recognition and consciousness. They enriched the divine seeker with 

Allah‟s (هلالج لج)  nearness which resulted in dominancy of his inner spiritual 

beauty over the external materialism. Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Bilkhi Al 

Rumi () (1207-1273) and Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () (1629-1691) are 

considered among the galaxy of renowned spiritual clan. Although 

respective times of both Sufi saints are about 400 years apart, yet both 

possess various aspects of intellectual similarities in particularly diverse 

dimensions. One of such dimensions is the mutual and integrated 

importance of Sharia and Taṣawuf, regarding which both Sufi mystics 

have expressed their views and thoughts. 

Al Sharif Al Jurjani writes in his book Kitab Al Taa‘refaat that 

literal meaning of Sharah is an expression and explanation. Sharah is the 

way and code showed by the Almighty Allah (هلالج لج) . Therefore, Shaira is a 

religious code which guides the believer to spend one‟s life in the light of 

Allah Almighty‟s (هلالج لج)  directions. Muslims jurists especially belonging to 

modern era explained the principles and definitions of Sharia in detail. It 

                                                           
*
 Translation of the paper presented by Dr. Abdul Rauf Rafiqi from University Of 

Balochistan, Quetta during International Conference on “Sultan Bahoo ()  & 

Mevalan Rumi () ” organized by Faculty of Oriental Learning, University of the 

Punjab Lahore and MUSLIM Institute on May 11, 2017 at University of the 

Punjab, Lahore. (Translation of Mevlana Rumi‟s poetry is used from 

www.masnavi.net) 
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is expressed that Sharia deals with matters of earth and its dwellers. 

Likewise, Sharia is the straight and safe way. In this context, Sharia is 

also considered as a safe and straight way which ultimately culminates at 

piety and goodness. Therefore, importance of Sharia in human life is 

self-evident.  

When word “Sharia” is employed in the world, it denotes each 

and every direction and order on which Islam is based. All these 

directions and orders have been deduced from the four sources of Islamic 

jurisprudence i.e. Qurʾān, Sunnah, Ijmaa and Qiyas. 

While discussing importance of Sharia, Haḍrat Mevlana Jalāl 

ad-Dīn Rumi () designated the compliance of Sharia as the soul of 

Ṭarīqat. 

   بر دزیدی هر کسی جسه حریـ  گر ىکردی شرع اؾسُىی لظیـ

 ی حجت کيد دز شیصه دیُ زا     شرع بهر دؾع شر زایی زىد

  تا به شیصه دز زِد دیُ ؾؽُل   از گُاه ِ از ینیً ِ از ىکُل 

ِ داٌ یقیً ٌ کیله ِ تراز ِ کیً          شرع چُ ِ خعناٌ زهيد از جيگ    که بد

ٌ خعه از جدال  ترازِ گر
ٓ
 ِہه حیـ ِ احتیال   از  زہد یک   ىبُد ا

If the Law had not exercised a gracious spell (over 

them), every one would have torn the body of his rival 

to pieces. 

The Law makes a plan for repelling evil: it puts the 

demon into the bottle of (legal) proof— 

Witness and oath and shrinking (from the oath)—till 

(at last) the insolent demon goes into the bottle 

(prison). 

Know for sure that the Law is like the measure and 

scales by means of which the litigants are saved from 
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wrangling and enmity. 

If there be no pair of scales, how shall the litigant 

escape from disputing when he suspects fraud and 

deceit? 

Strict obedience to Sharia is the real source of excellence in 

Taṣawuf because criteria and standards laid by Sharia are the basic 

foundations of Taṣawuf. According to Imam Abū al-Qāsim al-Qushayrī 

(), basis of Taṣawuf lies upon upholding the principles of Sharia, 

avoiding the forbidden entities and engaging the attention in 

remembrance of Almighty Allah (هلالج لج) . A disciple should avoid the 

doubtful things even at the time of dire need, not to speak of the time of 

sufficiency and power. The main goal of a disciple should be focusing 

the purgation of inner self. Whosoever follows the whims of libido, more 

the inner self gets polluted. Worst for a follower is getting attracted 

towards a habit which he has shun for the sake of Almighty (هلالج لج) .  

ے راہ رقف دا ومردے درفازے ا   تعیرش ُ  یچ  ھ   

 ہن د اعمل

 

ن

ھ
گ

 

لن

ھد ا وس وچر ےدنیافلض 

گ

 

لن

ُ  یوج  ھ   

ُ  یٹپ ااٹں فےٹ امرؿ درددنماں دے وھکر ٹپ ھ   

ُؒ یک امیہ راز ُ  یاجنن ولک اوھتر دا اعقش اجنن ابھ  ھ   

 

The gates of Sharia (Law) are very high but 

the path of ‗Faqr‘ (Mysticism) is narrow - 

Hoo, 

The learned scholars do not allow anyone to 

pass through the gates except those who just 

sneak away - Hoo, 

They are the enemies of the afflicted lovers, 

they throw bricks and stones upon them - 

Hoo, 

The lovers know the Secret Bahoo, how can 
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those adulterated (with love for materialism) 

know it - Hoo. 

In addition to Sharia, intellectuals have eloquently discussed 

importance of Ṭarīqat in different eras. According to various intellectuals 

and thinkers, Taṣawuf is a specific and clear way of thinking like other 

ideologies related to life and universe. As it is concerned with the inner-

self of a human, it is equally important like other aspects of human life. 

One of the prominent personalities of contemporary era, Prof. 

Dr. Muhammad Hameed Ullah (late) has eloquently explained the 

meaning of Taṣawuf and Ṭarīqat in a simple way. He expresses that 

Haḍrat Gabrāʾīl ()  first asked the Exalted Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) about the 

Emaan, then regarding Islam and the Ehsaan. Literal meaning of Ehsaan 

is glorifying a thing. Ehsaan means to perform a task to complete 

perfection. When Ehsaan is used in religious meaning, it is meant to 

accept the Almighty‟s decrees wholeheartedly and perform the worship 

with utmost humility and sincerity. Our forefathers named practicing of 

this sincerity as Ṭarīqat and Taṣawuf. Ṭarīqat and Salook both lead the 

path towards the Almighty Allah (هلالج لج) . Later on, terminology of Taṣawuf 

is in use for the same purpose.  

Mevlana Rumi () and Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () stress in their 

universal message that mankind should consult the source of Sharia i.e. 

Qurʾān for its betterment, liberation and existence. 

ٌ حق بگریدتی
ٓ
میدتیز با  چٌُ تُ دز قرا

ٓ
 ِاٌ اىبیا ا

ٌ
ٓ
 بحر پاک کبریا ماہیاٌ    حالہائے اىبیا  ہست قرا

ٌ پذیرای ىہ ِ زبدُاىی ِ
ٓ
 زا دیدہ گیر  اِلیا  ِ  اىبیا  قرا

ید دز قؿ   بر خُاىی قعغ ز پذیرایی چُِ
ٓ
 غمرؽ جاىت تيگ ا
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When you have fled (for refuge) to the Qur‘án of God, 

you have mingled with the spirit of the prophets. 

The Qur‘án is (a description of) the states of the 

prophets, (who are) the fishes of the holy sea of 

(Divine) Majesty. 

And if you read and do not accept (take to heart) the 

Qur‘án, suppose you have seen the prophets and saints 

(what will that avail you?); 

But if you are accepting (the Qur‘án), when you read 

the stories (of the prophets), the bird, your soul, will be 

distressed in its cage. 

رآٌ زامداٌ کہ ظاہر است
ُ
 زیِر ظاہر باطيے ہه قاہر است  حرِف ق

ًِ ِدگر  ِخیرہ گردد اىدز ِ ؾکر ِ ىظر  زیِر آٌ باطً یکے بظ

ًِ سُو  کہ دزِ گردد خرد ہا جنلہ گه  زیِر آٌ باطً یکے بظ

ًِ چازو از ىبی خُد کس ىدید ِ بے ىدید  بظ  بے خدائے بے ىظیر 

 مے شنر تُ زیً حدیِث معتعه  ہه چيیٍ تا ہؿت بظً اے بُالکرو

ُ آدو زا ىدیدہ غیر طیً  ىُِز قرآٌ اے پسر ظاہر مبیً  دی

رآٌ از لِب پیػنبر است
ُ
ِ کاؾر است  گرچہ ق  ہر کہ گُید حق ىگؿت ا

Rumi () expresses that Almighty (هلالج لج)  Himself has pledged to 

be the custodian of Exalted Qurʾān and it is the greatest proof of 

importance and utility of Exalted Qurʾān. No doubt, Exalted Qurʾān is 

full of meanings, mysteries and miracles.  

ُ ىنیرد ایً سبق  معظؿی زا ِعده کرد الظاف حق  گر بنیری ت

ِ معجزه ِ که  ت زا زاؾعه مً کتاب   کً زا ز قرآٌ ماىعه بیض 
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The lovingkindnesses of God made a promise to 

Mustafá (Mohammed), saying, ―If thou shalt die, (yet) 

this Lesson (the Qur‘án) shall not die. 

I am exalting thy Book and Miracle, I am defending the 

Qur‘án from those who would make it more or less. 

ىدی قرآٌ زىد تا قیامت می هی جهل زا گصته ؾدیای گرِ    

ِ کاؾری می  پيداشتید که مرا اؾساىه می   کاشتید تده طعً 

 که شنا ؾاىی ِ اؾساىه بدیت  زدیت خُد بدیدیت آىک طعيه می

ً کالو حقه ِ قایه به ذات  قُت جاٌ جاٌ ِ یاقُت زکات  م

 لیک از خُزشید ىاگصته جدا  ىُز خُزشیدو ؾتاده بر شنا

 تا زهاىه عاشقاٌ زا از منات  ىک ميه یيبُع آٌ آب حیات

ؾتاب
ٓ
ِ ىاو اِ او الکتاب   خُد بگیر ایً معجزہ چٌُ ا  ظد زباٌ 

The Qur‘án is proclaiming till the Resurrection—―O 

people devoted to ignorance, 

Who were deeming me to be an idle tale and were 

sowing the seed of raillery and infidelity, 

(Now) ye yourselves have seen (the truth of) what ye 

were scoffing at, (namely), that ye were perishable and 

idle tale. 

I am the Word of God and subsistent through the 

(Divine) Essence; I am the Food of the soul of the soul. 

And (I am) the Jacinth of purity. 

I am the Sunlight that hath fallen upon you, but I have 

not become separate from the Sun. 

Lo, I am the Fountain of the Water of Life, that I may 

deliver the lovers (of God) from death 
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Even (supposing that you) do not admit (arguments), 

behold this Miracle, (manifest) like the sun, hundred-

tongued, whereof the name is Ummu ‘l-Kitáb. 

ٌ پرس ِ بس  ِز کسی که آتض زدست اىدز هُس  معيی قرآٌ ز قرآ

 تا که عیً زِح اِ قرآٌ شدست  پیض قرآٌ گصت قرباىی ِ پست

ُ گل  زِغيی کُ شد ؾدای گل به کل  خُاه زِغً بُی کً خُاهی ت

Ask the meaning of the Qur‘án from the Qur‘án alone, 

and from that one who has set fire to (and 

extinguished) his idle fancy, 

And has become a sacrifice to the Qur‘án and is (laid) 

low (in self-abasement), so that the Qur‘án has become 

the essence of his spirit. 

The oil that has wholly devoted itself to the rose—smell 

either the oil or the rose as you please. 

On the other hand, the discourse of Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () 

not only stresses upon following the Sharia in Sufism but also frequently 

utilizes the Qurʾānic verses and Ḥadīth in his books.  

All Punjabi Abyāt of Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () are based upon 

the Exalted Qurʾān and the Ḥadīth and none of his idea is beyond the 

purview of Deen and Sufism. Being a true admirer of Allah (هلالج لج)  and a 

Sufi mystic by birth, he is preaching the Exalted Qurʾān and Ḥadīth. 

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () is infusing the heart of seekers with real soul of 

Islam which purifies the inner self and unveils the reality of righteous 

deeds. 

ہ ااں ونں وہ جاتحیال 

 

ُ  ایج ن رقف اہنتں ونں اسرا ھ   

ہ ااں د رظن

 

ُ ںوہفے افہ ویک ایمیک یج ن امرؿ اپرا ھ   
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ہ ااں دا احرض وہفے دنمش نیل دفتس

 

ُ  ج ن ہن فارا ھ   

ہ ااں ایلم ںیم

 

ُؒ ج ن ُ  یبنؐ رقابؿ اہنتں وتں ابھ  وساھرا ھ   

 

People achieved (La-Yahtaj) without want 

have attained ultimate ‗Faqr‘ - Hoo, 

They don‘t experiment alchemy whose looks 

turn everything into gold - Hoo, 

Enemies cannot overpower them whose 

Friend is Omnipresent - Hoo, 

I sacrifice upon those Bahoo, who have the 

blessings of the Exalted Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) - Hoo. 

Dr. Muhamamd Hameed Ullah designated the evolutionary 

form of Ehsaan and Salook as Taṣawuf in the light of Ḥadīth. Likewise, 

Mevlana Rumi () logically and eloquently described the Ehsaan, 

Salook and Taṣawuf and requirements to practice them. He also stressed 

that spiritual mentor is imperative to successfully guide the disciple or 

divine seeker towards the final destination of nearness to Almighty Allah 

(هلالج لج) .  

ِ باشد ہنیً احساٌِ ِ گصت  احساٌ ہب کہ    ىکُ است  زعد  دِست تاس ہبس عد

 کیيہ زا مرہه شُد  ىکہ احساٌآز   شُد زىگردد دِست کیيض کهِ

ىرا کہ ایً  دىد ِ احساىہا بناىدرٌ محسيام
ٓ
 مرکب براىد اے خيک ا

ٌ دیً ِ احساٌ ىزد   احساىض ىنرد  مردمحسً لیک  ىیست خرد یزدا

ٌ پایہا  زاہبا یاز چہ بُد ىردباٌ   زاہ چہ بُد پر ىصا

ِ پر از شُز ِ شراست ً زاىر  يث گُہر استکہ ىہ ہر زاہ مد   زاہ دی

ً ترس امتحاىہائے ىؿُس  زہ  دز ُ پرِیزٌ بہ تنیز سبُس   ای  ہنچ
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And   look at this: 

 کصتی دز ی ِزِز ِ شب سیاز  تیاز زش دِزچُىکہ باشیدی تُ

 زِی ای زه می کصتی اىدز خؿته  بدصی تُی دز پياه جاٌ جاٌ

ِ بر کاو خُیض  از پیػنبر ایاو خُیض مسکل ً بر ؾً   تکیه که ک

ِ ذلیل خُیض    دلیل رچه شیری چٌُ زِی زه بیگ ِ دز ؼاللی   بیً 

 تا ببیيی عٌُ ِ لصکرهای شیذ  هیً مپر اال که با پرهای شیذ

When you are with the Shaykh you are far removed 

from wickedness: day and night you are a traveller and 

in a ship. 

You are under the protection of a life-giving spirit: you 

are asleep in the ship, you are going on the way. 

Do not break with the prophet of your days: do not rely 

on your own skill and footsteps. 

Lion though you are, you are self-conceited and in 

error and contemptible when you go on the way 

without a guide. 

Beware! Do not fly but with the wings of the Shaykh, 

that you may see (receive) the aid of the armies of the 

Shaykh. 

ً طاق ِ طرب  ً زہ ترک ک ُ مجيب   اىدزی  تاقالِزت ىجيبد ت

ِ بُد ِ بے سر بجيبد، د ٌ جيبض کژدو بُد  ہر کہ ا  جيبصض چُ

In this Way abandon ostentation: do not move unless 

your (spiritual) guide move. 

Any one who moves without the head (guide) is a 

(mere) tail (base and contemptible): his movement is 

like the movement of the scorpion. 
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 عازؾے باید کہ مرد زہ بُد   زہ دیً ہر گنرہے خُد کے زِد

ً زہ بػیر   جنلہ دز زىجیر ِہه ِ ابتال  اِلیا  میرِىد ای

Mevlana Rumi () says:  

 ؾی الؿاد عيد اتیاٌ الترح  ما التعُف قال ِجداٌ الؿرح 

(Some one asked), ―What is Súfism?‖ He (the Shaykh) 

said, ―To feel joy in the heart at the coming of 

sorrow.‖ 

Like Haḍrat Rumi (), Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () advises the 

divine seekers to comply with the principles of Sharia and follow a 

perfect spiritual mentor. 

ُ  ایگ لقع یھب یرغمفر ملع ےت فدیھ ڑپایھ ولتاہں ھ   

ا تیراہ دہا الھب

ت

ی
ُ  فاال عفن ہن ک دفاہں ھ   

ُ  ںرسدایت ےج ّرس ھتہ آفے وسدا اہر ہن وتاہں ھ   

ُؒ وکیئ ںیفڑ ُ  زبار تبحم فاےل ابھ  رربہ ےل ےک وساہں ھ   

 

Arrogance increased by knowledge, though 

intellect turned out to be dull - Hoo, 

Neither knowledge nor logic were 

profitable; so the Real way was lost - Hoo, 

Do not hesitate in making a bargain, if the 

secret of life can be attained by sacrificing 

your ego - Hoo, 

When you enter the realm of love Bahoo, 

seek guidance from a guide who is familiar 

with the ways - Hoo. 
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It is a matter of great hope that future researchers will dwell 

upon the universal ideas of Haḍrat Mevlana Rumi () and Haḍrat Sultan 

Bahoo () to find out unique and newer aspects from their ideologies 

which not only be the source of peace and harmony for mankind but also 

show the path towards success in this world and the afterworld.  
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Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi and Hadrat Sultan 

Bahoo’s Concept of Faqr
*
 

Dr Muhammad Safeer 

 

The literal meaning of faqr is impoverishment, pauperization, 

need and desire but for the Sufis, faqr is dependence on Allah Almighty 

(هلالج لج)  only and indifference and unconcern to the superficial means and the 

material world. Indifference is an attribute of Almighty Allah (هلالج لج)  and 

this attribute is manifested in the personality of a human when he 

annihilates himself in the Being of Almighty Allah (هلالج لج)  and renounces all 

the materialistic pomp, power, luxury, wealth and grandeur. The Sufis 

have inferred the meaning of faqr from the Exalted Qurʾān and the sacred 

life of the Exalted Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص). Thus it is stated in the Exalted Qurʾān: 

O mankind, you are those in need of Allah (هلالج لج) , while 

Allah (هلالج لج)  is the Free of need, the Praiseworthy. 

(Qurʾān, 35:15) 

There is a saying (Ḥadīth) of the Exalted Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) that: 

Faqr is my pride and also faqr is my wealth. 

                                                           
*
 Translation of Paper presented by Dr. Muhammad Safeer (Head of Persian 

Department, National University of Modern Languages, Islamabad) during the 

Two Day International Conference on Mevlana Rumi & Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo 

organized by MUSLIM Institute, Islamabad and Faculty of Oriental Learning, 

University of the Punjab, Lahore on February 19-20, 2019 at University of the 

Punjab. Lahore. 
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The poetry of both, Mevlana Rumi ()  and Sultan Bahoo () , 

is universal. They are the men who kept the voice of truth high in every 

age and disseminated the message of love, peace, high moral values and 

the purgation of self. This is the reason that after the lapse of centuries, 

still, they are alive and indelible in the hearts of people.   

Mevlana () , particularly in his poetry and especially in 

Mathnawī-ī ma'nawī, and Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  in all his books 

especially „Ain ul Faqr‟ and „Mehak ul Faqr‟ has comprehensively 

dilated upon the subject of faqr. According to them, the path to faqr 

passes through the path of ṭarīqat and salook (order of Sufism). One has 

to detach from the materialism and corporal desires because greed and 

self-indulgence are the biggest hurdles on the path to mysticism. This 

journey is not possible without abandonment of the world and a denial of 

everything except Allah (هلالج لج) . 

According to Mevlana () , the status of a Sufi saint is so 

exalted that Sultan Al-Sanjar, who was entitled as the Greatest Emperor 

(Sultan e Azam), and who enjoyed an exemplary grandeur and authority, 

appeared meagre and mean in front of the glory of a saint. While 

addressing the faqīr (Sufi saint) he said: 

 ً  زیرا کہ ظد چُ ملکت سيجر گرؾتہ ای ھاٌ ای ؾقیر، زِز ؾقیری گلہ مک

 بی زِی دِست چیز محقر گرؾتہ ای ھجدہ ھزاز عاله اگر ملک تُ شُد 

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  says 

ُ ُؒ ےت رقف یچس ابداشیہ ھ   وکڑا تخت داین دا ابھ 

 

This worldly throne is false Bahoo, and faqr 

is the Real Kingship - Hoo. 

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  says,  
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Faqr is an illumination  (Nūr) whose name is Sultan-

ul-Faqr (the King of Faqr). It is always present in front 

of Allah (هلالج لج)   and is a blue-eyed of Allah (هلالج لج) . It can 

reach immediately wherever it desires. This is neither 

God but nor separate from God. This is faqr which is 

illumination of Safa (Nūr e Safa). Faqr is a great 

kingdom of proximity to Allah (هلالج لج)  which enjoys 

ancientess. In this state of faqr, the base self, the mean 

world and the cursed Satan can‘t enter. 

Further says: 

 زِح بی خبر است ِحدت از خدا قلب بی قرب است ىؿس سر ھُا 

 ؾقر با تُحید سری سر بہ سر ہر سہ زا بگزاز گر خُاھی ؾقر 

ٌ گُی  بادشاھی ؾقر بر ملک بقا يد گدا ؾقر سلظاىست چُ

 ہر کہ ایً جا می زسد بیيد خدا ىیست آىجا ذکر ىہ ؾکر است زِا 

Mevlana ()  says that faqr is proclaimed as „faqr‘ because it 

prevents from sins, and rescues from greed, lust, grief, anxiety and 

distress.  

 که به تقُی ماىد دست ىازساٌ  اٌجاِد ؾقر ازیً زِ ؾدر آمد

ِ زاٌ غيی  که ز قدزت ظبرها بدزِد شد  مردِد شد زاٌ غيا 

ِ غناٌ  آمد اماٌ آدمی زا عجز ِ ؾقر  از بالی ىؿس پر حرػ 

For this reason faqr is everlasting glory, 

since the hand that cannot reach (to objects 

of desire) is left with fear of God (and 

nothing else). 
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Riches and the rich are spurned (by God) 

because acts of self-denial are relinquished 

by power. 

Weakness and faqr are security for a man 

against the tribulation of the covetous and 

anxious (fleshly) soul. 

Sultan Bahoo ()  says that faqr is the pride of Prophets and 

saints but its path is quite perilous. A lover of worldly desires and lusts 

can‟t achieve it. 

 ؾقر طالب ىیست دىیا )ی( سیه ِ زز ؾقر زا تحقیق کردو از ؾقر 

 ؾقر ؾدری زا چہ داىد پر ھُا ؾقر ؾدر اىبیا ِ اِلیا 

The first stage of faqr is the rejection of the world. For Rumi 

()  and Bahoo () , faqīr is a person who has casted-off the world, its 

attractions and customarily faced the adversities that comes across on 

account of the renunciation of the world with patience and dignity 

because the love of the world and the love of God cannot co-exist in a 

heart. Mevlana ()  says: 

 بيد زز چيد باشی بيد سیهِ   پسر بيد بگسل، باط آزاد ای

   ای  زِزه چيد گيجد قسنت یک  ای  کُزه گر بریزی بحر زا دز

 ددز ىص تا ظدف قاىع ىصد پر  پر ىصد ی چصه حریعاٌ  کُزه

ِ عیب کلی  چاک شد هر که زا جامه ز عصقی  پاک شد اِ ز حرػ 

 ما ای طبیب جنله علتهای  سُدای ما شاد باط ای عصق خُط

O son, burst thy chains and be free! How 

long wilt thou be a bondsman to silver and 
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gold? 

If thou pour the sea into a pitcher, how 

much will it hold? One day's store 

The pitcher, the eye of the covetous, never 

becomes full: the oyster-shell is not filled 

with pearls until it is contented. 

He (alone) whose garment is rent by a 

(mighty) love is purged entirely of 

covetousness and defect. 

Hail, our sweet-thoughted Love —thou that 

art the physician of all our ills, 

Sultan Bahoo ()  says: 

 ُ ُؒ اتں مک ذات دسویے ھ   اجں اجں ذات ہن ویھتے ابھ 

ُ  ذایت انؽ افصیت انںیہ اتں اتں یوُے ھ 
 ھب
لن

قح   

 ُ یوُے ھ 
 ھب
لن

ُ ےھتک  ُ ابھ  ُ ےت ابرہیھب ھ   ادنر یھب ھ 

 ُ ُؒ افہ ومؽ ریقف ہن ویھتے ھ  د ے ادنر بح داین ابھ 

 

ین
ن
َ
چ 
 

 

Until one‘s being submerged in Hoo, he 

remains impure - Hoo, 

There are no impurities with Divine Essence 

then attainment of Lord will be possible - 

Hoo, 

Hoo is inside and Hoo is outside wherefrom 

Hoo could be accessed by me - Hoo, 

Within whose heart is worldly love Bahoo, 

he could never become a ‗Faqir‘ - Hoo. 

The second stage is self-restraint. The rectification and 

refinement of nafs play a pivotal role in the fruitful life here and 

hereafter. Thus, the Exalted Qurʾān states: 
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So repent to your Creator and kill yourselves. (Qurʾān, 

2:54) 

Although today‟s man is conquering the universe with his 

knowledge yet he is incapable of conquering his thyself. He would never 

be able to enjoy the nobility, accomplishment and the bliss that is the 

result of the acceptance desirable attributes and rejection of undesirable 

qualities.  

Sultan Bahoo ()  States:  

The actual of faqr, the embracing of faqr, the 

foundation of faqr and the triumph of faqr is the 

abnegation of base self and finding Allah (هلالج لج)  and 

enjoying the magnificence of the recognition of Allah 

(هلالج لج) , His proximity, connection with Him, and the 

pleasure of witnessing divine presence. 

 ُ  اہلل ڑپویھں ڑپھ احظف وہویں انں ایگ اجحوبں رپدا ھ 

ُ ڑپھ ڑپھ اعمل افلض وہویں یھب اطبل وہوی ں زر دا ھ   

 ُ  ےئیس زہار اتکابں ڑپایھں رپ اظمل سفن ہن رمدا ھ 

 ُ ُؒ اوہی وچر ادنر دا ھ  ے ہن امرای ابھ 
ِس
ک

 ابھج ریقفاں 

 

You memorized the Qurʾān but the ―veils‖ 

were not lifted - Hoo, 

You became a scholar even then you seek 

riches - Hoo, 

You studied thousands of books but the 

tyrant ―Nafs‖ did not perish - Hoo, 

Nobody could kill this inner thief Bahoo, 

except the ―faqir‖ - Hoo 
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Sultan Bahoo ()  states about how to harness the self. 

According to him, the contemplation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat, which is Ism-

e-Azam, is the only viable method to harness the self.  

All the four revealed books are the interpretation 

(commentary) of Ism-e-Azam. The Ism-e-Azam is 

exactly the Exalted Ain Zaat (هلالج لج)  about which it has 

been said ―Say, "He is Allah (هلالج لج)  , [who is] One‖ 

(Qurʾān, 112:1). The one who learns this Ism-e-Azam 

by heart becomes beloved of Allah (هلالج لج)  . This Ism-e-

Azam opens the doors of intuitive knowledge (Ilm e 

Laduni) and this Ism-e-Azam is a key to both the 

worlds. 

ُد   ؽ ےت درتف فدحت فاال دامئ رکںی اطمایل ھ 

ُ اسری رمعاں ڑپدھ ایں راری الہجں دے فچ اجایل ھ   

 ُ  اوک امس اہلل دا رںیھک اانپ قبس اطمایل ھ 

 ُ  ھااایل ھ 

من
س

ُؒ ںیج دؽ اہلل   دفںیہ اہجؿ الغؾ اہنتدنے ابھ 

 

Heart is the centre of Oneness, always study 

it - Hoo, 

The whole life was spend in studying books, 

and still your remained ignorant - Hoo, 

Ready only the name of Allah (هلالج لج)  (Ism-e-

Zaat), that is the only lesson to be learnt - 

Hoo, 

Both worlds bow before those hearts Bahoo, 

that become abode of Lord - Hoo, 

Mevlana Rumi ()  also emphasizes the importance of remembrance 

(dhikr) of Almighty Allah (هلالج لج)  that it‟s with the dhikr that one acquires 

intrinsic cleaning from coveting evils. 
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 زخت بر بيدد برٌِ آید پلید  ذکر حق پاکست چٌُ پاکی زسید

 اىدهاٌ ىه پلیدی ماىد ِ ىه  اىدز دهاٌ چٌُ دز آید ىاو پاک

Praise of God is pure: when purity has 

come, defilement packs and goes out. 

When the pure (holy) Name comes into the 

mouth, neither impurity remains nor (any) 

sorrows. 

According to a statement which says that a muflis (faqir) is in 

the safety of God, the noble folks seek for the human peace and calm in 

faqr. For Mevlana Rumi ()  and Sultan Bahoo () , only faqr and 

humility can rid the man of the enemy‟s deception. Mevlana ()  narrates 

the story of Haḍrat Khidhr ()  and Haḍrat Moses ()  in a dramatic 

manner: 

 گزد گرگ گرگ مرده زا هرگز  ىزد زٌ هرگز گدایی زا زاه

 ؾجاز زست تا تُاىد کصتی از  شکست خؽر کصتی زا برای آٌ

ً دز ؾقرست اىدز ؾقر  اشکسته شُ زهد چٌُ شکسته می  زِ ام

No highwayman ever attacked a beggar 

does a wolf ever bite a dead wolf ? 

Khidhr ()  made a breach in the boat in 

order that the boat might be saved from the 

wicked. 

Since the broken (contrite) one will be 

saved, be thou broken (contrite).  

Safety lies in faqr enter into faqr 

Sultan Bahoo ()  also states: 
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Whoever enters the realm of faqr, actually enjoys 

peace as there Allah Almighty (هلالج لج)  says, ―whoever 

entered it, achieved peace.‖ 

Then, he states,  

Faqr has four provinces i-e the province of eternity, the 

province of perpetuity, the province of the World and 

the province of the Hereafter. Whoever enters the 

realm of faqr, becomes the ruler of these four 

provinces. 

Then, he says,  

Those who claim to reach the stage of faqr, some of 

them only reach the stage of verbal faqr and some to 

the observatory level of faqr, some to the deeds of faqr 

only. It is only one among thousands who accesses the 

eternal status of Sultan-ul-Faqr and observes the 

submergence of the Truth and reaches the status of 

faqr. 

And who are those: 

 ُ ہ ااں ونں وہای رقف اہنتں ونں اسرا ھ 

 

 ال اتحیج ج ن

ُ ہ ااں دی ایمیک وہفے افہ ویکں امرؿ اپرا ھ 

 

 رظن ج ن

 

 

یب
ہ ااں دا احرض وہفے دنمش لن

 

ُ  طدفتس ج ن ہن فارا ھ   

 ُؒ ُں ابھ 

ت

ْ

 

ہ ااں ایلم یبنؐ ںیم رقابؿ اہنتن

 

ُ  ج ن وساھرا ھ   

 

People achieved (La-Yahtaj) without want 

have attained ultimate ‗faqr‘ - Hoo, 

They don‘t experiment alchemy whose looks 

turn everything into gold - Hoo, 

Enemies cannot overpower them whose 
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Friend is Omnipresent - Hoo, 

I sacrifice upon those Bahoo, who have the 

blessings of the Holy Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) - Hoo. 

When a man recognises the bliss of faqr, he acquires highly 

dignified attributes. The secrets are both the worlds reveal upon him and 

all those attributes gather in his personality about which Iqbal had said: 

اد وک ریچخنی
ے
ھااات ےہ صی

ِسک

ے ںیہ ارساِر اہجں ریگی           اک رقف 

ت

لب ھ 

ک

 اک رقف ےس 

 اک رقف ےس یّٹم ںیم اختّیصِ اریسِکی          اک رقف ےس وقومں ںیم ینیکسم ف ِدریگلی

ی ی
ِ
ے ی، اس رقف ںیم ےہ م

ی
 

 

ے یریماِث املسم               اک رقف ےہ ش
ی
 

 

 !ین، رسامۂی ش

There is a faqr that teaches the hunter to be 

a prey; 

There is another that opens the secrets of 

mastery over the world. 

There is a faqr that is the root of needfulness 

and misery among nations; 

There is another that turns mere dust into 

elixir. 

One faqr is Shabiri, and it has qualities of 

emperor 

Which is Muslim heritage and real wealth of 

Shabir () . 
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The Divine-Love (‘Ishq) Philosophy of Mevlana 

Rumi and Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo be Utilized to 

Address Contemporary Challenges and Crises of the 

World
*
 

Dr. A. K. M. Mahboob-ur-Rehman 

 

Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi ()  and Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  

are both friends of Allah (هلالج لج)  by achieving divine unison as attributed to 

their philosophy of divine love („Ishq). Their philosophy of divine love is 

associated with true love of Allah (هلالج لج)  and Prophet Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص), and 

for humanity.  

Where were we? How were we? Where did we come from? 

Why did we come? Where will we go? How will we go? Where our 

destination or what is our end? The answers to these questions should be 

discovered through divine love and human dignity.  

The divine seeker, whether temporal or eternal, cannot find true 

path without spiritual mentor (mūrshid-e-kamil) and chosen persons of 

Allah Almighty (هلالج لج) . On this spiritual path, several stages of self-

accountability, self-introspection, self-analysis, meditation, repetition and 

observation should be accomplished.  

                                                           
*
 Translation of the paper presented by Principal, Faridganj Mozidia Kamil 

Madrasha Faridganj, Chandpur, Bangladesh  Dr. A. K. M. Mahboob-ur-Rehman 

during International Conference on “Sultan Bahoo ()  & Mevalan Rumi () ” 

organized by Faculty of Oriental Learning, University of the Punjab Lahore and 

MUSLIM Institute on May 11, 2017 at University of the Punjab, Lahore. 
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Haḍrat Khawaja Abdullah Ansari ()  says,  

وال يستحقها وسیهت وهى مشاهدة انقزب وانصعىد  ال يىصم انیها االستدالل وال يدل عهیها شاهد

 (مىاسل انسائزيه) هم ومطانعت انجمععه انع

It is to say that reasoning has failed to prove that evidence is not 

well-accepted and it has three pillars, namely, divine proximity, 

excellence of knowledge, and studying the source.  

Accordingly, we could say that Mevlana Rumi ()  and Haḍrat 

Sultan Bahoo ()  were annihilated into divine ocean, and divine names 

and characteristics, and illuminated mirror of Nūr-e-Mohammadi (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) 

and have the status of: 

 ان تعبد هللا كأوك تزاي فأن نم تكه تزاي

Worship Allah (هلالج لج)  as if you see him, or at least you can 

perceive as if He sees you. 

Divine-love (‗ishq-o-muhabbat) is an invitation towards Allah 

(هلالج لج)  through which global issues can be resolved. At this level, a person 

makes efforts for others and considers this as an honorable duty to 

perform. Mevlana Rumi ()  and Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () , through their 

poetry and prose writings, make an invitation of divine friendship based 

on divine love, annihilation, subsistence, eternal subsistence and 

annihilation in “Ba-Hoo”. Every person who desires that this world 

becomes a place of peace, sustainability and humanity, he ought to apply 

the basic principles of the divine-love philosophy, as suggested by 

Haḍrat Mevlana Rumi ()  and Sultan Bahoo () , to one‟s life. 

What is love? Who is beloved? 

Love is that entity which resulted in the creation of Nūr-e-

Mohammadi (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) (Divine Illumination). Later on, beloved God created 
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whole universe with this Divine-Illumination. Ḥadīth-e-Qudsi verifies 

this statement as;  

I was a hidden divine treasure and I desired to be recognized, so 

I created all the creatures. 

Love, according to Imam Raghab Al-Isfahani () , is the one 

which is only attached with Allah (هلالج لج)  (Al-Mafrudaat). Haḍrat Sultan 

Bahoo ()  defines it as “only Allah (هلالج لج) , and all is lust except Him”. 

Allah (هلالج لج)  has mentioned eighty times the word of divine-love in Exalted 

Qurʾān. Love of God is an integral part of our faith and Allah (هلالج لج)  says in 

Qurʾān,  

O believers, love Allah (هلالج لج)  passionately (Qurʾān 2:165).  

One does not get this divine-love automatically rather this love 

is bestowed upon a person by Allah Almighty (هلالج لج) . Allah (هلالج لج)  says in 

Qurʾān,  

I blessed you with My love so that you get ready in front of my 

eyes (Qurʾān 2:39).  

According to Imam Raghab () , love is of two types, natural 

love and chosen love. If one reaches the status of annihilation and 

subsistence, then he achieves the destination of annihilation and 

mortality.  

The quotation of Haḍrat Sheikh Sa„di () : 

 زاجاٌ شدِاِاز ىیامد ۂکاٌ سُخت          ای مرؽ سحر عصق زپرِاىه بیامُز

ٌ دز طلبض ب  کاىرا کہ خبرشد خبری باز ىیامد  ی خبراىيدای مدعیا
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O Morning Peacock! Learn the love from moth who 

gave its life but it did not utter a single cry. 

The persons who make high claims about divine-love, 

they are actually void of the real desire for Allah (هلالج لج) ; 

if they knew this reality, they have not expressed it in a 

boastful manner. 

Allama Ibn-ul-Qaim Jozi ()  describes love in the following 

manner: 

Love is the power of heart, food for soul and calm for eyes and 

whosoever called it forbidden, would be included among dead 

persons. And the light that was supposed to be bestowed due to 

it, would be converted in the ocean of darkness, the healing that 

was present in its heart, would be converted in sorrows and the 

taste of happiness that was supposed to be tasted would be 

converted in despair and worries. 

As per the sayings of Ibn-e-Batal ()  and Qazi Ayaz () , they 

consider divine-illumination (Nūr-e-Mohammadi (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص)) and divine soul 

(Rooh-e-Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص)) as a source of divine sight when a person gets 

engaged in divine-love. And one cannot achieve the ultimate objective 

without the love of Haḍrat Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص).  

In a similar fashion, Ḥāfeẓ Bangal Khawaja Syed Fatah Ali 

Wesi ()  states,  

ٌ ایً قدز دا ىیه ِبس ٌ ما  ِیسا از دیً اینا  دیً ما عصق محند حب اِ اینا

Wesi, I know the religion and faith to only this extent 

that my religion and faith is the desire for the sacred 

love of Haḍrat Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص).  

He further explains the Annihilation with Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص),  
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ً پازا   اِ بدصه معا دىیا ِعقبی زا ۓبه خاک پا                                                 اگر اٌ شاه خُبا ىه ىهد بر چصه م

If the sacred sight of the most elegant and graceful 

Emperor (Prophet Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص)) were in my eyes, I 

would sacrifice both the worlds at the sacred dust of 

his heavenly feet! 

In the state of annihilation, one should forget oneself. Mevlana 

Rumi ()  explains this concept in the following words:  

 دز طریق عصق بیدازی بداست    باخُدی تُ لیک مجيٌُ بیدُد است

ِ عیب کلی پاک شد  ھر کہ زا جامہ ز عصقی چاک شد  اِ از حرػ 

You are still in senses, while Majnoo is intoxicated in 

love, get rid of your egocentric sanities! 

Whose clothes are torn due to divine-love, purified is 

he from all the worldly lusts and sins. 

The reason for today‟s world destruction and crises is the 

pursuit of egocentric and selfish behaviour in the world. If the seed of 

divine love is planted in the heart of a person, it eradicates all the evils 

from the heart such as lust, greed, envy and wicked thoughts. Divine-love 

creates love and respect for humanity and this is actual philosophy of 

Mevlana Rumi () .  

                   ای طبیب جنلہ علتھای ما  شادباط ای عصق خُط سُدای ما 

 عصق اظظرالب اسراز خداست                                                                     علت عاشق زعلتھا جداست

                              عصق ھای اِلیً ِ آخریً                                                             غرق عصقی او کہ غرق است اىدز ایً

 عاشقاٌ زا مذهب ِملت خداست                                         ملت عصق از هنه دیيها جداست
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Be happy my passionate love! The curer of all my 

diseases 

The disease of love is separate from all other diseases, 

love is the key to divine secrets 

Get lost in love as all the present and past lovers are 

drowned in it! 

The caste of ‗ishq is different from all other religions, 

as divine-love is source of caste and religion! 

If divine-love is awakened in one‟s heart, it eliminates all the 

desires and wishes of base-self and removes all the pains of heart. 

Mevlana Rumi ()  states that: 

 ِز محبت دزدها شاؾی شُد   از محبت دزدها ظاؾی شُد

ً می شُد   از محبت سيگ زِغً می شُد   بی محبت مُو آه

Love makes the heart purifier and it is love that makes 

all the pains as healers. 

Love transforms stones into oil, and without love even 

plastic becomes steel. 

The love for humanity is inevitable. Allah (هلالج لج)  says in Exalted 

Qurʾān that everything is mortal and everlasting is His Face, Glorious 

and Magnificent (Qurʾān 55:26-27). 

Mevlana Rumi ()  says: 

عاشق پرده ای  عاشق مرده ایزىده معصُق است ِ  جنله معصُق استِ 

 ِز محبت شاه بيده می شُد     از محبت مرده زىده می شُد

All the universe is beloved, and lover is a veil, beloved 

is alive and everlasting and lover is dead 
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Love makes the dead person alive, and it is love that 

makes a slave a king in the world! 

Their philosophy is termed as philosophy of „One‟ entity, and 

all the journeys of love go in this particular direction. Only „One‟ 

remains in our souls! He further explains, “He is the First, He is the Last, 

He is the Explicit and He is the Hidden. And he has knowledge of all 

things.” In other words, all the things are mere reflection of His 

illumination. “Only Allah (هلالج لج) , and all are lust except Him”. The 

philosophy of Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  also disconnects the love of 

material things. The rope of divine-love directly connects a person with 

Allah (هلالج لج) . The vision is engraved in heart in such a manner that apparent 

body is submerged into the inner illumination of soul. 

Who is Spiritual Mentor? And What is Concept of Spiritual 

Submission (Bai’at)? 

The perfect mentor (mūrshid-e-kamil) is at the highest level of 

divine-love and spiritual reflection of illuminated mirror of Haḍrat 

Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) and absorbed in the love of Prophet Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص). 

Mevlana Rumi ()  explains: 

 پیض مرد کامل پا مال شُ  قال زا بگذاز مرد حال شُ

ِ مرمرشُی   چَُ بہ ظاحب دل زسی گُھر شُی  گر تُ سيگ خازہ 

 بہتر از ظدسالہ طاعت بے زیا  یک زماىہ ظحبت با اِلیاء

Leave all the logical discussion and arguments, and 

become the man of present.  

And purify yourself in the blessed company of a perfect 

mentor. 

If you are a hard stone or marble, you would become 

jewel in the court of spiritual master. 
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A little company with Friends of Allah (هلالج لج)  is better 

than pure worship of hundred years.  

In this regard, Allama Muhammad Iqbal says: 

 چصه ىُحی قلب ایُب طلب    عاشقى آمُز ِمحبُبى طلب

ٌ کاملی   کینیا پیدا کً از مصت گلی  بُسہ زٌ برآستا

  زِو زا دز آتض تبریز سُز    شنع خُد زا ہنچُ زِمی بر ؾرِز

Learn the divine-love and search any beloved, pray for 

the eye of Haḍrat Nooh  ()  and patience of Haḍrat 

Ayub  () .  

With one palm of dust, learn the alchemy by kissing the 

sacred threshold of any perfect mentor. 

Lit the candle like Rumi ()  and burn the Rome in the 

fire of Tabrez () . 

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  talks about spiritual mentor. 

Spiritual mentor is one who is of noble character, respected, 

true follower of Sharia, and is courteous and has all the great 

characteristics or he is characterized with the attribute of 

sagacity, or the attribute of kindness, or the attribute of a noble 

heart or the attribute of submission to the ultimate truth or he is 

characterized with the quality of over powering his self and 

devil and he is privileged to have eternal presence in the 

assembly of Haḍrat Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص).  

The Significance of Knowledge in the Eyes of Haḍrat Sultan 

Bahoo ()  

You should realize that the knowledge is the treasure of faith, 

enlightening both the worlds, taking oneself to divine court 
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beyond time and space (Lahoot Lamaakan) and it is also killing 

sword for base-self and devil. Once a person acquires divine 

knowledge, he gets rid of worldly knowledge. Divine reality is 

the name of reaching facts of divine reality and recognition, 

which is only possible through basic principles of Islam. The 

foundation of knowledge relies upon the comprehensive form of 

Islam which removes all the evils such as idolatry, ignorance, 

bad deeds, fears of base-self and devil, and worldly worries. 

This is the divine reality, the reality of knowledge. The divine 

researchers derive Oneness from divine knowledge. You should 

realize that the objective of knowledge is the excellence of 

worship, not satisfying your appetite and worldly elegance. 

Allah (هلالج لج)  says in Qurʾān,  

Eat and Drink, but do not extravagate (Qurʾān 7:31) (Aqal-e-

Baidaar, page 265). 

What Does Spiritual Master Do in First Stage?  

In this regard, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  explains: 

The perfect mentor, in the very first breath and step, bestows all 

the divine secrets and treasures upon his disciples or divine 

seekers such as explicit concentration, hidden concentration, 

primordial concentration, eternal concentration, worldly and 

heavenly concentration, divine absorption, concentration of 

Oneness recognition, and he opens absorption of every divine 

stage and status to his divine-seeker. Such a secret is only 

bestowed upon by readily gracious Sarwari Qādiri perfect 

mentor with all-inclusive set of characteristics and qualities 

(Shams-ul-Ārifeen, 9).  

The perfect mentor, with his concentration and training, 

heightens the status of his disciple from where he can willingly obtain the 

necessary leadership for his nation, the remembrance of Allah (هلالج لج)  
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should continue inside the leader, and he should be representative of this 

verse: 

Remember Allah (هلالج لج)  repeatedly (Qurʾān 33:41).  

And he ought to receive all the decisions from the spiritual court 

of Haḍrat Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص). Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  says: 

Divine remembrance is not established until these four things 

are not acquired: 

1) Observation of annihilation in divine and absorption. 

2) The sacred sight of court of Haḍrat Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) 

3) Disassociation from all things. 

4) And access to the stages of divine subsistence. (Shams-

ul-Ārifeen, 24). 

When a person acquires the concentration of divine annihilation, 

he or she cannot hurt others. When a person attends the court (of Prophet 

Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص)), he/she cannot think of hurting other persons. And 

when the thought-process of a man reaches the status of  هللا بس ماسىاء هللا

(هلالج لج) only Allah) هىس , except Allah (هلالج لج)  everything is lust), then it 

becomes easier for Ārif (one who recognizes Allah (هلالج لج) ) to eradicate 

worldly desires from his or her heart. Kindly understand the reality of 

monotheism as all persons are equal in His eyes, and sectarian and 

religious differences are automatically resolved. In this regard, Haḍrat 

Sheik Sa„di ()  explains: 

 ىدکہ دز آؾریيض زیک گُھر  بيی آدو اعؽای یکدیگرىد

All human beings are just like one body as their 

creation has been made from one jewel. 

When a person reaches the destination of divine subsistence, he 

is saved from all evils such as lust, greed, misery, pride, show-off, 
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worldly demands and desires and all mind and heart-related sicknesses 

and worries. 

What is the Reason of War and Lack of Security in the World 

and What is its Solution? 

What are the reasons of downfall, crises and tension in the 

Muslim World? There are some points to be addressed. 

First, human beings are unaware about Allah (هلالج لج) , and they do 

not fully trust on Allah (هلالج لج) . 

The remedy lies in that the human being should get divine 

recognition. If the divine philosophy of „One Entity‟, in other words 

“Only Allah (هلالج لج)  except Allah (هلالج لج)  is Lust”, as suggested by Mevlana 

Rumi ()  and Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  is taught to people, then they 

would love the human beings as if they are their integral part. Divine 

love removes all evil and negative forces such as lust, greed, envy, 

jealousy, pride and bad thoughts. There are four acts for creating divine 

love: 

1) Invocation of Ism-e-Allah Zaat (Personal Name of Allah (هلالج لج) ). 

2) Supplication of Ism-e-Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص). 

3) Remembrance of Islamic creed by heart. 

4) Da‘wat -e-Qaboor (invocation to the grave spirituals) through 

Qurʾānic Verses. 

(Nūr-ul-Hudā Muqadma, page 15). 

We can see that in present world especially Muslim world, 

every day the blood of mothers, children and other people is being shed, 

and everywhere cries of poor and helpless people are being heard. 

Deception, blames of deception and self-made Islamic disguise have 

made the world a living hell. To address this dilemma, we should take 

guidance from Exalted Qurʾān, the life of Haḍrat Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص), his 

family members, his disciples and friends of Allah (هلالج لج) .  
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The second issue is the lack of complete understanding of 

prophetic life of Haḍrat Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص). The solution depends upon 

giving higher importance to prophetic status of Haḍrat Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص), 

divine-love, respect, dignity and complete submission and followership 

to Prophet Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) over all other thoughts and respects. Haḍrat 

Sultan Bahoo ()  explains this concept further in the following words: 

When divine-seeker supplicates and visualizes the sacred name 

of Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص), he becomes need-free. The effect of such 

supplication and invocation enlightens the conscience and heart 

of the person, and he starts following the straight-path. He 

achieves splendid glory. His breath, steps, soul, tongue, 

dialogue and sight get coordinated with those of Prophet 

Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) and he always follows the Sharia whole-

heartedly (Shams-ul-Ārifeen, page 30-31). 

What should we do to stop this destruction and killings in the 

world? There is an urgent need to focus upon certain points as per the 

perspectives of Mevlana Rumi ()  and Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () . 

1) All the Muslims in the world should follow the basic pillars 

such as faith, Islam and ehsan in reshaping their thoughts and actions. 

The spiritual leader (imam) of the Muslim world should give invitation to 

Muslims about Sharia (Islamic laws), ṭarīqat (methodism), haqīqat 

(divine reality) and mārifat (divine recognition). Moreover, he should 

direct the mere followers of Sharia towards ṭarīqat, haqīqat and mārifat, 

and invite the followers of ṭarīqat to Sharia, haqīqat and mārifat, and the 

followers of haqīqat to Sharia and mārifat, and lastly the followers of 

mārifat to all four elements. People should take guidance from Ārif-

Bilhah (a spiritual leader) about nafs-e-ammara (base-self), nafs-e-

lawwama (conscience self), nafs-e-mulhimma (apparent good self) and 

nafs-e-mutmainna (satisfied self). Without seeking forgiveness from the 

love of people and worship of the world, we cannot save the world from 
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fear, threat and crises. In thoughts, remember the philosophy of “Only 

Allah (هلالج لج)  except Allah (هلالج لج)  everything is lust”. 

2) All the Muslims should be educated about the secrets of 

Islamic Creed. In this regard, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  states: 

In Islamic Creed, the sanctity of Allah Almighty (هلالج لج)  has been 

expressed, and its remembrance removes kufr-o-shirk (Mehk-ul-

Faqr Kalaan, page 5). 

Mevlana Rumi ()  says,  

 سیيه با تیؼ محبت چاک کً   ظیقل ال پاک کً زىگ دل از

Purify your heart-rinse with negation (―laa‖), and tear 

your chest with the sword of divine-love. 

3) Muslim Ummah should be able to clearly distinguish between 

friends and foe. Nowadays the biggest issue with the Muslim world is 

that Muslims are making friendship with enemies to kill their own 

Muslim brothers. Mevlana Rumi ()  says:  

 ظحبت طالح ترا طالح کيد   ترا ظالح کيد ظحبت ظالح

The company of good people make a person good, 

while bad company creates bad persons. 

4) The spiritual leader of Muslims should be true follower of 

Prophet Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص). Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  says in the 

following words: 

Haḍrat Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) says, ―religious and spiritual scholars 

are successors of Prophets. True successors are those who 

strictly follow prophets step-by-step and whose hearts and 

bodies are not filled with lies, falsehood, jealousy, pride, lust, 
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and they are rather true representative of divine reality. Prophet 

Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) says, ―if scholars were not indulged in 

jealousy, they would have achieved the status of prophets () .‖ 

The real scholar is one who gives divorce to the world, and 

secondly spends all his household things and wealth in the way 

of Allah (هلالج لج)  following the Sunnah of Haḍrat Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص). 

Lastly, he follows the character of Prophet Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) and 

becomes free of greed and lust. (Ain ul Faqr, p.172) 

Summary 

The philosophy of Mevlana Rumi ()  and Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo 

()  is the spotlight and candle for removing the darkness and destruction 

in the world. It is not possible to deal with any crises without love, 

respect, brotherhood and humanity. The Muslims who have diverted 

from the love, respect and followership of Prophet Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص), love 

for Ehl-e-Bait and Sihaba Karam (companions of Exalted Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص)) 

and friends of Allah (هلالج لج) , they should get benefit from the teachings and 

philosophy of Mevlana Rumi ()  and Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () . 
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Selected Excerpts of Mevlana Rumi, Haḍrat Sultan 

Bahoo & Allama Muhammad Iqbal
*
 

Mufti M. Sher AlQadri & Muhammad Azeem 

 

In world‟s history such personalities are rare who are still alive 

even after centuries because of raising voice of truth, respect of 

humanity, love and complete guidance to uplift the status of human 

beings. These great spiritual personalities are source of guidance and 

mentorship. They obtain the light of guidance from Lord of humanity and 

the crown of Prophets Haḍrat Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص), every moment of their 

lives.  Their hearts are enlightened with the wealth of Allah‟s (هلالج لج)  ardent 

love and devotion to act. Their words are shining stars for humanity and 

they possess high and prominent ranks among personalities who love 

Allah‟s هلالج لج()  creation. They lit spiritual and ethical illumine in dead 

hearts, bestowed light of guidance to followers of spiritual path and even 

today they are source of guidance for humanity. Haḍrat Mevlana Rumi 

() , Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  and Haḍrat Allama Mohammad Iqbal 

()  are shining stars among such personalities. Their teachings are 

source of guidance even today just as they were in their own times.  

Haḍrat Mevlana Rumi () , Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  and 

Haḍrat Allama Mohammad Iqbal ()  are among those personalities who 

preached teachings of Haḍrat Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) in the world and planted 

the motivation of love, devotion and unity in ignorant humanity. They 

spared their lives to free humanity from its linguistic and ethnic 

groupings. While bearing all kind of hardships, they strived to unite 

Allah‟s (هلالج لج)  creation in the string of one family. 

                                                           
*
 Special Article by Mufti M. Sher AlQadri & M. Azeem (Research Associates of 

MUSLIM Institute) 
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 Haḍrat Mevlana Rumi () , Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  and 

Haḍrat Allama Mohammad Iqbal ()  have a time difference extended 

over centuries but their preaching is similar. Mevlana Rumi ()  was  

born in Balkh in 1207, Sultan ul Ārifeen Haḍrat  Sultan Bahoo ()  was 

born in Shorkot (Jhang) in 1629 and Allama Mohammad Iqbal ()  was 

born on 9
th

 November 1877 in Sialkot. There is a gap of 422 years 

between Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi ()  and Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () . 

However the gap between Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  and Allama 

Mohammad Iqbal ()  is of 248 years. Despite a gap of 670 years‟ 

between Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi ()  and Allama Mohammad Iqbal 

()  their teachings revolve around the same point. 

Mevlana Rumi () , Sultan Bahoo ()  and Allama Iqbal ()  

had encountered different experiences, obtained education from different 

sources but extracted similar results. Mevlana Rumi ()  obtained 

education of Qurʾān and Fiqh from religious school and rendered duties 

of learning and teaching for long time. However Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo 

()  did not obtain customary education from school as his knowledge is 

through spiritual revelation. He said: 

  مازا ىیست گرچہ
ِ
 طاہر جاَ گصتہ  ِباطيی عله ز  ظاہر عله

Although I have not obtained customary education but 

I became pure and clean by obtaining knowledge of 

inner most that is why all knowledge are absorbed in 

my heart through reflection. 

Allama Mohammad Iqbal ()  started education with traditional 

Islamic teachings and syllabus of school and passing through different 

times attained comprehensive grip on modern knowledge as well. At the 

same time he benefited from the knowledge of philosophers, visionaries 

and intellectuals from East and West.  
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The results of education of these three Sufis is similar e.g. 

Oneness, Love of Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص), Faqr-e-Mohammadi (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص), remembrance 

of Allah (هلالج لج) , abiding by Sharia, Allah‟s (هلالج لج)  vicegrant, profound 

morals, respect, abdicate, trust, ardent love, patience and thankfulness, 

refrain from greed, love of humanity, etc. 

There is temporal distance of centuries between Mevlana Rumi 

() , Sultan Bahoo ()  and Allama Iqbal ()  but even today their 

teachings are fresh. About their teachings and philosophies, more and 

more books and research articles are being written in every upcoming era 

compared to past one, seminars and conferences are also being held. 

These Sufis have left extensive literary treasure in shape of books 

containing complete guidance for people of every era. 

World renowned books Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Fih Mafih and 

Dīwān-e-Shams Tabrīzī are writings of Mevlana Rumi () . Haḍrat 

Sultan Bahoo ()  wrote around 140 books out of which one named as 

“Abyāt-e-Bahoo” is written in his mother tongue “Punjabi” and rest of 

the books are in Persian language. Haḍrat Allama Iqbal ()  wrote in 

Urdu prose “Ilm e Iqtasadiat” (Knowledge of Economy), in poetry four, 

in Persian seven and in English two books, besides many lectures. 

Their literature is not limited to people of one region only rather 

they have provided complete guidance to all kinds of people in every era 

and will continue to provide the same, and this is the literature which is 

known as universal literature. These Sufis have incorporated in their 

teachings the explanation of the Qurʾān and Ḥadīth (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص). People who 

benefit from their teachings are a source of mercy for others. 

Oneness 

Say He is Allah (هلالج لج)  who is one (Al-Qurʾān, 112:1) 

 ىی ساالز اِ جز زا بيدگاىض  ىی یاز زا اِ ملک اىدز ِاحد
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One: He has no associate in Kingship; His slaves have 

no master but Him. 

He (هلالج لج)  is one, there is no partner to Him (هلالج لج)  and there is no 

commander for His servants other than Him (Mathnawī-ī 

ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

ُُ ِ  ّھُ الُاحد ّھُ النقعُد ھ
ّ
 ال مُجُد اال

He (هلالج لج)  is one, He (هلالج لج)  is intended, nothing is real 

except His (هلالج لج)  divine self (Dīwān-e-Bahoo, Ghazal 1, 

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

 شریک با ىسازد دز هه اط بيده                        الشریک ِ است ِاحد ذاتض آىکه

The One (هلالج لج)  whose divine self is one only, His (هلالج لج)  

servant also doesn‘t tolerate anyone to be partner with 

him (Rumuz-e-Bekhudi, Haḍrat  Allama Mohammad 

Iqbal) 

 بری رُ از گلزاز ِحدت بکی ت  ىگذزی دز شکر از ِ زهر ز تا

Till the time you don‘t taste poison and show 

thankfulness how can you smell the fragrance of 

garden of oneness? (Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana 

Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

O idolize! Refrain from infidelity and pantheism so that you can 

reach to Oneness of Al-Ast (When Allah Almighty (هلالج لج)  spoke to 

the spirits of all of the creations, grand convention) (Kaleeda-

ul-Toheed Kalan, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

 فدحت وہ انف سج ےس فہ ااہلؾ یھب ااحلد   زدنہ  طق فدحِت اراکر ےس تّلےہ
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Only identity of thought keeps the faith thriving, 

Doctrine by whose means schism is brought 

is impious striving (Zarb-e-Kaleem, Allama 

Mohammad Iqbal) 

Haḍrat Abraham ()  

Allah (هلالج لج)  said! O fire be coolness and safety upon Abraham 

()  (Qurʾān 21:69) 

 َدزد ِ مرگست آَ ىنرِد َبر لیک   ِزد ِ      زیحاٌ ُبُد آتض       خلیلؑ بر

Fire is fragrance and flower for Abraham ()  but 

death and pain for Nimrod (Mathnawī-ī ma‘nawī, 

Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

Haḍrat Abraham ()  has friendship with Allah (هلالج لج)  due to 

which fire became flower (Mehk-ul-Faqr, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

 آگ رک یتکس ےہ ادناِز اتسلگں دیپا   آج یھب وہ وج ربامیہ اک اامیں دیپا

But if the faith of Abraham ()  there, once again, is 

born. Where leaps this flame, flowers will bloom, and 

laugh its blaze to scorn. (Bang-e-Dra, Allama 

Mohammad Iqbal) 

Haḍrat Ismāʾīl ()  

And when he reached with him [the age of] exertion, he said, "O 

my son, indeed I have seen in a dream that I [must] sacrifice 

you, so see what you think." He said, "O my father, do as you 

are commanded. You will find me, if Allah (هلالج لج)  wills, of the 

steadfast.‖ (Qurʾān, 37:102) 
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  کرد خالق قرباىی خُد حلق                                      کرد اىؿاق جاٌ که ميؿق آٌ خاظه

O God, Give the prodigal a boon in return, and O God 

give the miserly a bane. 

Special is the spender who spend life and sacrificed his neck for 

Allah (هلالج لج)  (Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

رکدے وھ اہنتں دے ابوھ وج رس رقابین نیرپ اصدؼ د  

 

Only those were truthful in their faith 

Bahoo, who sacrificed their heads - Hoo. 

It has been usual recipe of devotees of Prophet Abraham‟s ()  

religion to sacrifice even their lives to safeguard the divine constitution 

whenever there comes difficult time, following the Sunnah of Haḍrat  

Ismāʾīl ()  when knife was drawn on neck of but he remained steadfast 

and didn‟t say anything. (Abyāt-e-Bahoo, Haḍrat  Sultan Bahoo) 

 رفزدنی   ہی اضیفِؿ رظن اھت ای ہک بتکم یک رکاتم یھت
ِ
 اھکسےئ سک ےن الیعٰمس وک آداب

Was it book‐lesson, or father‘s glance, that taught. The 

son of Abraham ()  what son should bear? (Bal-e-

Gabrāʾīl, Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

Sharia 

  اِست ؾرع عاله بستاىهای ِ باؽ  اِست شرع جاىها باؽ شاہ زاه

The path of gardens for spirit is Sharia and worldly 

gardens and springs are its branches (Mathnawī-ī 

ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

 پیصُائے خُد شریعت ساخته  ہر مراتب از شریعت یاؾته
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I attained each and every rank by following Sharia and 

I made Sharia my guide and leader (Aqal-e-Bedar, 

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

ً گ  است گُهر بظُىض گُهر اهرطظ   زا خُد خدا گُهر گر است ُھرای

Sharia is that pearl which is made by Allah (هلالج لج)  

Himself, its manifestation as well as innermost is pearl 

(Rumuz-e-Bekhudi Haḍrat Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

Virtue of Qurʾān 

Indeed, We sent the Qurʾān down during the Night of Decree. 

(Qurʾān, 97:1) 

 دیىد  یب ریىظ  یب یخدا جز    دیخُد کس ىد یبظً چازو از ىب

No one has seen the forth innermost of Qurʾān except 

one and only non-exemplary Allah (هلالج لج)  (Mathnawī-ī 

ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

You consider first word "ain" of knowledge (Divine Self) and 

learn thirty thousand knowledge of Qurʾān from its core (Mehk-

ul-Faqr, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

 اہلل رکے ھجت وک اطع دجت رکدار   رقآؿ ںیم وہ وغہط زؿ اے رمد املسمں

O Muslim, dive deep in the Book, Which was revealed 

to Prophetsʹ Seal; May God, by grace on you bestow 

politeness, for good deeds much zeal! (Zarb-e-Kaleem, 

Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

 زا مؽل یِ بعؽ یبعؽ یهاد  قرآٌ ز دل ًیؾرمُد ک یدز ىب
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It has been said in Qurʾān that this Qurʾān with 

respect to state of heart is guidance for someone and 

ignorance for some others (Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, 

Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

ُ گُ  زیچ چیىباشد ہ رٌِیقرآٌ ب ز  زیجاٌ عز یبصيُا هیبات

O my dearest! I am talking to you, listen to me 

carefully!  Nothing is out of Qurʾān. (Nūr-ul-Hudā, 

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

ٌِ حک آَ کتاِب زىدہ  هیاست ِ قد زالیاِ ال  حکنِت   هیقرآ

(That secret) is Qurʾān the Wise which is live book whose 

wisdom is old as well as never ending. (Rumuz-e-Bekhudi 

Haḍrat Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

Life of Prophet Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) 

Haḍrat Anas Bin Malik ()  says that Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) has said that: 

Prophets  () are alive in their graves and say prayers (Jamia 

Sagheer Siuti Book 1, Khasias Kubra Book 2) 

 ثربستیخاک  ریدو ز ًیخؿته ا  کُ غازبست یاىدز احند آٌ حس

Even today when sacred body of Prophet Mohammad 

 is resting in soil of Yathrib (Madinah) and bodily (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص)

senses are asleep that same great and strong face still 

exits (Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn 

Rumi) 

Listen! If anyone considers life of Prophet Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) as 

dead, one‘s faith is stripped out. (Ain-ul-Faqr, Haḍrat Sultan 

Bahoo) 
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I have a faith that Prophet Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) is alive and people 

of this era can benefit from His (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) company as His 

companions ()  used to benefit. (Letter to Niazudin Khan, 

Fitrak-e-Rasool 7, Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

Love of Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) 

ٌ بر کييداز دزمها ى  زىيد  یىاو احند تا ابد بر م  او شاها

Names of kings are removed from coins but ―Ahmad 

 your respected name is stamped forever till ‖(ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص)

judgement day (Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl 

ad-Dīn Rumi) 

You sacrifice your life on name of Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص), in a single 

moment acknowledge, testify and sacrifice thousand times on 

the face of Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) (Aqal-e-Bedar, Haḍrat Sultan 

Bahoo) 

     وقِت قشع ےس رہ تسپ وک ابال رکدے
 
 ےس ااجال رکدے  )ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص(درہ ںیم امسِ حُم

Raise you, through love, all humble to greatness and to 

fame; 

Enlighten you the groping world with dear 

Mohammad‘s (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) Name. (Bang-e-Dra, Allama 

Mohammad Iqbal) 

Faqr-e-Mohammadi (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) 

ِ ىاز یى  از گزاف است ِ مجاز یؾقر ؾدر  هزازاٌ عز پيهاٌ است 

Faqr is my pride, it is neither talk nor metaphor, it is 

thousands of hidden glories and disdains (Mathnawī-ī 

ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 
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Faqr is the heritage of Mohammad Mustafa (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) (Ain-ul-Faqr, 

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

 است یمتاع معظؿ ًیا هیيیام ما  ِ زؼاست هیؾقر ذِق ِ شُق ِ تسل

Faqr is the name of devotion, recognition and 

satisfaction, this is treasure of Mohammad Mustafa 

 and we are its custodians.  (Pas Chey Bayad Kard (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص)

Allama Muhammad Iqbal) 

 دِ تُ یيیتا به ؾقر اىدز غيا ب  دِ تُ یامتحاٌ کً ؾقر زا زِز

Practice faqr for two days so that you can visualize 

richness twice because of faqr. (Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, 

Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

 ىاو حتاجیاز کس ىہ باشد ؾقر ال اجیاحت                       باؾقر باشد تناو یالتجائ یجاِداى

When faqr is accomplished, it neither need to request 

and appeal, nor it keeps any purpose from anyone 

because it‘s name is non-dependent faqr (Mehk-ul-

Faqr Kalan, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

 رقف ےہ ریمفں اک ریم، رقف ےہ اشوہں اک اشہ  رقف ےک ںیہ زجعمات اتج ف رسری ف اپسہ

The crown, the throne, and mighty arms by faqr are 

wrought these wonders all: In short, it is the chief of 

chiefs and king of other kings withal. (Zarb-e-Kaleem, 

Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

Greatness of Haḍrat Umar Farooq ()  

If there was any Prophet after me that would have been Umar 

() . (Ḥadīth # 25, Sahi Bukhari, Book Fazial Al Sihaba, 

Chapter Manaqib Umar Bin Khitab) 
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ٌ معصُق شد یدایچٌُ عنر ش ُ دل ؾازِق شد                آ ِ باطل زا چ  حق 

When Umar ()  was bestowed with Nūr of beloved, 

became capable of distinguishing right and wrong 

(discerner) like the heart (Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, 

Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

What are meanings of tālib of Allah (هلالج لج) ? Heart taurus same 

like Umar Bin Khitab ()  the Just. (Ain-ul-Faqr, Haḍrat Sultan 

Bahoo) 

ٌ جہاٌ زا  کہ تدنض دز دل ؾازِق کصتيد  دزٌِ خُیض بيگر

Habituate in your innermost that world the seed of which was 

cultivated in heart of Umar Farooq () . (Armaghan-e-Hijaz, 

Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

Greatness of Haḍrat Ali ()  

To whom I am Master, Ali ()  is his Master. (Ḥadīth Trimzi # 

23) 

ً سدً ً مُالی زِمی ای ٌ ہللا مُالىا علیؓ  اقراز کً اظهاز ک  هر لحظه سر مً لد

O Mevlana Rumi testify and declare the faith granted 

by divine benevolence, because with grace of Allah 

(هلالج لج)  and our Master is Ali () . (Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, 

Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

King of men Haḍrat Maula Ali ()  attained the wealth of faqr 

from Hazoor Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص). (Mehk-ul-Faqr, Haḍrat Sultan 

Bahoo) 

 عصق زا سرمایہ ایناٌ علیؓ  مسله اِل شہ مرداَ علیؓ
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Maula Ali ()  chief of all brave men, was the first one 

to accept Islam, Maula Ali ()  is capital of faith for 

ardent love. (Asrar-e-Khudi, Allama Mohammad 

Iqbal) 

Iqra (Recite) 

Recite in the name of your Lord who created. (Qurʾān, 96:1) 

 تا به هؿته آسناٌ اؾرِخت عله  آدو خاکی ز حق آمُخت عله

Haḍrat Adam ()  learnt knowledge from Allah (هلالج لج) , 

his knowledge shot beams upto the seventh heaven. 

(Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

If anyone from Ummah of Haḍrat Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) recite اَْقَزأْ بَْسِم

(هلالج لج) and remains busy in remembrance of Allah‘s َرب َِک انَِّذی َخهَقْ   

name, recognition of Allah (هلالج لج)  is enlightened in one‘s heart. 

(Mehk-ul-Faqr, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

ی اسرا" ستی  االسنا" ستی مدعای"عله
َ
لذ
َ
ٌَ ا  سر"ُسبَحا

The claim of this verse of Qurʾān is that Allah (هلالج لج)  has 

taught Haḍrat  Adam ()  names of all things, Adam 

()  is the keeper of secret of secret (aware of religious 

and spiritual knowledge). (Asrar-e-Khudi, Allama 

Mohammad Iqbal) 

Importance of Remembrance of Allah (هلالج لج)  

Allah (هلالج لج)  says: 

And remember Allah (هلالج لج)  often that you may succeed.‖(Qurʾān 

62:10) 
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Ḥadīth of Prophet Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) 

O Allah (هلالج لج) , please bestow on us good (your intimacy and 

unison) in the world and in after world save us from wrath of 

(grieve and separation) by providing good (your intimacy and 

unison). (Ḥadīth # 1321, Sahi Bukhari, Book Third) 

ً می  آیدو ىعرٔه مستاٌ خُط می  بایدو تا ابد جاىا چيی

O Allah (هلالج لج) , my soul being whelmed in blush and 

eternal conditions of Your recognition and the love 

always dispread to shout slogan of devotion and O my 

real beloved it wishes to remain in same blessed and 

overwhelmed devotion till Judgement Day (Mathnawī-ī 

ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

O Allah (هلالج لج)  please don‘t give me the head which prostate in 

front of creations rather than You and don‘t give me the heart 

which is filled with proximity of others rather than You. (Aqal-e-

Bedar, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

ُ خُشترو آید ز ِظال    ایکه ىزدیک تر از جاىی ِ پيهاٌ ز ىگه  دگراٌهجر ت

O the Divine self who is closer to us more than our 

flesh and spirit but veiled from our sights, sense of 

separation from you is dearer to me than unison with 

others. (Payam-e-Mashriq, Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

ِ اهلل شاه ما دستُز داد  ما زا ىُز داداىدز آتض دید   اذکر

Allah Almighty (هلالج لج)  has provided us law of His 

extensive remembrance, we were playing with fire of 

worldly desires and Allah (هلالج لج)  called us towards His 

illumine through command of ―Allah‘s (هلالج لج)  
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Remembrance‖ (Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl 

ad-Dīn Rumi) 

Faqīr adopts the exercise of remembrance of Allah (هلالج لج)  then 

effects of remembrance of Allah (هلالج لج)  start flowing from his body 

due to which his heart is enlightened. (Ain-ul-Faqr, Haḍrat 

Sultan Bahoo) 

 گؿت مرگ قلب ؟ گؿته ترک ذکر

He asked about death of heart? I replied abandonment 

of remembrance of Allah (هلالج لج)  (Javed Nama, Allama 

Mohammad Iqbal) 

 ىه پلیدی ماىد ِ ىه اىدهاٌ  چٌُ دز آید ىاو پاک اىدز دهاٌ

When personal name of Allah Almighty (هلالج لج)  is recited, 

simultaneously filth is wiped out. Due to blessing of 

this personal name your mouth also gets pure. 

(Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi)   

Remembrance is like soap and body of desirer is like an unclean 

cloths. This body should be cleaned day and night with soap of 

remembrance and water of fear of Allah (هلالج لج) . (Ain-ul-Faqr, 

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

 حؿظ تيها ؼبع ىؿس اىدز شباب  حؿظ جاىها ذکر ِ ؾکر بی حساب

Safety of spirits is in unlimited remembrance and 

thinking, and safety of body is in controlling your Self 

(nafs) in young age. (Javed Nama, Allama Mohammad 

Iqbal) 

ٌ زا طلب ٌ کً ِظل جاىا ُ ىاو زب                       پس زجا  بی لب ِ بی کاو میگ
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That is why always, keep desire of proximity with 

beloved, recite the name of the Lord without sound and 

use of lips. (Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-

Dīn Rumi) 

وھ ایڑپاھ ہہیاسونں رمدش ا  دؾ اغلف وس دؾ اکرفوج  

 

Breath of negligence means breath of 

‗Kufr‘, mentor taught me - Hoo, 

 ہمغن 'اہلل وھ' ریمے رگ ف ےپ ںیم ےہ   وشؼ رمی ےل ںیم ےہ، وشؼ رمی ےن ںیم ےہ

My song is the song of aspiration. My lute is the 

serenade of longing. Every fibre of my being Resonates 

with the refrains of Allah Hoo! (Bal-e-Gabrāʾīl, Allama 

Mohammad Iqbal) 

Allah’s (هلالج لج)  Attributes 

 [And say, "Ours is] the religion of Allah (هلالج لج) . And who is better 

than Allah (هلالج لج)  in [ordaining] religion? (Qurʾān 2:138) 

 پیسها یک زىگ گردد اىدز اِ  ظبػة اهلل هست خه زىگ هُ

Human being attains colour (attributes) of Allah (هلالج لج)  

when reaches to status of mortality, same like iron 

after burning in fire attains characteristics of fire even 

being originally iron. (Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī Mevlavi 

Ma'navi, Chapter 2, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

ی وھ

ھ

 

ین ج ن
م

 اخصل لین رپاےن ا ےت ںیہن ڑچدھا رگن 

 

Pure blue color does not accept yellow, 

green - Hoo, 
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Yellowish green colour can never effect upon true blue colour 

the true colour of Divine truth would not let any other influence 

settle over it. (Abyāt e Bahoo, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

ِ ىيگ دہ  قلب زا از ظبػة ہللا زىگ دہ ِ ىاو   عصق زا ىامُس 

Colour your heart with Allah‘s (هلالج لج)  colour and in this 

way give recognition, glory and wealth to your ardent 

love. (Asrar-e-Khudi, Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

Reality of Be (Kun) 

ُ مُالىای زِمی زا  غالو شنس تبریزو قليدز ِاز می گردو  بیا جاىا عيایت کً ت

O beloved come and bless this Rumi ()  because I am 

a slave of Shams-i-Tabrīzī and wandering like 

freethinker for visualization. (Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, 

Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

ً دزیاب دل دزیا شُی
ُ
 بر ُدز دو ھه چُ حبابض زِی  کيہ ک

Know the reality of Be (Kun) and make your heart like 

river and learn to swim like bubble on tides of breath 

at door. (Mahek-ul Faqr, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

وُں   اکتانت ایھب انمامؾ ےہ اشدیہی
یک ن
ف

 ہک آ ریہ ےہ دامدؾ دصاےئ نک 

The Life perhaps is still raw and incomplete: 

Be and it becomes e‘er doth a voice repeat. (Bal-e-

Gabrāʾīl, Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

 اىد پُشیده زازها داىسته ِ                      اىد که جاو حق ىُشیده َعازؾا
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Gnostics who have drunk the goblet of Truth have 

known the mysteries and kept them hidden. (Mathnawī-

ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

Reality of secret is obedience of Allah (هلالج لج)  secret is the word 

extremely great word which is linked to heart and is recited 

without tongue. (Mahek-ul Faqr Kalan, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

ِس ربجلیئ دے وت وہکں  فہ رحِػ راز ہک ھجم وک اھکس ایگ ےہ ونجں

َفَ

 

ن

 دخا ےھجم 

The breath of Gabrāʾīl if God on me bestow, I may in 

words express what Love has made me know. (Bal-e-

Gabrāʾīl, Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

Perfect Man 

 تا ازدِ گردی ُتُ ِبیيا ِ علِیه   طالب حکنت شُ از مرِد حکیه

Be desirer of wisdom from man of wisdom so that you 

become visionary and scholart. (Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, 

Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

Hold the hand of perfect man so that you also become man 

because no one can be guide of righteous path except perfect 

men. (Mahek-ul Faqr Kalan, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

 زىدہ شُ از ظحبت آٌ زىدہ مرد  شکُہ که کً از سپہر گرد گرد

Stop complaining about wandering around and adopt 

company of live man to attain life. (Pas Chey Bayad 

Kard Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

Guide / Mūrshid  

Prophet Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) said: 
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First search guide then walk on the path. (Ḥadīth, Mustadrak Al 

Wasail wa Mustanbat Al Masial, Volume 8, page # 209) 

ً کہ بے پی  ر ایٍ سؿرپیر زاہ بگزی

To opt path of spiritual doctrine (tarīqat) adopt 

resource of perfect man (friend), this journey cannot be 

completed without pir (mentor). (Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, 

Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

Mūrshid is called the pir (mentor) of path. Hence it is saying of 

Haḍrat Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) first search pir (mentor) of path then 

walk on the path. (Ain-ul-Faqr, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

ِ باز طریق   مً از طریق ىپرسه، زؾیق می جُیه  کہ گؿتہ اىد ىدستیً زؾیق 

I don‘t ask for the way, I search for companion 

because it is said that first companion then the path. 

(Zabur-e-Ajam, Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

Love and Anger 

 گؿت ترک خصه خُیض اىدز زماٌ                    گؿت ازیً خصه خدا چه بُد اماٌ

What is the trick of security and safety from anger of 

Allah (هلالج لج) ? Control your anger and don‘t impose it on 

creations of Allah (هلالج لج) . (Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana 

Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

 ِ آىنرد است دازد خصه باز

Real believer human being is the one who stays apart from 

anger.‖ (Kaleed-e-Tauheed Kalan, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

 اوخت یک اہجریگنی تبحم ےک رفافاین  ینیہی وصقمِد رطفت ےہ یہی رزمِ املسم
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This is the destiny of nature; this is the secret of 

Islam— World‐wide brotherhood, an abundance of 

love! (Bang-e-Dra, Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

Ardent Love (‘ishq) 

If you become aware of reality of life, certainly you will not 

select any companion other than ardent love. (Mathnawī-ī 

ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

 چرا دز پیض دزِیصی ىدُاىی   ىہ مذہب عاشقی دزِیض داىی

If you don‘t know the religion of ardent love, why don‘t you 

learn knowledge of ardent love from any Darwaish. (Ain-ul-

Faqr, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

قنیه رحؾ قشع اریم ونجد
 ارفں اقمؾ  قشع ف

 

 قشع ےه انب الیبسل اس ےک ه

Love is the commander of marching troops, Love is a 

wayfarer with many a way‐side abode. (Bal-e-Gabrāʾīl, 

Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

ِ عیب کلی پاک شد  هر که زا جامه ز عصقی چاک شد  اِ ز حرػ 

The dress of whom is torn due to ardent love, one 

becomes purified from greed and flaw. (Mathnawī-ī 

ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

 ُ  ی ھ 

 

یڑ
ھی

ک

 

ت

 اعاقشں ذلت 
ے

ت

 ا انؽ رںیت دے ابوھؒ ا ّت

ت

ے قشع ایپ ت
ھ
ے

ت

ن
ِ
ج 

 

 

Where every bit of love is regarded precious 

Bahoo, lovers gain pleasure there - Hoo. 

Where every particle of ardent love is precious and is being 

weighed in milligrams there ardent lovers of Allah (هلالج لج)  glorified 
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their pleasure of ardent love.  (Abyāt-e-Bahoo, Haḍrat Sultan 

Bahoo) 

 وہش اک دارف ےہ وگای یتسم مینست قشع  وتڑ داتی ےہ تبِ یتسہ وک اربامیہِ قشع

The Abraham ()  of Love is the destroyer of the idol of 

existence. The ecstasy of Tasnim of Love is the cure of 

awareness. (Bang-e-Dra, Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

ِ هر پرى  از ؾراز عرط تا تحت الثرى           عصق زا پاىعد پر است 

Ardent love has five hundred wings and every wing is 

from the heights of Throne of Allah (هلالج لج)  to beneath the 

earth. (Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn 

Rumi) 

Be informed that ardent love is the name of flying high, bee 

cannot reach to the status of falcon or moth even if do extensive 

struggle or repent and try to fly as much as possible.‖ (Ain-ul-

Faqr, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

  اھت ںیماس زنیم ف آامسؿ وک ےب رکاں اھجمس  قشع یک اکی تسج ےن رکدای ہصق مامؾ

One leap by Love ended all the pother, I fondly 

imagined, the earth and sky were boundless. (Bal-e-

Gabrāʾīl, Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

ِ مذهب خداست  ملت عصق از هنه دیيها جداست   عاشقاٌ زا ملت 

Religion of ardent lovers is entirely different from all religions; 

religion of ardent lovers is only attaining intimacy of Allah (هلالج لج) . 

(Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

وھ الستم رہ وکئ ےگنم قشع الستم وکیئ ؿامیا  
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Everyone prays for faith, but only few seek 

infatuation (‗ishq) – Hoo. 

Everyone demands security of faith but security of ardent love is 

demanded by few. (Abyāt-e-Bahoo, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

 وصترات قشع ہن وہ وت رشع ف دنی دکتبہِ   لقع ف دؽ ف اگنہ اک رمدش افنیل ےہ قشع

Intellect, heart and vision, all must take their first 

lessons from Love— Religion and the religious law 

breed idols of illusion if there is no Love. (Bal-e-

Gabrāʾīl, Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

Separation 

 تا بگُیه شرح دزد اشتیاق   سیيه خُاهه شرحه شرحه از ؾراق

My chest is that much riddle due to separation that I 

am discussing loud this pain of longingly. (Mathnawī-ī 

ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

 نت نم ریما رُپزے رُپزے ویجں درزی دایں ریلاں وھ  

 

My body-soul are torn into pieces like 

tailor‘s tatters - Hoo,. 

My body and soul due to pain of separation from beloved is torn 

like pieces of cloth torn by tailor. (Abyāt-e-Bahoo, Haḍrat 

Sultan Bahoo) 

 حرف مہجُزی ىنی گردد تناو  گرچہ از خاکه ىرِید جز کالو

Even though nothing other than oration is created from 

my dust still my compositions couldn‘t explain the full 

https://www.facebook.com/%D8%AA%D8%B5%D9%88%D8%B1%D8%A7%D8%AA-623677224402760/?__tn__=%2CdK%2AF-R&eid=ARB2vWZqOLbNTNYy1BYf9E8jV551Z8-LfhJTJStXi2aGafA3mqGAlS65Lhe6KtpYbtkv7onvDO4PjAH-
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story of separation. (Javed Nama, Allama Mohammad 

Iqbal) 

Water of Eternal Life 

 آب حيُاىى كه ماىد تا ابد                    ه آٌ است كاِ خُد زا دهدپس كري

Venerable is the one who drink water of eternal life 

(ardent love of Allah (هلالج لج) ) so to live forever. 

(Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

وھ یتادنر آب ایح ےریت ،یانں رک تنم وخاج رضخ د  

 

Do not ask favors from Khawaja Khidhr, the 

water of immortality is within you – Hoo. 

(Abyāt-e-Bahoo, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

 رشط اس ےک ےیل ےہ ہنشت اکیم  ےہ آب ایحت ایس اہجں ںیم

The Fount of Life in worldly life is found, Provided you 

have a thirst quite true and sound. (Zarb-e-Kaleem, 

Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

Aim of Knowledge 

ً زاىی مازے بُد  عله زا بر دل زىی یازے بُد  عله زا بر ت

Knowledge if attained for manifested body it is like snake, 

knowledge if obtained for soul becomes friend. (Mathnawī-ī 

ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

 بس بداٌ زاہ سُي حق بصتاؾتً  عله داىی چیست زاہ دزیاؾتً

What do you think about knowledge, knowledge is path 

to realization, just consider it as running track towards 
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divine self of Allah (هلالج لج) ! (Mehk-ul-Faqr, Haḍrat Sultan 

Bahoo) 

ٌِ حؿِظ زىدگی استعل  خُدی است  ه از ساما
ِ
 عله از اسباِب تقُیه

Knowledge is one of means for safety of life, knowledge 

is source to stabilize innermost (Khudi). (Asrar-e-

Khudi, Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

ِ هدى است  گر چه مقعُد از بصر عله 

Although aim of knowledge is guidance of human 

being. (Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn 

Rumi) 

Aim of knowledge is acquiescence with Allah (هلالج لج)  and enmity 

with Satan. (Nūr-ul-Hudā, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

ِ ہه زاہبردمی شُد ھه جا   عله زاہ مقعُد اگر باشد ىظر  ہ 

If aim of knowledge is visualization of divine self, then 

it is path as well as guide. (Javed Nama, Allama 

Mohammad Iqbal) 

 تا لدٌ عله لدىی می برد  هر پری بر عرض دزیا کی پرد

Without wings how can anyone fly till river of reality, 

knowledge through revelation takes to the intimacy 

with Allah (هلالج لج) . (Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl 

ad-Dīn Rumi) 

With contemplation, recitation and remembrance of Ism-e-Allah 

Zaat, knowledge of revelation unfolds. (Ain-ul-Faqr, Haḍrat 

Sultan Bahoo) 
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 ؽ ف رظن اک دنمیایک سج وک دخا ےن د  فہ ملع اےنپ وتبں اک ےہ آپ اربامیہ

Learning whom God has made the mate of heart and 

sight, like friend of God can break with ease all idols 

bright. (Zarb-e-Kaleem, Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

Arrogance of Knowledge 

ی بد تر ز پيداِز کنال
ّ
ِ دالل   علت  ىيست اىدز جاٌ تُ اى ذ

There is no malady higher than malady of considering 

itself as perfect. O person who is considering oneself 

better than what one is, take care of your sequel. 

(Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

 ُ  ڑپھ ڑپھ اعمل رکؿ ربکت احظف رکؿ فڈاییئ ھ 

ُ  ایلگں دے فچ رھپؿ   زاےن فنت اتکابں اچیئ ھ 

 

 

With education scholars become arrogant 

and ―Mulla‖ filled with pride - Hoo, 

They are helpless and roam around streets 

with books in their armpits – Hoo. 

i.e. some (imperfect) scholars suffer from arrogance instead of 

becoming practitioners and abstinence, (non- practicing) Ḥāfeẓ-e-Qurʾān 

magnify themselves (be proud) and wander each and every corner and 

are proud of this act. (Abyāt-e-Bahoo, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

 !اک رچاغسک رطح ربکتی ےس رفنش وہ یلجب    خیش بتکم ےک رطوقیں ےس اشکد دؽ اہکں

The ways of teachers don‘t expand the heart, 

Matchstick can‘t light to electric lamp impart. (Zarb-e-

Kaleem, Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 
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 گؿت ایزد یحنل اسؿازه

ٌ ىبُد ز هُ  باز باشد عله کا

Allah (هلالج لج)  said يَحِمٗم اسفاًرا meaning loaded with their 

books, the knowledge which does not take towards 

Allah (هلالج لج)  is burden. (Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana 

Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

Be informed that if you have become worker of kings, riches, 

and judge and perform justice in order to seek wealth then you 

are donkey, which is loaded with burden of knowledge. (Mehk-

ul-Faqr Kalan, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

 سج ملع اک احلص ےہ اہجں ںیم دف فک وج   فہ ملع ںیہن، زرہ ےہ ارحار ےک قح ںیم

That knowledge is a poison for free people, Which ends 

in winning two handfuls of barley. (Zarb-e-Kaleem, 

Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

Non-Practicing Scholars 

 جاٌ خُد زا مىيداىد آٌ ظلُو  ظد هزازاٌ ؾعل داىد از علُو

Scholars of manifestation contain hundreds of 

knowledge in their chests, but these brutal don‘t 

arrange for the recognition of Allah (هلالج لج)  (relation with 

Allah (هلالج لج) ). (Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-

Dīn Rumi) 

د ِکرو، گر کتاب خَُزد  زِ الہِ دمرہس ارَسارِ رعمتف بلطم
َ
کتہ داٌ ىص

ُ
 کہ ى

Don‘t ask secrets of recognition from (non-practicing) 

people of schools because worm cannot become 
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sagacious even if it eats up the entire book. (Ain-ul-

Faqr, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

 ومزفں ںیہن بتکم ےک ےیل اےسی اقمالت  اابقؽ! اہیں انؾ ہن ےل ملعِ وخدی اک

Iqbal don‘t take the name of Khudi (satisfied self) here. 

These questions don‘t suit the schools (Zarb-e-Kaleem, 

Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

Respect 

 بی ادب محرِو گصت از لظـ زب  از خدا جُییه تُؾیق ادب

We plea Allah (هلالج لج)  for the ability to respect, disrespectful 

always remained bereft from bounties of Allah (هلالج لج) . (Mathnawī-

ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

ں فا ےج وھےب ادابں انں اسر ادب دی، ےئگ ادابں وت  

 

The insolent are ignorant about respect; so 

they have gone astray from the code – Hoo. 

Impertinent people have no idea and sense of status of respect, 

they are far departed from respect. (Abyāt-e-Bahoo, Haḍrat 

Sultan Bahoo) 

 ادب الہپ رقہنی ےہ تبحم ےک رقونیں ںیم   ںیم اناان ںیہن ااومخش، اے دؽ رھبی لفحم

Silent, O Heart! Crying in the full assembly is not 

good. Decorum is the most important etiquette among 

the ways of Love (Bang-e-Dra, Allama Mohammad 

Iqbal) 
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Good Morals 

ٌ بُد  دمی با خلق بد حیُاَ شُدآ  خلق ىیکُ ِظـ اىسا

Good morals are characteristics of humanity and 

unmoral person is just an animal. (Mathnawī-ī 

ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

ے اونسں یج یج ےیہک وھ

 

ب
 
مہ

 ےج وکیئ ڈکے اگالہں 

 

If someone abuses or shouts at you, be polite 

to him - Hoo, (Abyāt-e-Bahoo, Haḍrat 

Sultan Bahoo) 

ٌ خظاست ِ مُمً ہنہ خلق خداست                 حرف بد زا بر لب آِزد  کاؾر 

Bringing bas words in language is a mistake, either 

believer or disbeliever, everyone is creation of Allah 

(هلالج لج) . (Javed Nama, Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

Veracity 

 شُد حسها زا ذِق مُىس می  شُد ظدق بیدازی هر حس می

Veracity awakens every sense; determination becomes 

friend of all senses. (Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana 

Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

یوُے وھ 
ِھب
لَن 

 
ے
 ؼ ےت دقؾ اریگے، اتںیئ رب

ِ
اثتب ص  

 

Remain firm on truth and step forward, then 

you shall find Lord - Hoo, (Abyāt-e-Bahoo, 

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

 قدو بیباک ىہ کس دز کیً ىیست  گر از ظدق ِ یقیً دازی ىعیبی
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If you have attained veracity and certainty fearlessly 

step ahead no evil (Satan) will be there to lurk you. 

(Armaghan-e-Hijaz, Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

 گؿت العدق طناىیً طرِب  گؿته است الکذب زیب ؾی القلُب

Prophet Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) said that falsehood creates 

doubts in hearts then said veracity creates contentment 

and happiness and outcome of falsehood is destruction. 

(Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

You should be aware that indeed salvation is in veracity and 

falsehood is destruction. (Amir-ul-Konain, Haḍrat Sultan 

Bahoo) 

Endurance  

 مئُه شيريً دهد ُپر ميؿعت  ظبر تلذ آمد ِليکً عاقبت

Endurance is bitter but at the end gives sweat and 

beneficial fruit. (Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl 

ad-Dīn Rumi) 

 ظبر باید ترا دیگر بگزاز  عازؾاٌ گؿتہ اىد دز زِہ عصق

Recognizers have said that you should be endured on 

the path of ardent love and should leave all other 

tactics. (Dīwān-e-Bahoo, Ghazal #40 Haḍrat Sultan 

Bahoo) 

 ربص ف االقتسؽ یک یتیھک اک احلص ےہ یہی  رکف ریتہ یھت ےھجم سج یک فہ لفحم ےہ یہی

This is the congregation with which I was concerned. 

This is the reward of patience and perseverance (Bang-

e-Dra, Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 
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Legitimate Livelihood 

ِ گل ُ کً بداٌ زیحاٌ   تا بیابی حکنت ِ قُت زسل  معده زا خ

Make your stomach accustomed of Basil and rose 

(remembrance of Allah (هلالج لج)  and obedience) so that 

similar to Prophets ()  knowledge and recognition is 

bestowed in your inmost. (Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, 

Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

Person who takes legitimate provisions, very quickly reaches to 

proximity and intimacy of Allah (هلالج لج)  and recognition of Allah 

(هلالج لج) . (Kaleeda-ul-Toheed Kalan, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

 حالل لقنہءقت آید ازعصق ِز  حالل لقنہءعله ِحکنت زاید از

Knowledge, wisdom, burning and ardent love can 

practically be obtained by earning legitimate 

livelihood. (Bal-e-Gabrāʾīl, Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

Humbleness 

ـِ شنا پرِزدہ او   تُ کرینی مً کنیيه بردہ او   لیکً از لظ

Ya Lord, You are merciful and benevolent and I am low 

capacity human being, and my existence is only due to 

your benevolence and blessings. (Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, 

Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

ُ اں افہ یھب وپری انیہ ھ  ے  

ت

 وہفاں فجن رایتں ت

ے

ت

 رت

ٰی وھ فزؿ وتؽ وپرا فجن وہیس ابوھ دجاں وہیس لضف
ہ 
ل

ا  

 

If I am ‗Ratti‘ I will be weighed in ‗Ratti‘ 

that is not even complete - Hoo, 
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Weight will be balanced Bahoo, when Allah 

showers His blessings - Hoo. (Abyāt-e-

Bahoo, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

 انز رکے اینز دنم ہن ویکں اعزجی ہپ  اشکدہ دتسِ رکؾ بج فہ ےب اینز رکے

When that Beniaz opens His Graceful Hand. Why 

should the niazm and be not proud of his humility 

(Bang-e-Dra, Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

Innermost 

We will show them Our signs in the horizons and within 

themselves. (Qurʾān 41:53) 

 از چصه مً  طبيگرِ اىدز آ  تًگؿت مجيٌُ تُ ھنه ىقصی ِ

Demented said! O objector, you are insisting on 

(manifested) pattern, you should get familiarity with 

conditions (of heart) and see with the vision of 

innermost. (Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-

Dīn Rumi) 

 احلص
 
ے فچ هگ  دے ھُ  دفر ایگں جک

ھ
 

لن

انںیہ وشـ   

 

Nothing is achieved by travelling far, within 

the house (self) the objective is gained – 

Hoo. (Abyāt-e-Bahoo, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

 وت ارگ ریما ںیہن اتنب ہن نب ، اانپ وت نب  اےنپ نم ںیم ڈفب ےک اپ اج رساِغ زدنیگ

Delve into your soul and there seek our life‘s buried 

tracks; Will you not be mine? then be not mine, be your 

own right! (Bal-e-Gabrāʾīl, Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 
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Master of Heart 

ِ دز پیکاز باط  طالب دل باط 

If you are not master of heart, remain awake, be the 

seeker of heart and keep fighting with self. (Mathnawī-ī 

ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

One should dominate one‘s self, only master of heart can 

dominate one‘s self. (Mehk-ul-Faqr Kalan, Haḍrat Sultan 

Bahoo) 

 ؾ ف اشؾ ف رےیتچج ںیہن ےہ تنطلس رف   ایک ابت ےہ ہک اصِبح دؽ یک اگنہ ںیم

Why is it that in eyes of man on whom God has 

bestowed a heart, The realms of Syria, Rome and Rayy 

are fake effects in the mart? (Zarb-e-Kaleem, Allama 

Mohammad Iqbal) 

 بر ظؿحہ دل بیٍ بہ ازیٍ کتاب ىیست   دز کيزِ ھدایہ ىتُاَ یاؾت خدا زا

I could not recognize Allah (هلالج لج)  through reading mere bookish 

knowledge, see the paper of heart because no book is better 

than it. (Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

 مظالعہ دل کتاب بے حجاب است  بے کاغذ سیاہی دل کتاب است

Heart is the book in which paper and ink does not 

exist, read the book of heart because it is book without 

veil. (Mehk-ul-Faqr, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

 حدیث شُق ىؿهنیده ئی دزیؼ از تُ                                      گرؾته ایيکه کتاب خرد ؾرِخُاىدی
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I agree that you have learned entire book of intellect, 

but regretful that you didn‘t understand about love and 

interest. (Payam-e-Mashriq, Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

ال
َ
ُُ ؼعیـ  که ىگيجیدو َدز ؾلک ِ خ  َدز دل مُمً بگيجیدو چ

Allah (هلالج لج)  said that I cannot be contained in heavens 

and space, I come in the heart of believer as guest.‖ 

(Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

 ُ  ڑینے فنس دفر دویسؿ فڑیےه انںیہ فڑدے ھ 

 ُ  ادنرفں ڈھُڈنؿ دا فؽ ہن آای ومرھک ابرہفں ڈھُڈنؿ ڑچهد ے ھ 

 

He lives very close yet seems far away, He 

doesn‘t enter the courtyard - Hoo,  

Unable to find Him internally ill-fated ones 

pursue Him outwardly – Hoo. (Abyāt-e-

Bahoo, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

 فہ ےلکن ریمے تملظ اخہنء دؽ ےک ونیکمں ںیم  ےسج ںیم ڈوھڈنات اھت آامسونں ںیم زونیمں ںیم

The one I was searching for on the earth and in 

heaven. Appeared residing in the recesses of my own 

heart (Bang-e-Dra, Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

ٌ مثيُی  ِظـ بیدازی دل ای معيُی  دز ىگيجد دز هزازا

O apprehender of the meaning, depict of awakening of 

heart cannot be contained in thousands of books. 

(Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

 مردہ دل ِہنه بدیل است   زىدہ دل ِہنه خلیل است
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All heart awakened recognizers are friends and all 

with dead heart are parsimonious. (Mehk-ul-Faqr 

Kalan, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

 ری، ہن ریمی رضب ےہ اکریہن ریتی رضب ےہ اک  !دِؽ دیبار دیپا رک ہک دؽ وخادیبہ ےہ بج کت

Beget a heart alive and sound, for, if it be in slumber 

bound, you cannot strike a deadly blow, nor even I can 

daring show. (Bal-e-Gabrāʾīl, Allama Mohammad 

Iqbal) 

 مً
ِ
ؿت پیػنبر کہ خسپد چصه

ُ
 لیک کے خسپد دله اىدز ِسً  گ

Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) said that my both eye sleep while sleeping 

but my heart never sleeps. (Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, 

Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

ے وھ

ت

ِک اجگ ہن اجنن کہ اجدگایں یہ ُس 
ک اجس  ہ 

ِ
 ہ 

ےے وھ
ھ

 

ن
 
م

ک اجدگایں یہ 
ِ
 وہےئ ہ 

ِ

اں اج فاِص ی ے

ت

ک س 
ِ
 ہ 

 

Some are awake, some are unable to be 

awake and some are awake in their sleep - 

Hoo, 

Some attained unison while asleep and some 

remained deprived whilst awake - Hoo,  

(Abyāt-e-Bahoo, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

 وخاب ںیم داتھکی ےہ اعملِ ون یک وصتری   زدنہ دؽ ےس ںیہن وپدیشہ ریمضِ دقتری

Decrees of fate are not concealed from man whose 

heart throbbing seems: He sees the image of new world 

in slumberous state, during dreams. (Zarb-e-Kaleem, 

Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 
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Peaceful Heart 

ىس حق زا قلب می باید سلیه
ُ
 ا

Peaceful heart is needed for ardent love of Allah (هلالج لج) . 

(Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

Peaceful heart is the one in which nothing is there except Allah 

(هلالج لج) . (Mehk-ul-Faqr Kalan, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

ا ہپ میقم
ے
 ےلہپ فاسی وکیئ دیپا وت رکے بلقِ میلس  اچےتہ بس ںیہ ہک وہں افِج رثیی

Aspiring for the Pleiades, How simple it all seems! But 

let there first be hearts like theirs, To justify such 

dreams. (Bang-e-Dra, Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

Hajj (Pilgrimage) 

And [due] to Allah (هلالج لج)  from the people is a pilgrimage to the 

house - for whoever is able to find thereto a way. (Qurʾān 3:97) 

 از حرج زاهیست پيهاٌ تا ؾرج  زِىد ایً قُو حج پا شکسته می

They go to hajj with broken legs in suffering (and Hajj 

of innermost) is hidden path of assuage. (Mathnawī-ī 

ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

Fifth foundation of Islam is Hajj the manifestation of which is 

Hajj Oblation and innermost of it is Hajj without veil. (Mehk-ul-

Faqr, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

 مُمياٌ زا ؾظرت اؾرِز است حج

Hajj enlightens heart of believers (with Illumine of 

Allah (هلالج لج) ). (Asrar-e-Khudi, Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 
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ٌ خاىه بُد  حج زب البیت مرداىه بُد  حج زیازت کرد

Hajj is the visualization (pilgrimage) of Kaʿbah 

however the visualization of owner of Kaʿbah is Hajj of 

recogniser beings. (Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana 

Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

Remember the apparent Kaʿbah is the one built by Haḍrat 

Abraham ()  with soil and water (clay) and Kaʿbah of 

innermost is the one created by Allah Almighty (هلالج لج)  with spirit 

and heart. (Mehk-ul-Faqr, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

ً دز پیکر خُیض  چُ ابراہیه معناز حرو شُ  خُدی تعنیر ک

Upkeep your innermost inside you and become like 

Haḍrat Abraham ()  the constructor of sacred place of 

Allah (هلالج لج) . (Payam-e-Mashriq, Allama Mohammad 

Iqbal) 

Heart is Superior Kaʿbah 

 از ہزازاَ کعبہ یک دل بہتر است  دل بدست آِز کہ حج اکبر است

You have heart in your control because this is the 

greatest Hajj, heart is better than thousand Kaʿbah‘s. 

(Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

 اعظه تُگِل چه پيدازی ۂدل است کعب  دل کً اگر دلی دازی ۂطُاِف کعب

If you possess heart rove Kaʿbah of heart, heart is the 

greatest Kaʿbah why you consider it piece of dust. 

(Mehk-ul-Faqr Kalan, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

 ىگہ بہ خُیض ىپیچیدہ ئی دزیؼ از تُ            طُاف کعبہ زدی گرد دیر گردیدی
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You rove around Kaʿbah and also wandered around idol house 

but regretful that you didn‘t visualised yourself. (Payam-e-

Mashriq, Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

Self (Nafs) 

ٌ ىؿس زا جهل است جهل                              بت شکستً سهل باشد ىیک سهل    سهل دید

Breaking idol is easy very easy, but taking easy the 

matter of self is a mistake, a serious mistake. 

(Mathnawī-ī ma‘nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

It is easy to bring under your possession, command and control 

of both the worlds but getting rid of self is very difficult and 

arduous. (Amir-ul-Konain, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

 اگر زیری ز خُد گیری زبر شُ

If you are weak, become strengthened by concurring 

self of yours.‖ (Zabur-e-Ajam, Allama Mohammad 

Iqbal) 

ُ برد از سحر خُد تنییزها  مً ز مکر ىؿس دیدو چیزها  ک

I have seen many things through wickedness of self, 

self through its wickedness relinquish the conscious of 

differentiating between good and bad. (Mathnawī-ī 

ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

 بدآىکہ خُشيُدئ خدا خالِف ىؿس است

Be informed that the divine pleasure (هلالج لج)  is acting 

against self. (Ain-ul-Faqr, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

 تا شُی گُہر اگر باشی خزف  مرد شُ آِز زماو اِ بکـ
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You be a man and control thyself because you could 

become a diamond even if you are stone. (Asrar-e-

Khudi, Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

Effects of Bad Company 

 ون الج ہن الےیئ وھ
 
 انؽ وک یگنس گنس ہن رکےیئ ُک

 

Don‘t befriend disloyal who disgraces all 

(truth seekers) – Hoo.  (Abyāt-e-Bahoo, 

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

 اشنیہ ےچب وک تبحصِ زاغ )وکا(  وہیئ ہن زاغ ںیم دیپا دنلب رپفازی

ئ

 رخاب رک گ

Flying high could not be developed in crow and bad 

company of crow has destroyed the descendants of 

falcon. (Bal-e-Gabrāʾīl, Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

Reality of World 

ٌ ِ زٌ  چیست دىیا از خدا غاؾل بدٌ ِ میزا  ىه قناط ِ ىقده 

What is world? neither wealth nor gold, silver, wife 

and children but is becoming ignorant from Allah (هلالج لج) . 

(Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

O Bahoo! Don‘t you know what is world? World is painful beast 

which make one ignorant from remembrance of Allah (هلالج لج)  and 

contemplation. (Ain-ul-Faqr, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

ِ دىیا ِ بیض  ترک دىیا هر که کرد از زهد خُیض  بیض آید پیض ا

Whosoever adopts separation from world, the world 

itself chases the one. (Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana 

Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 
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  زؿ ضیح ںداین ہہیا

ت ل

 

ی ن

 

ت

ن

وھ ےرہرا اپک ہن ویھت ی  

 

This word is unclean it can never be pure at 

all - Hoo, 

 
ے
 ںیھت ید ںداین ح  

ے
  ےلیومڑے ف رب

ج 
ک

ی رکف 
ب

وھ وُے  

 

Love for materialism keeps one away from 

the Lord, control it - Hoo, 

 اتبِؿ فمہ ف امگں، ال اہلٰ اال اہلل  ہی امؽ ف دفتل داین، ہی رہتش ف ویپدن

The worldly wealth and riches too, ties of blood and 

friends a dream. The idols wrought by doubts untrue, 

all save God's Oneness empty seem. (Zarb-e-Kaleem, 

Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

Hypocrisy 

Prophet Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) said that: Whosoever commits 

hypocrisy then Allah (هلالج لج)  will also humiliate that one in front of 

people. (Ḥadīth # 4206, Sinan Ibn-e-Maja) 

ٌ م  خُاجہ پيدازد کہ طاعت می کيد  ی کيدبی خبر کز مععیت جا

Hypocrites consider that he/she is busy in worship, this 

unaware does not know that by committing hypocrisy 

he/she is taking he/she‘s spirit on the path of torment. 

(Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

ُڑپھ ڑپھ ملع اشمخئ دسافؿ رکؿ ابعدت دفرہ ی ھ   

 ُ  ادنر یگھج یئپ ویٹلے نت نم ربخ انں ومری ھ 
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With education they claim to be spiritual 

lots (Mashaikhs), they do multiple prayers - 

Hoo,  

Their inner self is being robbed but their 

carnal desires are unaware – Hoo.   (Abyāt-

e-Bahoo, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

 !ایسی  زاز ےس رار، اےسی اامؾ ےس رار  ریتا اامؾ ےب وضحر، ریتی  زاز ےب رُسفر

Your imam is unabsorbed, your prayer is uninspired, 

forsake an imam like him, forsake a prayer like this. 

(Bal-e-Gabrāʾīl, Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

Sectarianism 

And hold firmly to the rope of Allah (هلالج لج)  all together and do not 

become divided. (Qurʾān 3:103) 

 زیً سبب هؿتاد بل ظد ؾرقه شد  بل حقیقت دز حقیقت غرقه شد

Suspicion about humans is a bad deed. In-fact reality is 

indulged due to which seventy rather many sects have 

arisen. (Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn 

Rumi) 

  انں ںیم ینس انں ںیم ہعیش ریما دفاہں وتں دؽ ڑسای وھ

 کم ےئگ ھبس یکشخ ڈنیپے دجفں درای رتمح فچ فڑای وھ

 

I am neither ‗Sunni‘ nor ‗Shia‘ my heart is 

disgusted with both of them - Hoo, 

As I entered the ocean of Oneness all the 

journey came to an end – Hoo. (Abyāt-e-

Bahoo, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 
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 ہی فہ لھپ ےہ ہک تنج ےس ولکناات ےہ آدؾ وک   ےہ رف ہ آرایئ،  بصع ےہ  رم اس اکرجش

Sectarianism is the tree, prejudice is its fruit. This fruit 

caused expulsion of Adam from paradise (Bang-e-Dra, 

Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

Hopelessness 

ِ امیدهاست  سُی تازیکی مرِ خُزشیدهاست  کُی ىُمیدی مر

Don‘t walk on the dark path of hopelessness because in 

Holiness of Allah (هلالج لج)  are shinning hundreds of 

thousands suns of hope. (Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, 

Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi) 

 تا بیابی ِحدِت حق ذات زا  خظرات زا  ۂازدل بدزکً پیض

Depart your heart from abomination of dangers so that 

you attain access to oneness of Allah (هلالج لج) . (Kaleeda-ul-

Toheed Kalan, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo) 

 می آزدت گرچہ الُىدی ز پا  ىا امیدی ہنچُ گُز اؾصازدت

Hopelessness similar to grave splits you into pieces, 

this will make you fall even if you are mountain. 

(Rumuz-e-Bekhudi Allama Mohammad Iqbal) 

Ending Note 

It becomes well evident by brief reading from vast teachings of 

three personalities that there exists a clear resemblance in their teachings 

and philosophy which is very important for recognition of Allah (هلالج لج) , 

ascension of humanity, purity of self and cleaning of heart. According to 

true massage and teaching and preaching of these great personalities 
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perfect mentor (mūrshid) is mandatory to attain the purpose of life about 

which Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  has said that: 

ُ  ںیابوہ اھبون اجگ انب دفدھ دمجے انںیہ الؽ وہونؿ ڑکھ ڑکھ ےک ھ   

 

Without treating milk with yogurt, it cannot 

be converted into yogurt, even though milk 

becomes red through intense heating 

Sufis have given the message of patience, thankfulness, 

negation, trust, willingness for Allah (هلالج لج)  and service of humanity. They 

have not considered the opposition and even tough conditions like torture 

could not stumble their commitment. They fulfilled the duty of preaching 

and teaching with truthfulness and boldness.  

 ںیہ فاےل رےنہ رب ےکای یتسب یس وکؿ اعقش ہی  ںیہ رناےل ےس زامےن اسرے ےہ فعض اونیھک

Unique is their condition and they are different from 

entire world. O Lord these ardent lovers are habitant 

of which town. 

Saints (Friends of Allah (هلالج لج) ) prove from the commandments of 

Allah (هلالج لج)  and his beloved Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) that when any human being 

becomes true lover of Allah (هلالج لج)  in reality Allah (هلالج لج)  bestow His special 

bounty and compassion on him/her about which Mevlana Rumi says that: 

ِ  گؿتہ
ُ
 بُد ہللاعبد حلقُو از گرچہ بُد ہللا گؿتِہ   ِا

Human‘s saying is same like saying of Allah (هلالج لج)  even 

though it is being said from the throat of servant of 

Allah (هلالج لج) . 

This knowledge and recognition of Gnostics are without 

discrimination of school of thought and geography and is beneficial for 
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every human being living on earth. It is equally motivational to promote 

love, brotherhood, peace and prosperity. There is no second opinion that 

promotion of these teachings has become inevitable to accelerate the 

welfare of the contemporary world. 
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The Confluence between the Ideologies of Haḍrat 

Sultan Bahoo and Mevlana Rumi
*
 

Dr. Nazar Abid 

 

When a Sufi is absorbed in the mystic vision of his beloved and 

lost in the depths of his heart and soul, he is in another world. On his 

return, he brings back the wealth of the other world. His intellectual 

treasuries get filled with the riches of real love and knowledge. This is 

the time for him to pay back. He dispenses invaluable gifts to everyone 

without any distinction. He distributes with boundless generosity of his 

soul. Mysticism is, in fact, the other name of unlimited kindness. If the 

followers of mysticism happen to have a poetic imagination to 

complement their mystic vision, their penetrating influence becomes 

even more powerful. Their spiritual experience becomes all the more 

significant because it is accompanied by a quick imagination and a 

passionate expression. 

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () and Mevlana Rumi () belong to an 

elect class of the Sufis who were great poets besides being great mystics. 

So, they used poetry to express their soulful and heartfelt experiences. 

One buried in Konya, Turkey (lived in 12
th 

Century AD), and the other in 

Punjab (lived in 17
th 

Century AD). With the temporal separation of 

several centuries and spatially at thousands of miles the two mystic 

thinkers Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi () and Haḍrat Sultan-ul-Faqr, 

Sakhi Sultan Bahoo () still have astonishing similarities between their 

                                                           
*
 Translation of the paper presented by HoD Urdu, Hazara University Dr. Nazar 

Abid during International Conference on “Sultan Bahoo ()  & Mevalan Rumi 

() ” organized by Faculty of Oriental Learning, University of the Punjab Lahore 

and MUSLIM Institute on May 11, 2017 at University of the Punjab, Lahore. 
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thinking patterns. There is confluence in their intellectual themes 

including Oneness, Prophethood, faqr, self-discovery, divine love, 

tolerance, humanitarianism, peace and friendship, universal love, 

fraternity, brotherhood and human equality. In the context of language, 

Mevlana Rumi () has produced his entire work in Persian. On the other 

hand, Sultan Bahoo () has produced literature in his native language 

Punjabi as well as in Persian. Both of the great Sufi mystics have created 

a work of great artistic merit with the content of a most sublime nature. 

Both Mevlana Rumi () and Sultan Bahoo () draw their 

inspiration from the luminous teachings of the Exalted Qurʾān and 

Ḥadīth. These teaching will continue to guide humanity until the 

doomsday. 

Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana Rumi‟s () work, is regarded 

very highly in the Persian language.  

ٌ دززباٌ پہلُ  یمعيُ  یمُلُ یمثيُ  یہست قرآ

Similarly, Sultan Bahoo () writes about his texts that he has 

merely compiled the Qurʾānic principles. His work takes direct 

inspiration from the golden principles of the Exalted Qurʾān and Ḥadīth.  

  مازا از خدا ـیسدً تعي ہر   ما ـیىہ دز تعي ؿےیتا ل سچ

ٌ گرؾته ِ زحد عله  ثیشُد اہل ازخب یکہ ميکر ہر   ثیازقرآ

He says that he has not imitated someone in his artistic creation. 

Instead, his work is a consequence of divine inspiration. Because his 

verses draw inspiration from the teachings of the Exalted Qurʾān and 

Ḥadīth, nobody with his heart at the right place can afford to contradict 

them. He also says that he has been guided only from the Sharia. 

Whatever he has achieved, he has got it by meticulously observing the 

principles of the Sharia.  
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 سا خته عتیخُد شر صُائےیپ   ؾته ای عتیمراتب از شر ہر

I have attained each state from divine law (Sharia).  

I have taken divine law as my guidance 

Mevlana Rumi () is convinced of the fact that only by finding 

the right kind of mentor one can travel on the righteous path of spiritual 

edification. Without a perfect spiritual master, one gets lost in the byways 

of the spiritual road. He says that without the guidance of Shams Tabrīzī 

(), one cannot hope to become Mevlana Rumi (). 

 ىہ شد یزیغالو شنس تبر تا  ہر گز ىہ شد مُالئے زِو یمُلُ

Sultan-ul-Faqr Sultan Bahoo () believes that the purification 

of the soul entirely depends upon the edificatory process started and 

supervised by the perfect mentor. The mentor kindles a fire in the inner 

world of the seeker so that all his desires except the desire for God turn to 

ashes. The thirst of the spiritual seeker is quenched with the pure water of 

divine unity.  

 ے د
ب

 

ن
 
چ
ُ  نم فچ رمدش الیئ ےریم وبیٹ یاہلل  ھ   

  اابثت دا اپین یفن

ِل م

 
ی ن

ُ رہ رےگ رہ اجیئ س ھ   

ک اچم وبیٹ ادنر

 

 ش
م

ُ  اجں الھپں ےت آیئ ای ھ   

ُؒ ںیج ےویج  ابھ 
ِ
ُ  الیئ وبیٹ ہیا رمدش اکِم ھ   

 

Spiritual mentor planted the ―Jasmeen‖ 

sapling of Allah‘s name in my heart - Hoo, 

Irrigated with water of negation and 

affirmation in whole body - Hoo, 

It has blossomed and emit sweet fragrance 

all within - Hoo, 

Long live my perfect guide, Bahoo, who 

planted it in me – Hoo. 
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According to Mevlana Rumi (), one must be very humble and 

a keen follower to win the attention of the spiritual mentor. Only through 

the spirit of obedience, one can illumine one‟s soul with the luminous 

secrets of the spiritual world. These are revealed directly by the great 

mentor. Mevlana Rumi () calls these great mentors the preachers of 

conscience. He asks the spiritual seeker to be as obedient before the 

preachers of conscience as the Angel Isrāfeel ()  remains vigilant, ready 

to blow his trumpet on the first command of God. These preachers of 

conscience reveal the well-kept secrets only when the seeker bends 

double with the reverential obedience.  

 خُ لیخُاہيد اسراؾ مستنع  زاز گُ رایً زسُالٌ ؼنی

 شاَ زاکع دِ تُ ضیپ یبياش تا  زساىيد آَ اماىت زا بتُ کے

At one point, Mevlana Rumi () gave the title of the luminous 

master to the spiritual mentor because of his ability to illumine even the 

speech and actions of the desirer. Mevlana Rumi () advises the desirer 

to persist in observance of the commands of the illustrious spiritual 

mentor so that he himself may become the emissary of the light. 

ً ہه ىُز زا ہن   ز زاہ آگہ کيد یىُزاى ذیش  ہ کيدربا سد

  یزاشُد ىُز ط زِ ثتیحد  تا  یشُ یکً تا مست ِ ىُزاى جہد

Losing one‟s identity in complete obedience and subservience to 

the great emissary of light is tantamount to achieving complete 

submersion in the being of the spiritual mentor. When one has dissolved 

one‟s own being in the being of one‟s spiritual mentor, one remains in his 

presence. At this point, the duality between the two appears to dissolve as 

the one tries to spend every moment of one‟s life in complete harmony 

and resonance with the other. Similar to Mevlana Rum (), Sultan 

Bahoo () too passionately adheres to the idea of dissolving oneself in 

the being of the spiritual mentor: 
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مااں وہفے ےت ںیم

 

ج ش

ُ  اہہی نت ریما  رمدش فھکی ہن راجں ھ   

 ُ مااں کہ وھکالں کہ اجکں ھ 

 

ج ش

ُں دے ڈمھ ھکل ھکل 
 
ُں ل

 
 ل

 ُ  ااینتں ڈایھٹں ربص انں آفے وہر ےتک فؽ اجھبں ھ 

 ُ ُؒ ونیمں ھکل رکفڑاں اجحں ھ   رمدش دا ددیار ےہ ابھ 

 

My whole body be an eye; I will never be 

satisfied in beholding my spiritual mentor 

(mūrshid) - Hoo, 

Every bit of me be millions of eyes, I would 

constantly view my mentor, by closing one 

and opening another - Hoo, 

Even then my incessant zeal wouldn‘t 

subside, where would I go? - Hoo, 

Sight of my ―mūrshid‖ is, Bahoo, like 

millions of pilgrimages - Hoo. 

The inordinate passion and ecstatic feelings throbbing in these 

verses evidence that Sultan Bahoo () considers the sighting of the 

spiritual mentor is end-all and be-all of the spiritual quest of the desirer. 

Mevlana Rumi () too displays a similar approach in relation to the 

sighting of the great companion. In fact, he thinks that only real sight that 

is worth seeing is the sight of the great companion.  

 کہ دید دِست استآٌ  است ٌدید آ                   باقی پُست است ِ آدمی دید است

Man is eye, and (all) the rest is (worthless) skin: the 

sight of that (eye) is (consists in) seeing the Beloved. 

The desire for this sight is the only true passion worth-having, 

and it comes from the real love. It enlivens the heart of the desirer and it 

palpitates in the heart of the desirer in the form of life force. To Mevlana 

Rumi (), the love of the „Real‟ is the panacea for all ills of heart and 
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soul. It is the reason that a human being is elevated from his earthly 

existence to the ethereal and heavenly status: 

 ای طبیب جنلہ علتھای ما  شادباط ای عصق خُط سُدای ما 

جا ل   دِائے ىدُت ِىا مُ س ما اے   ما يُسیاے تُ اؾالطٌُِ 

  کُہ دززقغ آمد ِ چاالک، شد                  خاک ازعصق بر اؾالک شد جسه

To Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo (), when the love of the „Real‟ throbs 

in every vein and in every drop, the seeker becomes privy to the secret of 

the universe. These blessed ones float in the ocean of unity and their 

hearts turn into the seat of cosmic secrets.  

ہ اادنے ڈہ

 

ُ  رایچ ںیقشع ج ن افہ ردنہے پچ اپچےت ھ   

ُ ولں دے فچ ھکل زابانں افہ رھپ ولں دے ب ےگ ابےت ھ   

ُ  ایرکدے فوض امس امظع دا ےت در افہ فدحت فچ انےت ھ   

ُؒ دج  دتفں ُ  رای راںایوبقؽ  زازاں ابھ  اھچپےت ھ   

 

Those whose spirit has imbibed love till 

bone-marrow, they remain silent - Hoo, 

Though thousands of tongues in every hair 

yet they wander about speechless - Hoo, 

They perform ablution with Glorious Name 

(Ism-e-Azam) and bath in the River of 

Oneness - Hoo, 

The prayers were accepted Bahoo, only 

when friends recognized each other - Hoo. 

Mevlana Rumi () finds wisdom and sagacity, and love and its 

ecstasy contingent upon the food earned through fair means. Useful 

knowledge and mature vision are the product of fair means of livelihood. 

A knowledge entirely focused upon the fulfillment of physical needs is 
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the deadly poison for individual as well as collective life. The real 

knowledge contributes equally to the growth of body and soul and helps 

humanity flourish in every possible way.  

  حالل لقنہءعصق ِزقت آید از   حالل لقنہءعله ِحکنت زاید از

From the lawful morsel are born knowledge and 

wisdom; from the lawful morsel come love and 

tenderness. 

 بُد ازےی یزا بردل زى عله   مازے بُد یزا برتً زى عله

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () considers the knowledge that fails to 

civilize the body and restrain, the physical desires the highest form of 

ignorance. While taking the human body as a seminary for the lesson of 

unity, he asks the seeker to keep on learning the lesson of unity. He calls 

for a level of knowledge, purity, and worship that could illumine the 

heart and soul.  

  
سن

ت

ن

   ںانیل یک ایرھپ ےت دؽ ںیہن یرھپ ی
سن

ت

ن

ُ ڑھپ ےک ی   ھ 

ُ  ںانیل یک ےت ادب ہن ایھکس ڑپایھ ملع ملع ونں ڑپھ ےک ھ   

 
ے
 ہن ایٹھک چ 

 
ے ےت جک

 

  ںانیل یک ٹک
ی چ لے ُ  ااںن فڑ ےک ھ   

ُؒ اھبون انب ددھ دمجے انںیہ اجگ ُ  ںیابھ  ُؿ ڑکھ ڑکھ ےک ھ 
ْ

 

الؽ وہن  

 

If moving beads of rosary does not move 

heart, what is the use of it - Hoo, 

If acquisition of knowledge does not 

inculcate respect, what is the use of such 

knowledge - Hoo, 

If going into hermit (chilla - 40 days) does 

not help get anything, what is the point of 

this solitude - Hoo, 

The milk can‘t turn into butter without a 
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little ferment (Curd) even if you boil it red - 

Hoo. 

ُ  اطمایل ںیدؽ ےت درتف فدحت فاال دامئ رک ھ    

ُ  الہجں دے فچ اجایل یرار ںایرمعاں ڑپدھ یاسر ھ   

ُ  اانپ قبس اطمایل امس اہلل دا رںیھک اوک ھ   

ُؒ ںیج دفںیہ  ھااایل اہجؿ الغؾ اہنتدنے ابھ 

من
س

ُ  دؽ اہلل  ھ   

 

Heart is the centre of Oneness, always study 

it - Hoo, 

The whole life was spend in studying books, 

and still your remained ignorant - Hoo, 

Ready only the name of Allah (هلالج لج)  (Ism-e-

Zaat), that is the only lesson to be learnt - 

Hoo, 

Both worlds bow before those hearts Bahoo, 

that become abode of Lord – Hoo. 

On learning the lesson of the oneness, one learns the lesson of 

the unity of humanity. It is because the ideology of the oneness promotes 

the idea of oneness of humanity and universal brotherhood, and renders 

every divisive ideology untenable.  

  نیانں افہ دنہف انں افہ ومنم انں دجسہ د

ش
م

 

ی ن

 

ت

ن

ُ  ی ھ   

 دؾ دے فچ ف دؾ

ی ت

 

 

ن

ھ
ک

ہ ااں اضق ہن یتیک 

 

ُ  ومال ج ن ھ   

 

They are neither Hindus nor Muslims, they 

do not prostrate in mosques - Hoo, 

They behold Divine Light every moment and 

miss no prayers - Hoo, 
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ا انں ںیم یّنُس انں ںیم ی

 

ُ  ایدفاہں وتں دؽ ڑس اریم ش ھ   

ُ  ایرتمح فچ فڑ ایدجفں در ےڈنیپ ےئگ ھبس یکشخ کم ھ   

 

I am neither ‗Sunni‘ nor ‗Shia‘ my heart is 

disgusted with both of them - Hoo, 

As I entered the ocean of Oneness all the 

journey came to an end – Hoo. 

Mevlana Rumi () wants a similarly broad-based human 

ideology that encompasses the entirety of humanity and purges it of its 

self-centric corporeal desires and limiting ambitions – the ambitions 

which, in the Qurʾānic idiom, render somebody less than human. 

 داو ِ دد ملُله ِ اىساىه آززِ ست کز   گصت گرد شہر یبا جراؽ ہن ذیش ید

This is the kind of person who lives his life to the fullest, and 

when he dies, he does not suffer eternal death. Instead with Bulleh Shah 

(), he chants that it is not he who is dead, somebody else is being taken 

to the grave. Or as Ḥāfeẓ Sherazi () says, 

َ کہ دلض زىدہ شد بہ عصق ردیگز ىہ م ہر  عاله دِاو ما دہیاست بر حبر  ثبت   آ

To Mevlana Rumi (), the one who knows God, is in the 

people‟s hearts rather than in their earthly graves. 

 ماست زازدزسیيہ ہائے مردو عازف م  مجُ ًیت تربت ما برزماز ِؾا بعد

To Sultan Bahoo (), those who are worthy of being called the 

mystics would have their graves blessed with eternal life. 

ہ ااں د انؾ ریقف

 

ُؒ ربق ج ن ُ  ےویج یاہنتں دا ابھ  ھ   
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The title of ‗faqir‘ (mystic) is only for those 

Bahoo; who are alive in their graves – Hoo. 
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Deradicalization: Significance of Mystic Teachings of 

Melvana Rumi and Sultan Bahoo
*
 

Dr. Basira Azizaliyeva 

 

Some researchers believe about Mevlana ()  that because he 

wrote Persian, he is of Persian origin. However, Mevlana ()  is of 

Turkish ethnic origin. Because the Turks used Persian as the literary 

language, he wrote his poetry in Persian. The word "Rumi" in his name 

means "Anatolian" or "Turk". For example, the Anatolian Seljuk Empire 

was called " Selcūkiyân-ı Rūm" in Persian. 

Mevlana Rumi‟s ()  family moved to Konya and lived there for 

a while, then Rumi ()  met  with a thinker poet Shams-i-Tabrīzī () , 

they talked about the unique beauties of divine love and Almighty Allah 

(هلالج لج) .  

After Shams-i-Tabrīzī left Konya Mevlana expressed the 

physical departure from Shamsaddin Tabrīzī ()  in his poem like that: 

I am apart from him in terms of body, but we are both 

bodiless and lifeless light. Hey created human being! 

Either see him or me. I am he, he is me. 

                                                           
*
 Associate Professor Dr. Basira Azizaliyeva from Department of Azerbaijan-

Asia Literary Relations, Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences (ANAS), 

Institute of Literature named after Nizami Ganjavi presented this paper during 

International Conference on “Sultan Bahoo ()  & Mevalan Rumi () ” organized 

by Faculty of Oriental Learning, University of the Punjab Lahore and MUSLIM 

Institute on February 19-20, 2019 at University of the Punjab, Lahore. 
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In these terms, despite the fact that the thinker poets who were 

the travelers of a path to divine love lived in different time periods, their 

souls unite in the light of love. There are many examples of genius poets 

of the East like – Nizami () , Rumi () , Fuzuli () , Sultan Bahoo () , 

Muhammad Iqbal ()  etc. 

Mevlana‟s ()  works such as “Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī” consisting 

of 25,000 verses, “Dīwān-Kabir” comprised of 70,000 verses, 

“Rubaiyat”, which is a collection of his rubais, “Majalis-i Saba” and 

“Fihi Ma Fihi” works consisting of conversations by Mevlana ()  had an 

influence on many Eastern and Western writers living many years after 

his period. The reason why Mevlana ()  was welcomed, loved and had 

followers from all over the world is related by his life philosophy. In the 

thoughts such as “Do not despair of the mercy of Allah (هلالج لج) ‖ which had 

been mentioned in Al-Qurʾān al Kareem like do not follow the direction 

leading to despair; there is always hope. Do not go to darkness; there is 

the sun. These ideas can conquer anybody‟s heart regardless of their 

nationalities and religions. Thinker poet wrote:  

Do not despise any infidels. He can may die as a 

Muslim. Why do you act like you have any thought 

about how he is going to die? So why do you turn away 

from him? 

In one of his timeless works Mevlana ()  said:  

We are like a compass. One of our feet is in sharia, it 

stands steady, another one walks among 72 nations.  

Therefore, Mevlana's ()  philosophical thoughts played an 

important role in the progress of many writers in the terms of Sufism. 

This thought was expressed very meaningfully by a well-known 

Pakistani poet and philosopher Muhammad Iqbal. According to 

Muhammad Iqbal, Rumi ()  is a human being created with divine light 
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and a guide showing the right way to wise people who became mature as 

a result of the combination of divine love and science. In his work named 

“Javidnama” Mevlana ()  recommends to raise the curtains covering the 

realities with help of a love eye. He mentions that: 

The importance of seeing for eyes is what love means 

to a soul. 

Iqbal speaks about three stages of becoming closer to Allah 

(هلالج لج) , the poet describes them as specific witnesses. According to Iqbal 

the first witness is self-consciousness, to behold oneself in one‟s own 

light. The second witness is the consciousness of another, to behold 

oneself in another‟s light. The third witness is the consciousness of God‟s 

essence, to behold oneself in the light of divine essence. Iqbal considers 

that the aim of life is the last one: 

Life is to attain one‘s own station, 

life is to see the Essence without a veil; 

In ―Javidname‖ Iqbal considers that in order to unite with 

“Me,” rising to ascension, going through three witness stages are 

important. The first witness is the author himself introduced as Zinderud, 

the second witness is Mevlana Rumi () , the third witness is Essence.  

In the Islamic history, there are very important personalities 

who dedicated their life to bright ideas, spreading divine truth. Pakistani 

sufi mystic and poet Sultan Bahoo ()  is also one of these personalities 

lived in 17th century. In the present days, the existence of Muslims in 

Pakistan, Bangladesh, Afghanistan, India is a result of thinker 

personalities‟ – such as Sultan Bahoo ()  – struggles to spread Islam. His 

Excellency Sultan Bahoo ()  set a goal to contribute to people and 

society to gain wisdom, deepen unity and solidarity feelings with the help 

of nurturing soul (nafs) through his works urging people to harmony, 

peace and compassion. 
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Sultan Bahoo ()  is author of nearly 140 books (prose and 

poetry) expressing decency and soul nurturing, he spent his life on 

traveling and dedicated his life to the propagation of divine truth.  

According to Sultan Bahoo ()  when God willed to manifest 

and make recognizable Himself, He created Prophet Mohammad‟s (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) 

light from His light, so He manifested and descended from LaHoot- lâhût 

(the world) stage to jabarut spiritual stage, then he manifested in 

malakut, and nasut realms with his name and appearance. Sultan Bahoo 

()  likened this situation to a turned down tree, according to him lahut is 

a root, jabarut is a branch, malakut is a kind of a leaf and nasut is like 

fruit. 

Sultan Bahoo ()  mastered the notion of a united body, he was 

a supporter of spritiual wisdom. Sultan Bahoo ()  said: 

I made the sharia (Islamic Law) my guide, I got the 

knowledge of reality from Prophet Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص). 

He gave a wide coverage to issues such as dhikr-mentioning 

Allah (هلالج لج)  and His Exalted Prophet Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص). 

Sultan Bahoo ()  expressed possibillty of reaching divine truth 

by comprehension by saying:   

I found The Kaʿbah in my own heart while others keep 

seeking it in Macca.  

Sultan Bahoo ()  is one of the greatest preachers and masters 

of spiritual awareness. He is considered one of the greatest personalities 

of discovery in history of Sufism.  

There are many points in Sultan Bahoo‟s ()  creative works 

that coincide with Rumi‟s ()  immortal thoughts. We observe that the 
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thoughts expressed in Sultan Bahoo‟s ()  “Abyāt” work coincide with 

ideas presented in Mevlana‟s ()  “Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī”. Features 

which are important for a human such as spiritual beauty, purity of soul, 

courtesy unite the teachings of Sultan Bahoo ()  and Mevlana Rumi 

() . Since spiritual wisdom leads human to Allah (هلالج لج) , Sultan Bahoo 

()  says:  

When morality reaches its highest point , there is Allah 

(هلالج لج)  and nothing but Allah (هلالج لج) .  

Mevlana ()  considers love as a peak of morality:  

The thing that is called Love should come from Allah 

(هلالج لج)  or should be for Allah (هلالج لج)  or it should lead to 

Allah (هلالج لج) ; otherwise it should be blown up. 

Thinker poets and sufi mystics express similar thoughts in their 

love and adoration definition. Mevlana Rumi ()  said: 

Love is that flame which, when it blazes up, consumes 

everything else but the beloved.  

According to Sultan Bahoo () , love is above all and 

everything melts with its light:  

Every end is my start, No one knows about my secret, 

There is no match of a fly and an Eagle, I am the 

message of his (divine) love, I have forgotten myself. 

Another similarity between the two saints endorses the fact that 

the pain inflicted on the lover in the quest of the love of Allah (هلالج لج)  is the 

real beauty of his life. The more will be the pain, the more will be the 

likelihood of achieving the destination. Mevlana Rumi ()  says:  
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I want a bosom torn by severance, that I may unfold (to 

such a one) the pain of love-desire. 

Azerbaijan‟s Sufi thinker poet Fuzuli living in the 16th century 

wrote:  

Pənbeyi-daği-cünun içrə nihandır bədənim, 

Diri olduqca libasım budur, ölsəm, kəfənim. 

Canı canan diləmiş, verməmək olmaz, ey dil! 

Nə niza eyləyəlim, ol nə sənindir, nə mənim. 

There are so many wounds in my body because of love 

that my body can not be seen due to the cotton put on 

them, my whole body has been covered with the cotton 

wrapping my wounds. As long as I am alive, my 

garment will be like this, if I die it will be my shroud. 

Soul is wanted by God, we cannot reject giving it, hey 

my heart. Because, my heart, my soul is neither yours, 

neither mine.  

Sultan Bahoo ()  writes:  

My body-soul are torn into pieces like tailor‘s tatters – 

Hoo 

Mevlana says:  

Both death and life are pleasant if you are with God. 

In another line he says:  

Love resembles to a claim, suffering is like a witness. If 

you don‘t have a witness, you cannot win the claim. 

There is great importance of studying and advocating mystical 

trainings of genius personalities, thinker-poets such as Mevlana Rumi 

()  and Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () . 
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Both authors conveyed God‟s words to people, they expressed 

divine truth. Therefore, even if many centuries have passed, their works 

are still read, accepted and appreciated. As Mevlana ()  said:  

Say nicely, so people can read it for many centuries. 

The fabric weaved by God would never get old. 

Mevlana Rumi ()  and Sultan Bahoo ()  invited all people to 

unity, solidarity having Allah‟s (هلالج لج)  love in their hearts. As Mevlana said:  

Not those who speak the same language, but those who 

share the same feelings can agree. 

Mevlana Rumi ()  and Sultan Bahoo ()  placed a great value 

on a human, and assessed him as a mirror of beauties created by Allah 

(هلالج لج) . Mevlana ()  said:  

Hey human being, a copy of God‘s book! You are a 

mirror of God‘s beauty creating the universe! 
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Parallels in the Intellectual Canons of Mevlana Jalāl 

ad-Dīn Rumi and Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo
*
  

Mr. Muhammad Azeem 

 

Compendiums of the world‟s history reflect paucity in the 

number of such masters, who live today, after hundreds of years of 

leaving this world stage; owing to their aspirations for human dignity and 

respect, love, and perfect guidance. These noble masters are source of 

truth and guidance, receiving the radiance of guidance from the Lord and 

of all Prophets () . Their hearts are filled with the love of their Lord and 

pure acts. For humanity, their words are like bright stars. They actualise 

distinct place among the people who love creatures of God. They 

inspired spiritual and moral radiance in the dead hearts. They have been 

supporting the wayfarers with the light of guidance and are on the same 

task even today.  

Among these masters, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi () and 

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () are glittering like bright stars: sustaining the 

loudness of their call for truth as it was in their own time. One sees them 

as real example of following Prophet‟s (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) life, and their teachings and 

acts affirm divine symbols. 

                                                           
*
 Translation of the paper presented by Research Associate MUSLIM Institute 

Mr. Muhammad Azeem during International Conference on “Sultan Bahoo ()  & 

Mevalan Rumi () ” organized by Faculty of Oriental Learning, University of the 

Punjab Lahore and MUSLIM Institute on February 19-20, 2019 at University of 

the Punjab, Lahore. 
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Haḍrat Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi () and Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () are 

among those selected ones of Almighty (هلالج لج)  who inspired the aspirations 

of love, purity, and union among the off guided humanity, with the 

teachings of Exalted Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص). They devoted their lives to the 

humanity‟s struggle for freedom from the shackles of racial, linguistic, 

and sectarian divides. Working on the tradition of the Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) that 

all creatures are dependent on Allah (هلالج لج) , they strove to bring them 

together. 

Literature they produced does not provide the guidance to 

people of a particular region only, but the entire humanity: not only today 

but in future as well. This is in fact universal literature. Teachings of 

these Sufis are crystallised from the true exegesis of Exalted Book and 

Prophet‟s (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) traditions. Anything which draws its sustenance from its 

inner remains fresh. People who benefit from their teachings also become 

source of compassion for others.  

Centuries are lying between Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi () 

and Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo (), they also belong to different regions; yet, 

when their teachings are deeply studied, evident parallels are found in 

their intellectual fabric. Some of the subjects discussed in their teachings 

are as following. 

Exalted Qurʾān 

Alluding to the Prophet‟s (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) tradition that in context of heart, 

many would earn guidance and many would betrayal. Mevlana Jalāl ad-

Dīn Rumi () says in Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī:  

ل  دز ىبی ؾرمُد کیً قرآٌ ز دل
َ
ُِ بعؽی زا ُمؽ  َهادِی بعؽی 

He (God) hath said in the Qur‘án, ―This Qur‘án with 

all its heart leads some aright and others astray.‖ 
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While describing reality of Qurʾān in his book Nūr ul Hudā, 

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () says: 

ٌِ عزیز ِیه بصيُ ای جا
ُُ َباشد ہیچ چ   با تُ گ

َ
ٌ ى ُِ  یزز قرآٌ ِبیر

Dear! I am addressing you. Listen me carefully that nothing is out of 

Qurʾān‘s knowledge. 

Highlighting the Zenith of Sharia 

Mevlana Rumi () says in Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī,  

 اِست
ِ
 جاىها شرع

ِ
 اِست  شاهراه باؽ

ِ
ه ؾرع

َ
 باؽ ِ ُبستاىهای َعال

Way to the gardens of spirit is Sharia: gardens and 

springs of this world are a mere branch from it. 

On the importance of Sharia, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () says in 

Aql e Baidar,  

 ِپیصُائِے خُد شریعت ساخته   ہر مراتب از شریعت یاؾته

I have earned all my stations through the perfect following of Sharia, and 

always made it my guide and master.  

Reality of Spiritual Excellence: Faqr  

In Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, sultan of spiritual excellence (faqr) 

Haḍrat Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi () says,  

 یيی دِ تُتا به ؾقر اىدز غيا ب  امتحاٌ کً ؾقر زا زِزی دِ تُ

Taste the faqr for two days, so that you may see two 

times bounties through faqr. 
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While describing the glory of faqr in Mehk ul Faqr Kalan, 

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () says,  

 اج از کس ىباشد ؾقر الیحتاج ىاواحتی                                      جاِداىی الِتجائی با ؾقر باشد تناو

Faqr at its complete actualisation becomes free from 

the needs of entreat and beseech, neither have any 

expectations from someone, as it is named self 

sufficient (la yahtaaj) faqr. 

Highlighting the Zenith of Remembrance of the Name Allah 

Hoo 

 Mevlana Rumi () in Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī says that; 

 ىه پلیدی ماىد ِ ىه اٌ دهاٌ  چٌُ دز آید ىاو پاک اىدز دهاٌ

When you will actualise incessant invocation of the 

Exalted Name from your mouth, it will be purified with 

the beneficence of the Exalted Name. 

In his book Ain ul Faqr, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () states the 

reality of faqr with a beautiful analogy:  

Remembrance (dhikr) is like soap and seeker‘s being is like 

unclean clothes, which ought to be washed day and night with 

the soap of remembrance of Allah (هلالج لج) . 

Likewise, the thesis of perfect man is described beautifully by 

Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi () and Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo (). Mevlana 

Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi () says in Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī; 

 ِیه تا از اِ گردی ُتُ ِبیيا ِ عل   طالب حکنت شُ از مرِد حکیه
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If you are seeking to become an insightful and perfect 

man, then seek this wisdom from a wise man and 

become insightful and learned.  

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () says in Mehk ul Faqr Kalan,  

Hold the hand of a perfect man, so that you also 

become a man, nobody guides you to the Truth except 

the perfect man. 

Forbearance  

In Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi () says,  

صه خدا چه َبَُد اماٌ
َ
صه خُیض اىدز زماٌ  گؿت ازیً خ

َ
 گؿت ترک خ

What is the strategy of finding refuge and safety from 

the fury of God? Quaffing off one‘s own anger and not 

implementing it on creatures of God. 

In his book Kaleed u Tawheed Kalan, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () 

observes that one who keeps away from anger is a faithful man.  

صه باز
َ
 ِ آىنرد است دازد خ

Love  

In Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī Mevlana Rumi () asserts that if you 

come to know the reality of life, then for sure you won‟t seek the 

friendship of anyone but love (of the Real). In his book Ain ul Faqr, 

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () notes that when you are not familiar with the 

religion of love, why don‟t you learn the knowledge of love from a 

dervish. 

 چرا دز پیض دزِیصی ىدُاىی  ىہ مذہب عاشقی دزِیض داىی
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In Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī, Mevlana Rumi () proclaims about 

love,  

ِ عیب کلی پاک شد  هر که زا جامه ز عصقی چاک شد  اِ ز حرػ 

He (alone) whose garment is rent by a (mighty) love is 

purged of covetousness and all defect.  

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () says in Abyāt that every atom of love 

is precious, being appraised as gold and invaluable gems. There are the 

lovers of the „Real Being‟ (zaat) who are rich with the wealth of love. 

Their pleasure in love bestows them with distinct status.  

 ا انؽ رںیت ےھتج قشع ایپ

ت

  ت
ھ

ک

 

ت

ُؒ ا ےھت اعاقشں ذلت  ی دے ابھ 
ی
  

 

ُ  یڑ ھ   

 

Where every bit of love is regarded precious 

Bahoo, lovers gain pleasure there - Hoo. 

Thus, we observe intellectual parallels in the concepts like 

separation from the beloved, water of life, objective of knowledge, 

literature, good morals, patience, humility, men of heart, duplicity, 

internal divisions, and hopelessness. Intellectual fabrics of Haḍrat 

Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi () and Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () share 

many other fibres. 

It is evident from the brief study of the vast teachings of 

venerable Sufis mentioned above that their teachings and guidance reflect 

clear similarities which are indispensable for gnosis of God (mārifat-e-

Ilahi), glory of humanity, inner purification, and purity of heart. 

According to the true message of these great Sufis, for the actualisation 

of the objective of life, one‟s heart must receive an insightful gaze of an 

accomplished perfect master. Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () alludes to it as:   

ُ  ںیابوہ اھبون اجگ انب دفدھ دمجے انںیہ الؽ وہونؿ ڑکھ ڑکھ ےک ھ   
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The milk can‘t turn into butter without a 

little ferment (Curd) even if you boil it red - 

Hoo. 

Saints demonstrate from the commands of Almighty (هلالج لج)  and 

His beloved Haḍrat Mohammad Mustafa (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص), when a person becomes 

Allah‟s (هلالج لج)  servant in his essence, then Almighty Allah (هلالج لج)  blesses upon 

him with His special mercy and love. Mevlana Rumi () mentions it as:  

ِ گؿتِہ 
ُ
 بُدہللا ُو عبدبُد گرچہ از حلقہللا گؿتِہ ا

This Sufi and intuitive knowledge is not only beneficial 

indistinctively for every human being inhabiting on this earth – no matter 

whichever school of thought he belongs to – but also invites to 

brotherliness and peace. Dissemination of these teachings is essential in 

this age of immense dissension. In fact, instead of presenting the kind of 

ideals to the young generation, personalities which are totally devoid of 

true Islamic cultural values, it is time to portray such masters as role 

model who sacrificed their life, heart, and entire belongings in love of the 

Exalted Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) and for the universal peace. 
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Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo and Mevlana Rumi
*
 

Prof. Dr. Fateh Mohammad Malik 

 

Honorable President, respected serving and former ministers 

and august gathering, 

Considering the topic of this conference, from Rumi ()  to 

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  there is a time distance of around four hundred 

years, and around same time is there between Sultan Bahoo ()  and 

Allama Iqbal.  

Going back from now, to the time of around one millennium 

ago, in this entire period almost everything has been going through a 

continuous change. However, universal values of Islam remain constant, 

even when these essential eternal principles taken-up in different 

languages, poets of different languages and regions and cities. They 

continued preaching of these values in a disciplined way. They used 

poetry as an instrument for disseminating this guidance. When the veil of 

distinct time periods is removed, the message comes out to be the same, 

which had been presented in colors corresponding to the challenges of 

that particular time.  

When I was thinking what is the message of these three 

outstanding men, Rumi ()  comes in my mind. I tried first to understand 

                                                           
*
 Translation of the Remarks shared by Prof. Dr. Fateh Mohammad Malik during 

the seminar “Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () , Mevlana Rumi ()  & Spiritualism” 

organized by Islahee Jamaat & Aalmi Tanzeem ul Ariffen on July 01, 2010 in 

Islamabad. 
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the Rumi ()  in English and Urdu books of late Khalifa Abdul Hakeem. 

Rumi‟s ()  inner world is manifested in Iqbal‟s message everywhere.  

Today, whole of our region, South Asia, rather entire Asia is in 

the grip of violence which occupies my mind. An incident narrated by 

Khaleefa Abdul Hakeem in one of his books reads as: when Mevlana 

Rumi ()  gains immense popularity in the Ulema (religious scholars) of 

that area, instead of being proud, it caused jealousy in the hearts of other 

Ulema. They contrived a plot to defame Mevlana Rumi () . Design was 

to arrange a competition with Rumi () , at the end of which Rumi ()  

would be declared defeated. A group of these Ulema thus approached 

Rumi () , who welcomed them and inquired about the purpose of their 

visit. They asked that there are seventy-two sects in Islam, and they 

wanted to learn the fundamental principles that which one you believe 

corresponds with the right way. Plot would go on the track that when 

Rumi ()  will name one specific sect, then they will start to put fore the 

questions only about that chosen sect. Mevlana ()  smiled, and said that 

all seventy two sects are on right direction with right beliefs. All Ulema 

were stunned, because now they could not extend the conversation to 

their ends. They became angry and said, “we seek God‟s refuge”, by 

saying this you are going into infidelity. Mevlana ()  replied that he also 

agreed with it. They laughed at it and left.  

When we put our situation in front of this perspective, and see 

our sectarian divides we have made in the world of Islam, where every 

sect deems itself on the right way and tries to push others out of the circle 

of Islam, and would go even up to the extent of taking out swords to 

accomplish this desire. I think that all commentaries of Exalted Qurʾān 

belong to the one Exalted Book. There is only one Islam, but there might 

be many sects. You deserve full respect in your form of belief, and there 

is no place of dispute in it. One ought to understand the intellectual 

foundations of the tenants of his sect, and live his life by going firmly on 

these principles. If we actualize this tolerance today, all this hatred and 

terrorism can be eliminated from here.  
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Heading towards the seventeenth century Sufi Sultan-ul-Ārifeen 

Sultan Bahoo () , it is not necessary to say that Sultan Bahoo ()  did 

not titled himself as „Sultan‟. His name was Bahoo ()  Awan, it was his 

identity. In fact, it was the public who entitled him with the name 

„Sultan‟. He is more exalted than this title. This is the reality. He was 

Awan Bahoo ()  who was a farmer, used to plough the fields and did not 

think that agriculture and ploughing fields might affect his spiritual 

eminence. He worked in agriculture and produced grains like other Awan 

people of his area did. With ploughing and producing grains like 

cultivators, he realized the Sharia: exterior way of purification and way 

of „ṭarīqat‟ comes after this. 

Sufis teach that a person with his entire concentration and 

absorption, totally detached from his surroundings, establishes contact 

with Allah Almighty (هلالج لج) . This kind of condition can be actualized. 

Everything going around us, I would observe it, read the news, write the 

features then I recall Mevlana Rumi () , Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () , and 

Allama Iqbal and my heart demands the part of those poems of Allama 

Iqbal which tell what is Sufism? When terms of Sharia are interiorized 

into the heart, then it would be called Sufism.  

We can pay best tribute to these three personalities: first we 

ought to understand their message, disseminate it across humanity, and 

save Sufism from descent, sceptics, and state patronage. Sufism never 

grows under government sponsorship. In fact, it prospers when kept 

away from the guardianship of regime.  

Thank you  
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Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo, Mevlana Rumi & 

Spiritualism
*
 

Nawabzada Malik Amad Khan 

 

Honorable Sahibzada Sultan Muhammad Ali, Sahibzada Sultan 

Ahmed Ali, Raja Zafar-ul-Haq, Professor Fateh Muhammad Malik, 

distinguished members of the Parliament, distinguished scholars, ladies 

and gentlemen!  

Assalam o Alaikum 

I congratulate the organizers for organizing this important 

seminar. I would like to extend my gratitude to speak in this seminar 

before august gathering of distinguished scholars and the students of 

universities.  

The subject of this seminar is to focus on Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo 

()  and Mevlana Rumi ()  which has great relevance not only in the 

past but also in twenty first century. Haḍrat Dātā Ganj Bakhsh () 

narrates that spirit and spiritualism is the challenge to establish 

relationship with Allah (هلالج لج)  and that relationship is special relationship. 

This is the reason that Auliya (Friends of Allah (هلالج لج) ) are God‟s special 

people because they love the creatures immensely and love humanitarian 

performance.  

                                                           
*
 Minister of State for Foreign Affairs of Pakistan Nawabzada Malik Amad Khan 

delivered these remarks during the seminar “Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  and 

Mevlana Rumi ()  & Spiritualism” organized by Islahee Jamaat & Aalmi 

Tanzeem ul Ariffen on July 01, 2010 in Islamabad. 
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The fact is that spiritualism is based on the interaction of the 

real human self and depends on the association between the soul and 

Creator which is called Sufism. When one establishes this relationship 

with Allah (هلالج لج) , worldly affiliations are consequently diminished. 

Qur‟anic philosophy of spiritualism reveals that the human self by virtue 

of relations with Allah (هلالج لج)  develops day by day and then rises higher 

and higher in the scale of mysticism. All of this is not an easy task and 

man is required to be on guard against all threats, within and outside. The 

best model to follow is the Sunnah of Exalted Prophet Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص). 

Distinguished scholars, ladies and gentlemen!  

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  is one of the distinguished saints of 

the subcontinent. He belonged to the Qādiri Sufi order. Importantly 

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () ‟s education was initiated by his mother who 

herself was a saint. Like other Sufis Sultan Bahoo ()  was a perfect 

writer. His works are for Islam. He contributed approximately hundred 

and forty books which include Asrar ul Qādiri, Dīwān e Bahoo, Shams ul 

Ārifeen and Nūr-ul-Hudā. In his books Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  

discusses taṣawuf and its varied domains and practices. His writings give 

a deep insight into the reality and the realm of Sharia, ṭarīqat, haqīqat 

and mārifat and original ideas about the Zaat of Allah Almighty (هلالج لج) . He 

discusses also the Raheem, the Rahman, and Arham-ul-Rahemeen, again 

through taṣawuf with reflection, contemplation and veneration. In this 

regard the dhikr-e-Allah (هلالج لج)  plays very vital role. This particular work 

has strong relevance to religion and the poetry is coloured by the 

conscious of intellect and by the mystical traditions.  

The works of Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  are true guide to the 

people who have lost their way. They influence the seekers so much that 

he gets strengthen in this regard for higher knowledge. Haḍrat Bahoo 

() ‟s message is unambiguous, speculate for Allah (هلالج لج)  and His Prophet 

Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص). The popularity of this great seventeenth century Qādiri 
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Saint can be gauged with the number of people who visited his 

Mausoleum in Garh Maharaja every year to pay tribute to his everlasting 

services to the cause of Islam.  

Mevlana Rumi () ‟s important work is the Mathnawī-ī 

ma'nawī the six volumes that is considered as one of the best works of 

mystical poetry. Rumi ()  is considered as the revolutionary thinker. He 

believes in the unification of the might with the law. Rumi ()  stressed 

that man is the caliph of Allah (هلالج لج) . He said that all men must be 

respected. The person who attains spiritual perfection directs attention to 

the universalism rather than the individualism.  

The message of love propagated by these great Sufi saints 

provided the proof that people of all religions and background can live 

together in peace and harmony. Their practice and vision teach us how to 

be the promoter of peace and harmony.  

I mentioned earlier Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  and Mevlana 

Rumi ()  were great scholars. I would like to mention one point from the 

Ḥadīth of Exalted Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) that drop of ink of a scholar is more 

valuable than the drop of the blood of a martyr.  

I would also like to complete my remarks by quoting from 

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  that He is playing the game of love by Himself, 

He Himself is sight, He Himself is seer, He Himself is seen, He Himself 

is love, He himself is lover and He himself is beloved.    
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Sultan Bahoo and Mevlana Rumi
*
 

Prof. Dr. Muhammad Saleem Mazhar 

 

Haḍrat Rabia Basri ()  asked to the leading Ārif of her time that 

if I ask for repentance to Allah (هلالج لج) , will He forgive me? He replied that 

when Allah Almighty (هلالج لج)  blesses his man, then brings the idea of 

repentance in his mind. It is also said by Sa„di ()  in a different way: 

 تا ىہ بدصد خدائے بدصيدہ  ایٍ سعادت بزِزبازِ ىیست

I pay my gratitude and congratulate Sahibzada Sultan Ahmed 

Ali that Allah Almighty (هلالج لج)  blessed him the energy to hold this 

conference on this spiritual topic. I want to present this poetry of Sa„di 

()  before him: 

ِ کہ تُ خدمت                                         ميت ميے کہ خدمت ِ سلظاٌ ہنی کيی  گزاشتت  ميت شياس از

It is not kindness to King that you are serving him in 

spite you should be thankful to Almighty (هلالج لج)  that he 

blessed you with this job.  

In fact, it is need of the time to repeat the message of love, 

peace, tolerance, reconciliation, and patience given by Sultan Bahoo ()  

and Mevlana Rumi ()  to humanity. 

                                                           
*
 Translation of the remarks delivered by HoD Persian University of the Punjab 

Lahore Prof. Dr. Saleem Mazhar during International Conference on “Sultan 

Bahoo ()  & Mevalan Rumi () ” organized by MUSLIM Institute on December 

9, 2014 at Islamabad. 
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There are many similarities between Sultan Bahoo ()  and 

Mevlana Rumi () . As I was reading the Persian books, poetry, Abyāt-e-

Bahoo () , Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī of Mevlana Rumi () , Dīwān e 

Shams-i-Tabrīzī ()  and malfūẓāt I was feeling that in two different 

streams of time Allah Almighty (هلالج لج)  blessed the Muslims with two Sufi 

poets having similar message. 

The sources of inspiration and information of both personalities 

are Exalted Qurʾān, Ḥadīth, sayings of Imams ()  and the quotations of 

Sufis, Ulemas (religious scholars) and their malfūẓāt. 

Moreover, both these personalities had faced the similar socio-

political circumstances i.e according to the researchers and scholars 

Mevlana Rumi ()  was the reaction of anarchy and genocide of Muslims 

committed by Chengez Khan and Halagu Khan in Central Asia 

specifically and overall Muslim world generally. The people from the 

centers of Islamic Civilization of Muslim world like Bukhara, 

Samarqand, Khujand, Tashkent, and Aosh faced such a genocide and 

anarchy that they fell into the inferiority complex and hopelessness and 

they lost the hope for future and also lost the desires of life and struggle. 

Mevlana Rumi ()  guided them not to be the victim of despair and urged 

them to awake with unity. Poet of East Allama Iqbal advised the 

Muslims about unity and avoiding the sectarianism and urged to stand 

before evil.  

Look at this message: 

 کز داو ِ دد ملُله اىساىه آززِست  دی شیذ با چراؽ ہنی گصت گرد شہر

 ستاىه آززِستشیر خدا ِ زسته د  زایً ھنرھاٌ سست عياظردله گرؾت

 گؿت آىچہ یاؾت می ىصُد آىه آززِست   گؿته کہ یاؾت می ىصُد جستہ ایه ما
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In fact, in Allama Iqbal‟s first book of Persian poetry – Asrar-e-

Khudi published in 1915 – Allama Iqbal made the preamble of above-

mentioned poetry of Mevlana Rumi () . He told that Muslim world 

needs a personality as Rumi ()  who should be the combination of 

spiritual and physical power and according to researches he idealized 

Haḍrat Ali () . On that time Rumi ()  wrote poetry to motivate and 

awake people for struggle and get rid of the despair. 

If we analyze the period of Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  it was the 

period when Mughal princes Aurangzeb, Dara Shikoh and others were 

fighting to be the successor. There were also disturbances, anarchy, 

despair and Sultan Bahoo () ‟s poetry is also the reaction of his time 

and he urged the Muslims for purity, love, peace, reconciliation, unity 

and to leave the bigotry, fanaticism and sectarian division.  

Sultan Bahoo ()  was inborn Sufi and according to writers, 

Sulan Bahoo ()  in his early life did not take feed during the daytime in 

the Islamic month of Ramaḍan. Even doctors were called to examine the 

child that why he is not taking feed? After some time, as he accepted the 

feed after Iftari, it was clear that he was inborn Sufi and wali. 

Mevlana Rumi ()  was born in Balkh and after travelling to 

different places he spent a lot of time in Konya and died there. He was a 

juristic, scholar, orator, but he converted as Sufi and Ārif. When his life 

was revolutionized by Shah Shams-i-Tabrīzī () , he said: 

ً باِقازو دیدی  ٌ کُیه کردی  سجادہ ىصی  بازیچہء کُدکا

Mevlana Rumi ()  said that,  

I was a juristic, scholar, orator and person of elite 

class and Shams-i-Tabrīzī ()  converted me into a toy 

and now children of streets play with me. 
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After this, according to the Sufis of Asia and especially 

subcontinent, the dilemma that they see as the major difficulty of 

humanity is „communication gap.‟ It is also described by Mevlana Rumi 

() , Allama Iqbal, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  and Khawaja Farīd ()  as 

Mevlana said: 

ً گيگ خُاب دیدہ ِ عاله تناو کر  مً عاجزو ز گؿتً ِ خلق از شیيدىض   م

I am dumb and I saw a dream and everyone deaf. I am 

selfless to say anything, and public is selfless to 

understand. 

He also said in a Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī: 

ً خُد شد یاز مً  ٌ،مً ىہ جست اسرازمًِز دزِ  ھرکسے ازظ

 تابگُئیه شرح دزداشتیاق   سیيہ خُاھه شرحہ شرحہ ازؾراق

Everyone became my friend according to his own 

assumption and thinking but nobody tried to find my 

inner secret of heart. I am in  need for the heart, inner 

self which had been destroyed into particles due to the 

sorrows and separation of beloved with whom I can 

share my hardships and pains of separation from 

beloved… none else can understand.     

Sultan Bahoo ()  also stressed upon this point of 

understanding. In Fact, it can also be seen in Iqbal‟s poetry: 

ِ می گُىيد    پس از مً شعر مً خُاىيد دزیا بيد 

 جہاٌ زا دگرگَُ کردیک مردخُدآگہی

 طُ ِز مً سُزد کہ می آید کلیه
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Allama Iqbal used the metaphor of „Mountain of Toor‟ and 

Kaleem and said that the Toor (Mountain) of my ideas and thoughts is 

waiting for any Kaleem who can communicate and understand my ideas. 

There is very popular Kafi of Haḍrat Khawaja Ghulam 

Farīd () : 

 افاں دؽ دا ایک

 
 

 رحمؾ راز ان ملد ا وکیئ  احؽ س

 گنن ومنز فاجنمیئ اسرا  رس اپمیئ دوھڑ یٹم ہنم

 ہن ف وکیئ

 

ن

 ھ
ج
پ 

ھلد اااٹل  وھتہں  آمیئ ےڑہی

ک

 اعمل 

 رحمؾ راز ان ملد ا وکیئ

You can see the prose and poetry of Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  in 

Persian as well as Punjabi, everywhere theory is the same. Mevlana 

Rumi ()  also presents the same theory. 

Mevlana Rumi ()  presents the theory that the speaker and 

listener should be on same columns like in same condition, at same 

intelligent level, and in same circumstances and environment. If during 

the communication both speaker and listener are happy, then they can 

understand each other. If one is happy and the other is sad, it is difficult 

to understand properly. It will only be possible by the miracles of Sufis 

and such Sufis in our age are Sultan Bahoo ()  and Mevlana Rumi () . 

Even during the time of these Sufis, people with whom they were 

concerned and whom they preached the message of Islam were not the 

Muslims. They treated them with love and held them closer. Now when 

Eastern people are of same faith then what is the hurdle to be closer to 

each other? The attentions and teachings of these Sufis are here which 

are spiritual and immaterial. If we utilize them it is sure that we can bring 

the peace, love, and reconciliation back in the world. 
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There is an interesting similarity that the book written on 

Mevlana Rumi ()  is titled as „Manaqib ul Ārifeen,‟ and book extracted 

from the ideas of Sultan Bahoo ()  – which can be said as Encyclopedia 

– is titled as „Shams ul Ārifeen.‟  

While reading Persian poetry of Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  one 

enjoys the similar excitement, rhythm and music found in the poetry of 

Mevlana Rumi ()  especially in the poems.  

There is a verse from Ḥāfeẓ Shirazi‟s ()  sonnet: 

 االحدیث یاز کہ تکراز می کيه  ما ہرچہ خُاىدہ ایه ؾرامُط کردہ ایه

All which we read and learn is forgotten except the 

talks of beloved which we are repeating.  

Sa„di Sherazi ()  said a poetic impression extracted from the 

teachings of Exalted Prophet Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) which became very 

popular: 

 کہ دز آؾریيض ز یک گُھرىد  بيی آدو اعؽای یک دیگرىد

 دگر عؽُھا زا ىناىد قراز  چُعؽُی بہ دزدآِزد زِزگاز

 کہ ىامت ىہيد آدمیىصاید   تُ کز محيت دیگراٌ بی غنی

Why we move from love and integration like one body to such 

decline of a body divided in different parts of body? Its basic reason is 

that we left centers of guidance and sources of inspiration. 

Allama Iqbal said in Asrar e Khudi that Asia is the land of light 

but: 

 غیر بیً از خُیصتً اىدز حجاب
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It observes the strangers but unaware of itself, it is 

veiled to itself.  

Therefore he guides us about “Khudi” (self). 

The beautiful link, a bridge and a spiritual way between 

Mevlana Rumi ()  and Allama Iqbal is Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () . 

Allama Iqbal borrowed many ideas and things directly from Mevlana 

Rumi ()  but there are many things which he directly borrowed from 

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () . The spiritual developments and gaining 

climax in this field are the part of miracles of both Sufis. 

What we have missed from the teachings of Sufis, is the 

impartiality and unfortunately we have been indulged into the fanaticism 

and bigotry. 

There is a poem of Allama Iqbal in his book Javed Nama in 

which he, through using the name of his son Javed Iqbal, addressed to the 

youth and guided and stressed upon the lesson that youth should struggle 

for spirituality and the way of training through spiritual attention.  

Secondly, the source of knowledge and learning should be 

spiritual. Earning should be legitimate according to Islamic faith. It is 

like the seed i.e., if you will sow the seed of halal in land of mind, the 

outcome crop will be beneficial. In a poem Allama Iqbal said: 

 مُمً شؿیق! می شُد برکاؾر ِ  بيدہء عصق ازخداگیرد طریق 

Momin starts to travel with the guidance of Allah 

Almighty (هلالج لج)  and he is kind to Muslims and non-

Muslims as well. 

Mevlana Rumi ()  said about Prophet Abraham ()  that he 

always tried to join someone during his meal. Once upon a time there 

was no guest for few days and Prophet Abraham ()  was alone. He 
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traveled to sort out any guest who may enjoin him for meal. He found 

seventy years old man who was hungry. Prophet Ibrahim ()  called him 

to join for meal. As they started eating Prophet Ibrahim ()  felt that he 

did not say Bismillah. He asked the old man that you did not say 

Bismillah. Old man replied yes, we are not guided by our prophet to say 

Bismillah. Prophet Abraham ()  condemned him for not saying 

Bismillah and asked him to leave and said you have no right to eat meal 

with a Muslim. Prophet Abraham ()  received revelation by Allah 

Almighty (هلالج لج)  that I (هلالج لج)  am the Creator and Owner of everything and I 

have provided him with living for seventy years and did not decline his 

request for livelihood. You are unable to bear your own living why you 

refused and declined him for meal? 

Mevlana Rumi ()  also quoted from Exalted Qurʾān in his 

Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī that we should restrain from bigotry and fanaticism. 

Pluralism is more appropriate thing to adopt and it is pluralism which 

raises and develops the societies. For this the important point we find in 

the teachings of Mevlana Rumi ()  and Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  love, 

peace, fraternity, brotherhood, reconciliation, tolerance and patience. 

With this strangers and enemies will be converted into close friends; 

otherwise, we will lose our friends. 

Mevlana Rumi ()  advised: 

ٍ کُباقی ست  ِز شراب جاىؿرایت ساقی ست  عصق آَ زىدہ گزی

ِ بر قیُو داز  عصق بر مرِد ىہ باشد پائیداز  عصق زا بر حئی 

Mevlana Rumi ()  also said in Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī: 

 محبت سرکہ ھا ُمل می شُد     ازمحبت خازھا گل می شُد

 محبت باز بدتی می شُداز   ازمحبت داز تدتی می شُد
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With love thorns converted into flowers, with love 

vinegar is converted to wine, with love curse and 

misfortune converted into fortune, with love the 

scaffold converted into royal throne. 

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  also guided in his prose and poetry 

that in every situation, with the help of mentor, creatures should be 

respected by heart and evils and deficiencies should be ignored. 

If the poetry of Mevlana Rumi ()  and Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo 

()  are presented to anyone without any prior introduction, and 

understanding of method, he will accurately perceive that this poetry is 

by one poet and the excitement, zeal, love, directedness, rhythm, and 

continuity found in the poetry of Mevlana Rumi () , are dominantly 

found in the poetry of Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  as well. I would like to 

share a brief excerpt of Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () : 

ً داىه دز ایً عاله کہ المعبُد اال ھُ  مقعُداال ھُ الِ ِال مُجُد ؾی الکُىیً   یقی

 کہ ال ؾتاح اال ھُ یازیحق  ِر یاز غ مجُ                                                  یتيھا چہ غه داز ایب ،یال بہ دست آز ؼیچُ ت

ُ گل زِ یکی ه،یجُ یکی هیگُ یکی  اال ھُ ریغ هیىہ پُ ه،یپُ کیزا بہ  کی ھنُ                           هیدز دل چ

I am certain within universe there none worthy of 

worship besides Hoo.  

There is no existence or objective in both worlds 

besides Hoo.  

In hand with sword of negation come alone without 

grief of hesitation.  

Depending on acquaintance other than truth is no 

triumph besides Hoo. 

I mention one I search one and one I keep in my heart 

like flower. 

 That one I find one besides that I find none other Hoo. 
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It is also the translation of Islamic creed in a very beautiful way.  

There is no one existing in both worlds except Allah Almighty 

(هلالج لج)  and He is our destination and final objective. If you have 

the sword of nothingness except Allah Almighty (هلالج لج) , then why 

you are afraid of anything; proceed alone and struggle. Don‘t 

ask for the help and guidance from anyone else except Allah 

Almighty (هلالج لج)  because He only can help you.  

He further said that  

I ask for only One, I search for only One who has the 

face like flower I am only searching Him not searching 

anyone else.  
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Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo, Mevlana Rumi & 

Spiritualism
*
 

Sahibzada Sultan Ahmed Ali 

 

Teachings of Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  and Mevlana Jalāl ad-

Dīn Rumi () , two eminent mystics, poets, intellectuals and 

philosophers, are not confined to their own language or region. People 

from other regions of the world and speaking different languages also 

benefit from their thoughts. I will not only highlight philosophical 

similarities between these two renowned Sufi mystics but also find out 

guidance provided by their teachings to arrest spiritual, intellectual, 

ethical, social and political decline of humanity. 

I say with full confidence that if we analyze their teachings as 

well as characters in the light of modern and creative research, there is 

ample guidance for us. I would state a few instances in this regard.  

After the fall of Baghdad at the hands of Tatars, the Muslim 

world faced decline. In those circumstances, mystics provided necessary 

support to the Muslim world. When the Muslims fell victim to multiple 

tragedies, a group of mystics, out of despondency, became hermits, while 

another group, associated with the rulers, was overpowered by 

materialism. The former considered themselves as "helpless" and the 

latter, "all powerful". Mevlana Rumi ()  and his contemporaries adopted 

and highlighted moderate course of action, nurtured hope, concentrated 

                                                           
*
 Secy. Gen. Islahee Jamaat & Aalmi Tanzeem ul Arifeen Sahibzada Sultan 

Ahmed Ali delivered these remarks during the seminar “Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo 

()  and Mevlana Rumi ()  & Spiritualism” organized by Islahee Jamaat & 

Aalmi Tanzeem ul Ariffen on July 01, 2010 in Islamabad. 
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on character building and encouraged actions. These aspects formed 

basis of his Mathnawī. 

Similarly, when we study the era of Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () , 

we find three different groups that emerged in reaction to policies of the 

then Mughal King Akbar. One group of mystics going astray from 

mysticism, took inspiration from the movement of hermits and the 

recluse. We find its representation in Dara Shikoh. The other, in the 

shape of Prince Shujaa and Prince Murad, became obsessed with 

materialism and rule. 

The third one, in the shape of Aurangzeb Aalimgir, strived for 

character building of the Muslims of the Indo-Pak subcontinent and to 

convert the Mughal dynasty into Muslim Caliphate. Owing to these 

efforts of Aurangzeb, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  supported him. As Iqbal 

said about Aurangzeb; 

ٌِ کاززاِز کؿر ِ دیٍ  ترکض مازا خدىگ آخریً  دزمیا

Besides we do not find traditional fatalistic concept in the 

teachings of Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi ()  and Sultan-ul-Ārifeen 

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () . Both believed that man is true and 

comprehensive manifestation of Allah Almighty's (هلالج لج)  Omnipotence. 

Allah (هلالج لج)  has vested powers in man, who can do whatever he wants. 

Mevlana Rumi ()  in his teachings highlighted that man is all powerful 

and independent. To him, concepts of helplessness and weakness are 

symbols of lack of courage or smugness. As he says; 

 کل یُو ھُؾی شاٌ ای پسر  بہر ایً ؾرمُد زحناٌ ای پسر

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () , in his book "Aql e Bedar" or "Living 

Conscience" describes the same in these words, "Allah (هلالج لج)  has bestowed 

upon man His own powers as man is custodian of Allah's (هلالج لج)  mysteries 

in the light of Ḥadīth-e-Qudsi that says man is Allah's (هلالج لج)  confidant and 
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Allah (هلالج لج)  is man's confidant." Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  says in his 

Punjabi poetry; 

ُ  اھجیت اےچس دا رجحا فچ اپ ریقف نت رب ہہیا ھ   

ُ  یتادنر آب ایح ےریت یرک تنم وخاج رضخ د انں ھ   

 

This body of yours is the dwelling of Lord so 

Mystic (Faqir) look inside - Hoo, 

Do not ask favors from Khawaja Khidhr, the 

water of immortality is within you - Hoo  

Man is fountain of power as he is Allah's (هلالج لج)  khalifa or vice on 

the earth. He is free to choose his own path. He may adopt the path of 

progress and prosperity or may adopt decline and destruction. Whichever 

way he goes, that will be his destiny as disciple of Hind Allama Iqbal 

questions; 

 میٍ ىہیٍ سنجھا حدیِث جبر ِ قدز  اےشریک مستی خاظاٌ بدز

While his mentor Rumi ()  replies; 

ٌ برد ٌ برد  بال بازاٌ زا سُی سلظا  بال زاغاٌ زا بہ گُزستا

Vultures remain contended with corpses but eagle finds 

comforts in heights. 

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  also says; 

ُ  یدے اھبڈنے دک اھتں یٹم ےڑہیج ہن وہدنے اک ےج ھ   

ُ  یوہفؿ دک ےدے ڑیھک میڈمھ دق ےڑہیج ہن وہدنے راےھجن ھ   

 

The earthen wares cannot become glass 

wares - Hoo, 
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Those who are disloyal by nature can never 

become Ranjhay (lover) - Hoo 

I also want to draw attention of the researchers of mysticism 

towards a frequently discussed issue of views of Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn 

Rumi ()  and Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  regarding "Wahdat ul Wajood" 

or unity of Being and Wahdat ul Shahud or unity of witness. In my 

opinion, this debate of unity of Being or unity of witness would be of no 

benefit for humanity that is already divided into numerous groups. We 

need Wahdat ul Maqsood or "unity of objective" for its benefit. We find 

both unity of Being and unity of witness in their teachings. Mevlana 

Rumi ()  says; 

 چٌُ خیاالتی عدد اىدیض ىیست   گرھزازاىيدیک کس بیض ىیست

 گُھرِماھیض غیر مُج ىیست   بحر ِحداىیست جؿت ِزِج ىیست

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  says; 

 بذات خُد ھُیداحق کہ الؾی الکٌُ االھُ   ھُاالِل ھُاآلخر ظہُزآمد تجلی اِ

He is first He is last manifests His splendor  

Actual Divinity manifests from truth there is none 

besides Hoo 

In this verse, unity of witness has been described till "Bazat e 

Khud Huwaida Haq", while "La Filkaun illa Hoo" highlights unity of 

being. Instead of unity of being or unity of witness, we need to focus on 

unity of objective and highlight the same for human welfare.  

In the end, I would underscore another striking similarity 

between the afterlives of these two mystics. While visiting the shrine of 

Mevlana Rumi ()  in Konya, I was amazed to notice similarity of the 
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essence of message of Mevlana Rumi ()  and Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () . 

On the tomb of Mevlana Rumi ()  is inscribed: 

اق باشد ایٍ مقاو
ّ
د تناو  کعبتہ العص

ُ
 ہر کہ ىاقغ آید ایٍ جا ش

This is Kaʿbah for lovers of Allah (هلالج لج) ; any deficient 

lover would find perfection for himself here. 

Outside the shrine of Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () , identical 

message is inscribed: 

 ز ابتدأ تا اىتہا یک دو َبرو  ہر کہ طالِب حق بُد مً حاؼرو

Whosoever wants to attain real objective of his life, 

may come here; I will get his spiritual journey 

completed within wink of eye. 

Another message inscribed on Mevlana Rumi's ()  shrine is; 

 ما ست  بعد از ِؾات ُتربِت ما َبر زمیً مجُ
ِ
 عازِف مقاو

ِ
 دز سیيہ ہائے مرُدو

Don't try to find me in my grave after my demise; I will 

live in the hearts of those who recognize Divinity. 

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  has also given the same message in 

these words; 

ْ  انؾ ریقف

 

ن ہ اا

 

ُؒ ربق ج ن ُ ےویج یاہنتں دا ابھ  ھ   

 

Your name is ‗faqir‘ Bahoo, whose grave is 

alive - Hoo. 
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Special Remarks on Sultan Bahoo and Mevlana 

Rumi
*
  

Prof. Dr. Najeeb Haider Mulghani 

 

Respected Guests and Participants!  

The forces of means and ends have been passing through 

various phases and changing faces over the centuries for construction of 

human society, and financial, economic and emotional exploitation of an 

individual has been carried on. The individual and collective struggles 

against the forces of brutalities have been continuing in its thinking 

evolution. Such a thoughtful evolution kept on progressing at both 

horizontal and vertical directions. Various religions and social theories 

were presented to create a balance between the conflicting forces of good 

and evil. And the time came when ears heard the pleasant news that your 

religion (Deen) had been completed then, and afterwards the short 

definition of Deen could be "Religion of Advice" and religion of 

common welfare.  

Welfare is such a comprehensive word that engulfs all the 

dimensions of an individual's life, and Sufi mystics have an inevitable 

role of preaching and interpretation of the hidden everlasting love in this 

thought-process. Sufi saints have used such a delicate and magnificent 

style of emotional and sentimental expression which occupies one's heart. 

                                                           
*
 Translation of Remarks shared by Prof. Dr. Najeeb Haider Mulghani Registrar, 

Ghazi University, DG Khan during International Conference on “Sultan Bahoo 

()  & Mevalan Rumi () ” organized by Faculty of Oriental Learning, University 

of the Punjab Lahore and MUSLIM Institute on May 11, 2017 at University of 

the Punjab, Lahore. 
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Baba Farīd-ud-Dīn Ganj Shakkar ()  has expressed such feelings in the 

following way: 

 گل اٹڈنا ہن رگے بت گل وکک اکپر بج  رااھک وجار  ںوکک وتں ویج ادیوکک رف

Keep on echoing like the standing crop-stem of oat 

Keep singing until the crop-stain doesn‘t fall. 

This stem is the symbolic representation of base-self and its 

naive wishes according to Sufi mystics, and peace and stability cannot be 

restored until this ego-stem is healthy. Peace will occur after the fall of 

this stem, and till that time singing struggle is very important. Sufi saints 

utilize special phrases and analogies for better understanding of masses. 

These terminologies contain in-depth meaning and wisdom which 

continuously and successively provides new insights and secrets. 

According to Sufi saints, the meaning of Islamic creed (La Ilaha Illallah 

Hoo) is that there is no real entity except Allah (هلالج لج)  in the universe.  

The objective of no entity except Allah (هلالج لج)  in Islamic creed 

generates a prolonged discussion of Existence of One Entity (Wahdat-ul-

Wajood) and Existence by Incidents (Wahdat-us-Shahood). If you ponder 

over the poetry of Mevlana Rumi ()  and Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () , it 

becomes very difficult to discern that which of these monotheistic 

philosophies they are supporting academically and there exists a certain 

synchronization in their thought-process about these two perspectives 

which is very uncommon in other poets. Many Sufi saints in Indo-Pak 

subcontinent have derived this divine philosophy from Haḍrat IbnʿArabī 

()  and have openly proclaimed either Existence of One Entity or 

Existence by Incidents. However, we find a certain blend or 

synchronization of both concepts in the message of these great Sufi 

poets.  

If we go back to the thirteenth century, we find that Crusade 

Wars were moving towards Jeruselum, Qustantunia had been occupied 
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and Bezantine state was being divided. Moreover, forces under the 

leadership of Changez Khan were engaged in expansion activities; in that 

tough situation, Christians were fighting against Christians and Muslims, 

and even Muslims against Muslims. The Muslim world was oriented 

towards a renowned scholar. In that time Mevlana Rumi ()  had the 

honour to meet Haḍrat Shams-i-Tabrīzī () . The very spiritual grace of 

Shams broke all the obstacles of explicit knowledge like a stormy 

torrential rain and the eternal stream of divine-love was generated from 

the inner-self of Haḍrat Mevlana Rumi () . That divine love, above all 

the divisions of race, color and sectarian and religious thoughts, appeared 

as a dancing body in the singing tone of soul. On the other hand, the era 

of renowned Sufi poet of seventeenth century Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  

was comparatively stable period.  

Though both famous poets are centuries apart, yet they have a 

common value of divine-love. The love is regarded as eternal and 

dynamic force in their viewpoint. The love is the very force which takes 

a person to divine reality across all the boundaries of time and space, and 

a certain moment comes where the apparent difference between lover and 

beloved vanishes off and only divine-love remains forever. 

 ای طبیب جنلہ علتھای ما  شادباط ای عصق خُط سُدای ما 

Respected audience!  

The self-ego and consciousness of being is the greatest hurdle 

on the path of love. Mevlana ()  explains a very novel and beautiful 

point and look at his unique perspective: 

ِ ىامُس ما  ائے تُ اؾالطٌُ جالیيُس ما   اے دِائے ىدُت 

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo )( also enlightens this secret aspect of 

divine-love. He expresses in very beautiful verses: 
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ق اچپفے، ا

 

ِس
ع

ُ  ونں ربخ ہن وکیئ ؿامیسج زنمؽ ونں  ھ   

 

‗Ishq attains destinations that faith even 

does not know - Hoo, 

On another place, he says 

 ُ  اک اگنہ ےج اعقش فےھکی ھکل زہاراں اترے ھ 

 ُ  ھکل اگنہ ےج اعمل فےھکی ےسک ہن دکیھ اچڑہے ھ 

 

Single glance of an ardent lover would take 

millions across Hoo 

With millions of glances by scholars, no one 

reached the shores any way Hoo 

Another common perspective between two Sufi poets is the 

element of divine recognition or entity beyond entity. One poet says that 

a perfect master can create colours for blind and can create music for 

deaf. And both of these poets are spiritual masters. Similarly, Haḍrat 

Sultan Bahoo ()  explains that one spiritual sight of perfect mentor helps 

the divine-seaker reach the destinations of divine recognition and 

bestows upon the real entity beyond material entity. 

There is common misconception in Indo-Pak subcontinent that 

Sufi is a world-quitter. However, Sufi is never engaged in such 

behaviour. Actually Sufi negates those dirty actions which divide the 

people into different groups based on wealth, knowledge and 

sectarianism leading to exploitation. The Sufi personalities want peace in 

the world to restore the human dignity and respect. You are quite familiar 

with the famous poetic verses (Abyāt) of Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  and I 

would like to quote one line here,  
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 ے د اہلل
ب

 

ن
 
چ

ُ  نم فچ رمدش الیئ ےریم وبیٹ ی ھ   

  اابثت دا اپین یفن

ِل م

 
ی ن

ُ رہ رےگ رہ اجیئ س ھ   

ک اچم وبیٹ ادنر

 

 ش
م

ُ  اجں الھپں ےت آیئ ای ھ   

ُؒ ںیج ےویج  ابھ 
ِ
ُ  الیئ وبیٹ ہیا رمدش اکِم ھ   

 

Spiritual mentor planted the ―Jasmeen‖ 

sapling of Allah‘s name in my heart - Hoo, 

Irrigated with water of negation and 

affirmation in whole body - Hoo, 

It has blossomed and emit sweet fragrance 

all within - Hoo, 

Long live my perfect guide, Bahoo, who 

planted it in me - Hoo. 

And one finds a very wonderful similarity with Mevlana Rumi 

()  who also emphasized the role of spiritual mentor for sowing the seed 

of consciousness inside for purification.  

The third similarity is the humbleness and apparent distance 

from mūrshid which I consider the path of destination and the life of a 

person is attached with this pain. The harder the pain of such sorrow and 

apartness would be, the closer the union destination would be! In this 

regard, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  says in his poetic manner,  

ُ  اںریل ںاید یدرز ںرپزے رپزے ویج انت نم ریم ھ   

 

My body-soul are torn into pieces like 

tailor‘s tatters - Hoo, 

Mevlan Rumi ()  also explains the same sentiment:  

 اقیشّرا دزد اشت هیتاب گُ   از ؾراق ۃخا ھه شّرہ  شر يایس
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It is generally regarded that Sufi mystics disregard worldly 

knowledge or do not give importance to it. This statement is true only to 

the extent of strands of knowledge that are acquired for worldly status as 

fame cannot lead towards divine recognition. Mevlana Rumi ()  

explains this reality in the following words:  

 بُد ازےی یزىزا  بر دل  عله  مازے بُد یعله زا بر تً زى

 I would like to end my speech with the two lines of Haḍrat 

Sultan Bahoo () . If you bring the whole background in your mind, we 

know, that acquisition of knowledge, spending a good life and financial 

aspects are very important, but I urge that Sufi is supporter of an elegant 

life, and he teaches you a respectful life as he believes in the elegant life 

in this world. As Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  says,  

ُ  ںیابوہ اھبون اجگ انب دفدھ دمجے انںیہ الؽ وہونؿ ڑکھ ڑکھ ےک ھ   

 

The milk can‘t turn into butter without a 

little ferment (Curd) even if you boil it red - 

Hoo. 

Even if you have material and religious knowledge, you cannot 

achieve real success if you don‟t have the fermentations of divine-love.  

At the end, I would like to quote the famous verse of Haḍrat 

Sultan Bahoo () ,  

ہ ااں د انؾ ریقف

 

ُؒ ربق ج ن ُ  ےویج یاہنتں دا ابھ  ھ   

 

The title of ‗faqir‘ (mystic) is only for those 

Bahoo; who are alive in their graves - Hoo. 
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Teachings of Self-Knowledge in the Perspectives of 

Mevlana Rumi and Sultan Bahoo
*
 

Dr. Shehla Saleem Noori 

 

Human training is an important topic as a result of which we get 

a society evolved from real human-beings. All persons reside in a society 

but the issue is an educated and talented society even if it lacks real 

human-beings.  

Now what is meant by self-actualization? It means that a person 

should identify and overcome his faults and develop into a human-being 

that is being called "Caliph on Earth (Khalifa-tul-Arz)" by Qurʾān, a 

creature trained by Prophets  () sent by Allah (هلالج لج)  and, atlast, Haḍrat 

Mohammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) carved the real human-being. Sufis consider it a mission 

because the purpose of universe‟s creation is Allah‟s (هلالج لج)  recognition. 

Out of so many creatures, Allah (هلالج لج)  willed to show Himself to human-

beings only whom he created for His worship. Allah (هلالج لج)  said in Qurʾān 

(51:56); 

 Allah Almighty (هلالج لج)  created jinn and human-beings just for His 

worship 

A human is a combination of body and soul; body created from 

water and soil; soul is Force Majeure. Human is pure from one angle and 

                                                           
*
 Translation of Remarks shared by Chairperson Persian Department, Karachi 

University Dr. Shehla Saleem Noori during during International Conference on 

“Sultan Bahoo ()  & Mevalan Rumi () ” organized by Faculty of Oriental 

Learning, University of the Punjab Lahore and MUSLIM Institute on May 11, 

2017 at University of the Punjab, Lahore. 
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density of dirt from the other. Now the purpose of Sufi is to spiritually 

train and bring human beings to a point where he should know, how and 

when to worship Allah (هلالج لج) .  

Haḍrat Mevlana Rumi ()  and Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  are 

considered among the highest ranked Sufi scholars, Mevlana Rumi ()  

came four hundred years (400) before Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () . Haḍrat 

Mevlana Rumi () , the lover of Shams-i-Tabrīzī () , and Haḍrat Sultan 

Bahoo ()  took allegiance at the hands of Exalted Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص), as stated 

in his books. 

Both true lovers consider love as very important element for 

human development because creation of universe is impossible without 

love. Rumi ()  and Bahoo ()  declare love as a father of all teachings. 

Love compels the true lover to burn whole universe in the flame of 

passionate love. Mevlana Rumi ()  conveys his message of human 

development in the form of flute and teaches sincerity. A flute bears too 

much hardship to reach destination. Mevlana ()  teaches us not to show 

disloyalty to the lover and nurture our souls instead of body. 

Therefore Mevlana ()  stated in search of human: 

 ِ دد ملُله ِ اىساىه آززِست ُید کز  گرد شهر گصت یبا چراؽ هن ذیش ید

Not only this, rather a real human reveals from inside. As 

human is a fabulous creature of Allah Almighty (هلالج لج) , he acquires animal 

instincts instead of humanity in the absence of passionate love. Mevlana 

()  wants us to ponder over reality of soul that is inside us and full of 

love. 

In the teachings of Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  'Laa'' and 'Hoo' are 

two important elements. 'Laa' means „no (refuse)‟. If we really want to 

understand Bahoo () , we should concentrate on 'Laa'' and 'Hoo'. 
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Therefore, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  declares Kalima Tayyiba (Islamic 

creed) as a basis of whole knowledge. He expresses this reality in the 

following sentence: 

 گيج تنامے خزائً دیکل

It implies that Kalima Tayyiba is the key to all treasures of the 

worlds. Why? Because it helps us to find eternal love. It creates a lover 

who doesn't see or listen anyone else but the beloved one, and the lover 

stating “Laa” as negating everything. Therefore Kalima Tayyiba starts 

with “Laa” that teaches human-beings how to love, negating everything 

except the beloved one. 

He stated in his poetry; 

 ُھُ ٍیداىه دز ٍیقی
ّ
 ُھُالمقعُد ا ً،یالکُى یال مُجُد ؾ ِ  عاله کہ المُجُد اال

ّ
 ال

I am certain within universe there none worthy of 

worship besides Hoo 

There is no existence or objective in both worlds 

besides Hoo 

This is pure love. Bahoo ()  believes that we need to acquire 

honesty and purity to be called a true human. If we do not love these 

characteristics, we become materialistic. “Laa” protects us from all 

toxins and brings us to “Hoo”. A person should negate everything to 

become Khalifa-tul-Arz (caliph on Earth). So Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  

says that we cannot reach the stage of “Hoo” without acquaintance with 

“Laa.” At the end he says: 

 یت ُچُ
ِ
 ُھُ یازیحق  ِر یاز غ مجُ  یتيہا ، چہ غه داز ایب ،یال بدست آز ؼ

ّ
اح اال

ّ
 کہ ال ؾت

In hand with sword of negation come alone without 

grief of hesitation  
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Depending on acquaintance other than truth is no 

triumph besides Hoo 
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An Overview of the Fundamental Thoughts of 

Mevlana Jalāl ad-Dīn Rumi and Haḍrat Sultan 

Bahoo
*
  

Mr. Akbar Ali Sasoli 

 

I wil begin with the words of Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () : 

 ُ  ھ
ّ
 ھُِال م  یقیً داىه دزیٍ عاله کہ المعبُد اال

ّ
 ُجُد ؾی الکُىیً ال مقعُد اال

I am certain within universe there none worthy of 

worship besides Hoo 

There is no existence or objective in both worlds 

besides Hoo 

A combined seminar on two great Sufis is indeed admirable. 

These masters are well known across the world of Sufism. Almost entire 

content of my talk, in fact, consists of verbatim excerpts from the works 

of these two masters. There would hardly be any sentences constructed 

by myself. Let us start from this world, about which Mevlana Rumi ()  

observes: 

 َ  زہاَاحؿرہ کً زىداٌ ِ خُد زاِ  ایٍ جہاَ زىداٌ ِ ما زىداىیا
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 Translation of Remarks shared by Lecturer Persian Department, University of 
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ٌ ِ زٌ  چیست دىیا از خدا غاؾل بدٌ ِ میزا  ىه قناط ِ ىقده 

This world is a jail and we are prisoners, dig a tunnel 

through it and free yourself. What is ―worldliness‖, 

becoming forgetful of Allah (هلالج لج) , and not necessities, 

silver, children, wife etc.  

ِ دىیا ِ بیض  ترک دىیا هر که کرد از زهد خُیض  بیض آید پیض ا

One who gives up this world for the sake of his piety, 

more comforts of this world would flow towards him. 

Going on the same lines, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  notes:  

 ُ ی لملم دوہفؿ ھ 

 

ن

ت

کِن

ی 

ت

ین ت لن

اینں زؿ ضیح 
 
 اہہی د

 ُ اینں اکرؿ اعمل افلض وگےش ہہب ہہب رففؿ ھ 
 
 د

 ُ اینں افےھک وھگ رک وسفؿ ھ 
 
د ے رھگ فچ وبیتہ د

 

ین
ن چ 

 

 ُ ُؒ فادنہی لکن ولھکفؿ ھ  ہ ااں رتک داین ںیھت یتیک ابھ 

 

 ج ن

 

This word is unclean it can never be pure at 

all - Hoo, 

Curse upon the life of the ―Faqir‖ who 

keeps the world in his house - Hoo, 

Love of the material world keeps away from 

the Lord; one should check this on time - 

Hoo, 

To tell you the truth Bahoo, one should 

divorce this world forever - Hoo. 

In his prose work, Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  says that people 

running after this world are like the thirst patients (polydipsia). This 

world is like poisoned river. When a thirsty person takes a dive in a 

poisoned river, drinks from it, he dies. More poisoned water he drinks, 
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thirstier he becomes. His thirst is like pain of death which becomes more 

painful every moment. Or put it in another way, thirst of this world is 

more agonising than the thirst of the Day of Judgement. This is the 

reason that the seekers of spiritual excellence (faqr) remains thirsty on 

the bank of the poisoned river of this world, refrains from drinking its 

poisoned water, also warns others that drinking poisoned water lest you 

die. One, who does not like their cordial council, keeps wandering 

around this poisoned river.  

Comprehended well that the heart of the seekers of the spiritual 

excellence is saturated with the water of remembrance of the Name 

“Allah Hoo” that provides them with firmness, and they draw their 

honour only from it and actualize success in both worlds. 

Coming to the present times, which also has been discussed 

earlier, the sectarianism and linguistic divides and all the carnage going 

on, has been a part of all times. A Sufi‟s heart ever laments on it. 

Mevlana Rumi ()  reflects:  

ٌ كه مً خُد زا ىني داىه   چه تدبير اي مسلناىا

 ىه تـرسا ىه يهُدو مً ىه گبرو ىه مسلناىه

 ىه شـرقّيه ىه غـربّيه ىه بـرّيه ىه بـحرّيه

What to do O Muslims! That I do not know myself 

Neither am I a Christian, nor a Jew, neither am I a 

Muslim nor a fire worshiper  

 Neither am I from east, nor from west, neither am I 

from land, nor from water 

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  goes in the same echo:  

ا انں ںیم یّنُس انں ںیم ی

 

ُ  ایدفاہں وتں دؽ ڑس اریم ش ھ   

ُ  ایرتمح فچ فڑ ایدجفں در ےڈنیپ ےئگ ھبس یکشخ کم ھ   
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ُ  انکرے ڑچایھ  اہرے وکیئنم اترے رت رت یئک ھ   

ہ ااں رمدش دا ڑل ڑھپ حیحص

 

ُؒ ج ن ُ ایالستم ڑچھ اپر ےئگ ابھ  ھ   

 

I am neither ‗Sunni‘ nor ‗Shia‘ my heart is 

disgusted with both of them - Hoo, 

As I entered the ocean of Oneness all the 

journey came to an end - Hoo, 

Many swimmers were exhausted, hardly few 

of them reached the bank - Hoo, 

Safely reached the destination Bahoo, those 

who followed mentor - Hoo. 

When it comes to love, then how is it possible that these 

eminent masters would had evaded from reflecting on it. Let us start with 

the lord of the lovers Mevlana Rumi () : 

 ای طبیب جنلہ علتھای ما  شادباط ای عصق خُط سُدای ما 

Hail, O love that bringest us good gains – thou that art 

the physician of all our ills. 

 از محبت مسها ززیً شُد  از محبت تلدها شیریً شُد

Love makes the bitter things sweet, with love silver is 

transformed into gold 

 دیُ حُزی می شُد محبت ِز               ىاز ىُزی می شُد محبت از

With love fire is transformed into light, and with love a 

terrible monster is transformed into a beautiful houri.   

Now listen to Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo () : what exquisite wording 

he uses for love: 
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ق الستم وکیئ الستم رہ وکیئ ؿامیا

 

ِس
ع

ُ  ےگنم  ھ   

 

 

ن

گ

 

من

وُں، ِدؽ ونں ریغ ؿامیا 
ق

 

س
ع

ُ وہیئ ترشامفؿ  ھ   

ق اچپفے، ا سج

 

ِس
ع

ُ  ونں ربخ ہن وکیئ ؿامیزنمؽ ونں  ھ   

ُؒ ا قشع الستم رںیھک اریم ُ  درھفیئ ںاید ونںامیابھ  ھ   

 

Everyone prays for faith, but only few seek 

infatuation (‗ishq) - Hoo, 

Asking for faith and shying away from 

inspiration my heart regrets - Hoo, 

‗Ishq attains destinations that faith even 

does not know - Hoo, 

‘O‘ Bahoo, keep my ―‘ishq‖ alive, I am not 

much concerned about faith - Hoo. 

No matter how much is said about Sufis and love, it would still 

stand too little, and when we come to Mevlana () , bringing forth any 

description becomes almost impossible. An entire world of love exists 

from the start till end of the Mathnawī-ī ma‟nawī. Few English lines take 

it as,  

Love is not return on paper for paper can be erased or 

is it attached on stone  for stone can be broken but it is 

inscribed on a heart and their it shall remain for ever. 

Let us also bring the Sharia with love (‗ishq). Sharia scholars 

from our friends, usually say that Sufis mostly show a bit evasion from 

Sharia. While focusing on it Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  notes:  

 خُد شریعت ساخته ِائےپیض   هر مراتب از شریعت ساخته 

I have attained each state from Divine law (Sharia) 

I have taken Divine law as my guidance 
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On another place, he says; 

 هر مقامض خُط به دیدو سر ِحدت از اله  برد باال عرط کرسی از با شریعت شاهراه

Mevlana‟s ()  very famous lines about knowledge:  

 عله زا بر جاٌ زىی یاز بُد  عله زا بر تً زىی مازه بُد 

Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  interprets it in following words:  

Knowledge is light on the way, without it the ignorant desirer of 

the spiritual excellence loses his way. Knowledge is the 

supporter and helper of a being. Ignorant wayfarer is worse 

than devil, a way-layer of the path of Allah (هلالج لج) . Knowledge 

makes two categories: knowledge of the phenomenon, expressed 

and delineated; and knowledge of the noumenon, gnosis and to 

be one with the Beloved. 

Going further, only that knowledge is better which yields 

possibilities of taking a man to his Lord. Means one comes to know his 

God and saves him from becoming a „bu-jahal‘. Actualisation of 

knowledge produces the gnosis of God and Mevlana Rumi ()  says 

about God:  

 یچٌُ به ظاحب دل زسی گُهر شُ  گر تُ سيگ ظدره ِ مرمر شُی

If you are a hard stone or a marble, when you will 

reach to a man of heart, you will become a precious 

pearl.  

On love, like Mevlana Rumi () , Haḍrat Sultan Bahoo ()  

describes the essence:  

…basic four types of pleasures of the base-self exist 

there in every man: all of them being mortal.  
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Fifth type of pleasure: pleasure associated with the 

nearness to Almighty (هلالج لج)  Lord is glorious.  

In the end he says that when this fifth pleasure is actualised then 

a man keeps away from the material world, just like an ill patient who 

does not like food. 

And Bahoo‟s ()  immense compendiums are filled with the 

teachings of Almighty Allah (هلالج لج) . There is no match of Sufis in 

remembrance of Almighty Lord (هلالج لج)  and love of Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص).   
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